





































AREA Approximately 14 Square Miles
ROADS Approximately 51.7 Miles of Road
POPULATION Approximately 7,500
INCORPORATED 1749
CHURCHES Five Representing Five Denominations
SCHOOLS One Elementary, One Middle
High School Students Attend Pinkerton Academy, Derry, NH
STATE SENATOR, 19th SENATORIAL DISTRICT Richard Russman
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT, DISTRICT 9:
Merilyn Senter 382-6074




Warren Rudman Concord 225-7115
125 No. Main St., Concord, NH 03301 Washington (202) 224,3324
Bob Smith Concord 228-0453
1 Eagle Sq., Suite 507, Concord, NH 03301 Washington (202) 224-2841
UNITED STATES CONGRESSMAN:
William ZeUff Manchester 669-6330
540 Commercial St., Manchester, NH 03101 Washington (202) 225,5456
ANNUAL ELECTION 2nd Tuesday in March
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING Friday Evening After Election
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE:
Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 8:00 - 4:00; Fri. 8:00 - 12:00 329-5011
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE: -
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Monday Evening 6:00 - 8:00
Friday 8:00- 12:00 329-6840
CODE ENFORCEMENT/ASSESSOR/
BUILDING INSPECTOR/HEALTH OFFICER:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00- 12:00 329-5846
PLANNING BOARD OFFICE:
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 9:00- 12:00 329-6181




TOWN CLERK • TOWN TREASURER
TAX COLLECTOR • BUDGET COMMITTEE
ROAD AGENT • TRUSTEES of the TRUST FUNDS
TRUSTEES of the LIBRARY
PLANNING BOARD




FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
TOGETHER WITH THE VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR
AS PREPARED BY THE TOWN CLERK
1990
FULL DETAILS CONCERNING EVERY ASPECT OF TOWN GOVERNMENT
ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY TIME FROM YOUR
BOARD OF SELECTMEN OR YOUR TOWN CLERK.
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Dedication
This issue of the Hampstead Town Report is dedicated to the
men and women of the allied armed forces serving in the
Gulf War.
Their discipline, training and willingness to serve their coun-
tries should be an example for all of us.
We look toward a continued cease-fire and a quick and
final settlement of regional issues, respecting all people in
the Gulf area.
% JJ)
HAMPSTEAD BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Joseph Guthrie, Brian Eastman, Rick Hartung
Administrative Assistant Priscilla Lindquist
HAMPSTEAD BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Seated: Ray Thibeault, Bob Cairns, Kevin Camm
Standing: Tom Gaff, Ed Lanpher
PLANNING BOARD
John Williams, Randy Clark, Susan Hastings, Peter Killheffer,
Brian Eastman, Proc Wentworth
Town Officers — 1990
ELECTED B IANNUALLY
MODERATOR
Michael James Gorham 1992
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE
GENERAL COURT
Peter Simon Richard Haynes
Merilyn Senter Leroy Dube
SUPERVISOR OF CHECK LIST
Sheila G. Gorham 1996
Juanita J. Randall 1992
Judith Mushial 1994
ELECTED FOR THREE YEAR TERM
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Nancy H. Watson 1993
SELECTMAN
Brian Eastman 1991
Joseph A. Guthrie 1992
Richard H. Hartung 1993
TREASURER
Harold I. Williams 1993
CHIEF OF POLICE




Jay P. Burns 1992
Joseph P. Hannigan, Jr- 1993
Pamela Hartung 1991
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Claire H. Alexander 1992
Constance Jezierski 1993
Ed M. Putnam 1991
TRUSTEE OF CEMETERIES
Marc P. Auger 1992
Paul Carideo 1991
Wayne F. DeVita, resigned 1993





















William J. Letoile, Jr. Dean C. Howard
David L. Morris Dale McLean
PLANNING BOARD
William R. Clark, Chairman 1991
Susan Hastings, Secretary 1993
Dean C. Howard, resigned 1992
John Williams 1991
Proctor Wentworth, Jr. 1992
Peter Killheffer 1993
Brian G. Eastman, Ex-Officio
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Kevin Camm, Chairman 1992
Ed Lanpher, Vice-chairman 1993
Thomas Gaff 1991
Raymond Thibeault 1991
Dean C. Howard, Alternate, Resigned 1991
Robert Cairns 1993
John Provost, Alternate 1991
Pat DeMarais 1992
Michael Wentworth, Alternate 1992
FIRE ENGINEERS
Walter Hastings, Chief 1991
Paul Wentworth , Deputy Chief JL992
Neil Emerson, Captin 1993
Kerry Clark, Lt„ 1993




Peter E. Archibald 1992
Kristopher N. Emerson 1992
Albert C. Lake, Jr., resigned 1993
Terence M. Pavlini 1993
Elizabeth Jutras 1991
HISTORIC COMMISSION
Elsie T. Carideo, Chairman 1991
Muriel Gorton, Secretary 1993
Priscilla Lindquist, Treasurer 1991
Maurice Randall, Jr. 1993
Thomas Verrill 1991
Joseph A. Guthrie, Ex-Officio
Town Officers — 1990
Continued
REGIONAL PLANNING






CABLE TV ADVISORY BOARD

















Brian Go Eastman, Ex-Officio
WAGE AND SALARY COMMITTEE
Lincoln Palmer, Chairman 1991
Karen Yasenka, Secretary 1993
Mary Jo McHale 1992
Paul Nicholson 1992













Timothy Stone, Alternate 1993
Julia Forbes, Alternate 1993
Patrick Bracken, Alternate 1993
David Forbes, Alternate 1993
Edward Riemitis, Alternate 1993
149-M SUB DISTRICT COMMITTE



























Dominic Domijanni, Alternate 1991
Kenneth Demarco 1991
Bruce Nadeau, Alternate 1993
Alfred J. Maley 1992
Nicholas Pangaro 1992
Summary of Results of Voting
Annual Town Meeting
March 13, 1990
ARTICLE #1 ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Michael J. Gorham, Moderator Two Years
Sheila G. Gorham, Supervisor of the Check List Six Years
Richard H. Hartung, Selectman Three Years
William J. Letoile, Jr., Chief of Police One Year
Nancy H. Watson, Town Clerk-Tax Collector Three Years
Harold I. Williams, Treasurer Three Years
Joseph P. Hannigan, Jr., Library Trustee Three Years
Albert C. Lake, Jr., Budget Committee Three Years
Terence M. Pavlini, Budget Committee Three Years
Wayne DeVita, Trustee of Cemeteries Three Years











































































































































































Comparative Statement Appropriations & Expenditures
12/31/90
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
T o w n f f :i. c: e r s S a 1 a r y
T o w i i f f i c e r s E x p e n s e
E 1 e c t i o T) & Reg i a I: r a t :i. o it
G e n . G o v ' t . 13 u i 1 cl :i. n g s
P 1 a n n i n a Boa r cl
13 o a r cl o f A cl j u s t in e n 1
I... e g a 1 & Damage s
Cemeter ies
Reg i o n a 1 P 1 a n n :i. ng As:. s o c: ,
R e a p p r a i s a 1 o f P r o p e r t y
PL) 13LIC SAFETY
P o 1 i c: e 13 e p a r t in e n t
F :i. r e D e p a r t m e n 't
B u i I cl :i. r i g I n s p e <:: t i o n
Rescue Squad
H I G l-lWAYS S T R E E T S , B R 1 13 (3 E S
Highway Ma int. -•• Summer
H i g h w a y M a i n 1 . - U) i n t e r
S tree t L i g h t i n
g
SANITATION
R u b b i. s h R em o y a J.
HEALTH SERVICES
A m b u 1 a n c e S e r v i c e s
Derry Visiting Nurses
Center for L if ^Management
l
:: ' a in i I y Me cl i a t :i. o n
R o c: k . C o u n s e 1 i n g C c-> n t & r
I... a id p r ey l-l e a 1 1 h C e n t e i~
l-l e a 1 i h D e p a r t m e n t
WELFARE SERVICES
G e n e r a J. A s s i <r> t a n c e
CULTURE & RECREATION
P u b I i <::. I... :i. b r a r y
P a t r i o L i c: P u r p o s e s
R e c: ceat i o n
C o n s e r v a t i o n C o mm i s s i o n
DEBT SERVICE
I nter est
F i r e h o u s e 13 o n d
F i r e h o u s e B o n cl I n t e r e s t
MISCELLANEOUS
I n s u r a ti c: e
U n em p 1 o y m <s n t C o m p e n s a t i o n
Ret ir emeni
A p p r o p i • i a t i o ti A c I u a ], B a 1 a n c: e
A in o u n t E x p e n ( :l i t u r e s Amo unt
39 650 . 00 41 029.00 1 ,379.00
127 350 , 00 145 .108. 79 17,758.79
8 000 . 00 4 657.01 (3,342.99)
79 ,750 .00 8
1
,685.61 1 ,935.61
S3 000 . 00 63 453 . 74 < 19, 546. 26)
6 ,000,00 i::'.J .138.81 (861 .19)
8 000,00 13 124.02 5,124.02
36 ,840.00 24 .456 ,20 (12,383,80)
4 390 . 00 4 390,00 .00
b . . 7 ,291 . 00 2,291 .00
2 :l. 4 , 4 . 238 621 . 02 24 .221 .02
65 .300.00 65 ,815.71 15.7
1
27 400 00 28 ,355 ,00 955 . 00
1
9
,410 , 00 23 ,903, 16 4,493. 16
226 900 . 00 •'." p "> .713.92 (4,186.08)
1 4 8 ,000 . 00 145 .373 .36 ( 2 ,626 , 64
)
20 000 . 00 19 .556.06 (443.94)
352 415.00 348 ,453.33 ( 3 , 961 . 67)
35 , . 35 000 . 00 , 00
1
8
.043 . 00 1
8
.043.00 .00
6 ,391 .00 6 .391 .00 . 00
9 ,455 . 50 9 ,443.90 ( 11 .60)
650.00 650 . 00 . 00
. 00 . 00 , 00
. 00 . 00 .00
00 . 00 . 00
1 ,500.00 1 ,500 . 00 .00
1 , 500 , 00 I ,000 . 00 (500 . 00)
. 00 . 00 . 00
30 ,000.00 Jo ,005 . 38 6,005.38
81 300 , 00 81 300 . 00 .00
750.00 '") 839.81 89.81
42 550 . 00 42 373 , 04 (176.96)
10 000 . 00 10 952.93 952 . 93
20 000,00 38 591 .54 18,591 .54
40 000 . 00 40 000 . 00 .00
16 402 . 50 16 402 . 50 ,00
:l. J. 000 . 00 129, 044,25 19 ,044.25
1 500 . 00 1 653, 18 153. 18
26 200 , 00 26, 746 , 98 546 .98
Balances enclosed in ( ) = Under expended Amounts
Balance amounts without ( ) = Over expended
Comparative Statement Appropriations & Expenditures
continued
12/31/90
A p p r o p r :i. a t :i. o n
A in o i.i n l.
A c t u. a 1
E x p e vi d :i. t u r e s
13 a 1 a n c: e
A in o u n t
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Conservation Fund (1990)
Fire Truck ( 1989
)
B reat h i ng A p par a t us( 1 990
)
Reriova t :i. o n L i. b r a r \- ( 1 990)
P olite Pa d :i. o s ( 1990)
I-I i g h uays
Mo nuinent ( 1990 )
P a i n t i"'i e e t i n g H o u s e
Vic Geary Center (1990)
V iny I Siding (1990)
Retired Senior Vo 1 , ( 1 990 )
P o c: k , C o u n t y C o in , A c t i o n
R o c k i n g l"i a in H o s p i c e ( 1990)
I -I y d r o 1 o g i c a 1 S t u d y
Reeye 1 ing
L a n d P i > r c h a s e
C o in in u n J. t y C a r k :; i v e r s
Conservation Carry- Over




s u g h t b y T o uj n
Abatements
PAY, - T H E
R
B v , D I
V
I S 1 N S
Payments to State
P a y in e n t s t o C o u. n t y
P a
y
tii e n t s t o S c Ii o o I
TOTALS
20 . 00 20 00
54 . 8/6 . 7
1
51 , 385 ,54 (3,491 . 17)
60 .000 00 53 .591 10 (6 ,408 . 90)
1 ,500 .00 1 .293 .90 ( 206 . 1 )
4 .500 00 4 ,500 00 , 00
1
1
..870 :l. i ,869 .56 ( . 70)
500 00 500 00 ,00
9 ,800 00 9 ,827 .23 27 .23
4 ,000 00 4 00 , 00
9 ,237 42 00 (9 ,237 .42)
700 00 700 00 00
1 . 7 1 6 00 1 ,716 . 00
1 500 00 1 500 00 00
30 , 000 00 A .320 50 (25,679 ,50)
3
1
000 00 18 049 37 (12,950 63)













389 243 28 389 ':> a "-: 28 00
1 1 R ,368 54 1 1
8
.368 54 00
1 974 00 1 974 00 00











Balances; en c: 1 o s e d i n ( ) ~- : U n d e r ex p e n d e d A in o u n t s
B a 1 a n c e a in o u n t s w i t h out ( ) :::: Over ex p e n d & d
Actual vs. Budget Report — December 31, 1990
Town Officers Salaries
7002 Selectmen
7003 Town Clerk/Tax Collector
7006 Trustees of Trust Funds





7021 Labor-Town clerk's Office
7022 Town Clerk/Tax Coll. Exp.
7023 Computer Expense
7024 Expenses of Officers










7035 Cable TV Expense


















7064 Town Office Heat
7065 Town Office Utilities
7066 Gym Heat
7067 Gym Utilities
7068 Meeting House Heat
7069 Meeting House Utilities
7070 Town Garage Heat
7071 Town Garage Utilities
7072 Police Station Expense
7073 Town Office Expense
7074 Equipment Repair
7075 Police Station Heat
7076 Police Station Utilities
7077 Gym Expense
7078 Town Garage Expense

























































































































Police Department BUDGET ACTUAL
7101 Police - Labor $141,800.00 $137,324.83
7102 Equipment 1,000.00 782.23
7103 Training 6,300.00 6,044.71
7104 Uniforms 2,200.00 2,225.13
7105 Communications 700.00 495.66
7106 Telephone 5,700.00 6,500.83
7107 Association Dues 50.00 50.00
7108 Vehicle Maintenance 2,500.00 3,974.07
7109 Supplies 1,000.00 1,309.07
71 10 Miscellaneous 750.00 794.79
7111 Gasoline 10,000.00 8,614.85
7112 Restitution 100.00 .00
7113 Dogs 4,000.00 3,094.44
7114 Special Duty 18,000.00 43,510.00
7115 Legal Expense 500.00 1,183.00
71 16 Retirement - Police 4,800.00 7,939.87
7117 Vehicle 15,000.00 14,777.54
TOTAL $214,400.00 $238,621.02
Total Revenue Amount $47,563.22-
Fire Department
7201 Labor $ 750.00 $ 1,524.45
7202 Utilities 3,500.00 3,654.85
7203 Communications 10,000.00 9,502.38
7204 Association Dues 750.00 750.75
7205 Water Supply 2,000.00 108.00
7206 Hose & Fittings 5,000.00 3,850.94
7207 Protective Clothing 7,000.00 4,044.04
7208 Vehicle Maintenance 10,000.00 14,675.50
7209 Forest Fires 1,800.00 336.36
7210 Equipment 6,000.00 7,491.14
7211 Training 5,000.00 9,612.23
7212 Miscellaneous 2,000.00 1,371.07
7213 Gasoline 2,500.00 1,817.77
7214 Fire Alarm 7,500.00 5,497.45
7215 Personnel 500.00 1,028.98
7216 Fire Prevention 1,500.00 549.80
TOTAL $65,800.00 $65,815.71
Total Revenue Amount $1,494.10-
Rescue Squad
7301 Training $ 4,500.00 $ 3,773.50
7302 Medical Supplies 6,050.00 9,026.00
7303 Communications 1,200.00 1,282.00
7304 Maintenance 2,650.00 3,440.17
7305 Miscellaneous 500.00 526.77
7306 Medical Equipment 2,200.00 5,253.87
7307 Uniforms-Protective CI. 1,560.00 396.85
7308 Hepatitis B Shots 750.00 204.00
TOTAL $19,410.00 $23,903.16
Planning and Zoning
7401 Labor $ 12,500.00 11,609.93
7402 Legal Ads 1,400.00 1,119.65
7403 Supplies 1,500.00 778.70
7404 Telephone 800.00 600.41
7405 Postage 1,000.00 1,140.98
7406 Map Work 3,000.00 3,112.50
7407 Recording Plans 2,000.00 1,320.50
7408 Printing 200.00 2,386.55
7409 Miscellaneous 500.00 1,526.75
7410 Mileage 100.00 100.80
7411 Legal 5,000.00 2,148.00
7412 Master Plan/Cap. Imp. Plan 5,000.00 5,000.00
7413 Engineering 50,000.00 32,608.97
TOTAL $ 83,000.00 $63,453.74

























7601 Solid Waste Disposal
7602 Solid Waste Trans.





7605 Derry Visiting Nurses
TOTAL
Center for Life Management






7608 Rock. Counseling Center
TOTAL
Lamprey Health Center












7710 Street Marking & Signs
7723 Supplies & Tools
7722 Equipment
7721 Labor






































































































Highway Dept. - Summer cont. BUDGET ACTUAL
7715 Miscellaneous .00 1,061.60
7732 Equipment .00 1,155.00
7777 Wheelwright Rd.-Paving .00 7,330.13
7716 Miscellaneous .00 4,817.00
TOTAL $226,900.00 $222,713.92
Total Revenue Amount $35.00-
Highway Dept. - Winter
7801 Labor $ 9,000.00 $ 4,348.50
7802 Equipment 80,000.00 91,750.50
7803 Salt 22,000.00 26,526.96
7804 Supplies 2,500.00 1,894.64
7805 Sand 14,000.00 8,832.00
7806 Miscellaneous 1,000.00 1,337.95
7807 Equipment Repair 3,000.00 2,682.81
7808 Brush Cutting 6,000.00 .00
7809 Road Repairs 2,500.00 .00
7810 Sander 8,000.00 8,000.00
TOTAL $148,000.00 $145,373.36
Total Revenue Amount 50.00-
Street Lighting
7901 Street Lighting $20,000.00 $19,556.06
TOTAL $20,000.00 $19,556.06
8001 Library $28,300.00 31,171.46
8011 Library-Labor 52,570.00 49,749.54
8012 Library-Mileage 100.00 124.00
8013 Custodial Labor 330.00 255.00
TOTAL $81,300.00 $81,300.00
General Assistance
8102 General Assistance $30,000.00 $36,005.38
TOTAL $30,000.00 $36,005.38
Total Revenue Amount $550.40-
Patriotic Purposes
8201 Patriotic Purposes $2,750.00 $2,839.81
TOTAL $2,750.00 $2,839.81
Parks and Recreation
8301 Labor $23,200.00 $20,926.00
8302 Sports Activities 2,050.00 2,027.52
8303 Elderly Activities 7,000.00 7,689.03
8304 Equipment 2,275.00 3,315.03
8305 Maintenance 5,025.00 4,905.28
8306 Supplies, Arts, Crafts 400.00 440.04
8307 Miscellaneous 1,000.00 1,034.87
8308 Utilities 600.00 1,035.27
8309 Scholarships 1,000.00 1,000.00
TOTAL $42,550.00 $42,373.04
Total Revenue Amount $7,839.50-
Cemeteries
8401 Labor $ 4,500.00 $ 2,620.25
8402 Supplies 1,615.00 969.09
8404 Gas/Oil 1,000.00 1,071.06
8405 Misc. Supplies 500.00 42.75
8406 Misc. Labor 1,000.00 .00
8407 Dues 25.00 10.00
8408 Burial Equipment/Rental 1,200.00 1,200.00
8410 Equipment Repair 1,500.00 1,729.09
8411 Improvement Repairs 2,500.00 170.00
8412 New Equipment 2,000.00 34.86
8420 Sexton's Salary 13,500.00 12,903.85
8421 Mowing - Labor 7,500.00 3,705.25
TOTAL $36,840.00 $24,456.20
Total Revenue Amount $11,064.75-
Conservation Commission BUDGET ACTUAL Highways BUDGET ACTUAL
8501 Labor $ 3,000.00 $ 2,392.53 9006 Highways (1989) $11,870.26 $11,869.56
8502 Appraisals 1,200.00 4,586.84 TOTAL $1 1 ,870.26 $11,869.56














8506 Plans/Deeds 1,000.00 60.00
8507 Arbor Day 400.00 550.00 Paint Meeting House
8508 Camp/Seminars 200.00 20.00 9008 Paint Meeting House (1990) $9,800.00 $9,827.23
8509 Forest Consultation 500.00 .00 TOTAL $9,800.00 $9,827.23
8510 Land Development 1,500.00 273.41 Vic Geary Center
8511 .00 34.25 9009 Vic Geary Center (1990) $4,000.00 $4,000.00
8514 Dredge & Fill 1,000.00 .00 TOTAL $ 4,000.00 $4,000.00
TOTAL $10,000.00 $10,952.93
Vinyl Siding
9010 Vinyl Siding (1989)Regional Association $ 9,237.42 $.00
8601 Regional Association $4,390.00 $4,390.00 TOTAL $ 9,237.42 $.00
TOTAL $4,390.00 $4,390.00
Retired Senior Vol.
9011 Retired Senior Vol. (1990) $700.00 $700.00
Taxes Bought by Town TOTAL $700.00 $700.00






Rock. County Comm. Action
9012 Rock. County Comm. Actior i $1,716.00 $1,716.00
Abatements TOTAL $1,716.00 $1,716.00
8603 Abatements $118,368.54 $118,368.54
TOTAL $118,368.54 $118,368.54 Rockingham Hospice
9013 Rockingham Hospice (1990 ) $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Property Reappraisal TOTAL $1,500.00 $1,500.00
8604 Reappraisal of Property $5,000.00 $7,291.00 III I * 1 f*A. _l
TOTAL $5,000 $7,291 .00 Hydrological Study
9014 Hydrological Study (1990) $30,000.00 $4,320.50
Retirement TOTAL $30,000.00 $4,320.50
8605 Retirement $26,200.00 $26,746.98
TOTAL $26,200.00 $26,746.98 Recycling
9015 Recycling (1990) $31,000.00 $18,049.37
Payments to State TOTAL $31,000.00 $18,049.37
8702 Payments to State $1,974.00 $1,974.00
TOTAL $1,974.00 $1,974.00 Land Purchase
9016 Land Purchase (1990) $20,000.00 $20,000.00
Payments to County TOTAL $20,000.00 $20,000.00
8703 Payments to County $391,690.00 $391,690.00
TOTAL $391,690.00 $391,690.00 Community Caregivers
9017 Community Caregivers $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Payments to School TOTAL $1,500.00 $1,500.00
8704 Payments to School J55,187,895.00 $5,187,895.00
Air Cond. - LibraryTOTAL $5. $5,187,895.00
9019 Air Cond. - Library (1990) $3,000.00 $2,838.90
Interest TOTAL $3,000.00 $2,838.90
8801 Interest $20,000.00 $38,591.54
TOTAL $20,000.00 $38,591.54
Firehouse Bond
8802 Firehouse Bond $40,000.00 $40,000.00
TOTAL $40,000.00 $40,000.00
Firehouse Bond Interest
8803 Firehouse Bond Interest $16,402.50 $16,402.50
TOTAL $16,402.50 $16,402.50
Conservation Fund
9001 Conservation Fund (1990) $20,000.00 $20,000.00
TOTAL $20,000.00 $20,000.00
Fire Truck
9002 Fire Truck (1989) $54,876.71 $51,385.54
TOTAL $54,876.71 $51,385.54
Breathing Apparatus
9003 Breathing Apparatus (1990) $60,000.00 $53,591.10
TOTAL $60,000.00 $53,591.10
Renovation Library
9004 Renovation Library (1990) $1,500.00 $1,293.90
TOTAL $1,500.00 $1,293.90
Police Radios
9005 Police Radios (1990) $4,500.00 $4,500.00
TOTAL $4,500.00 $4,500.00
Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
as of December 31,1990
DEBIT
Uncollected Taxes - January 1990
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Taxes committed to collector
Property taxes












































Summary of Tax Lien Accounts - 1990
DEBIT
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town




Interest and Cost After Lien
Abatements During Year
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Treasurer's Report
Town Revenue and Expenditure Statement
for Year Ending December 31, 1990
TOWN REVENUE
6108 Recycling Grant
6110 Highway block grant
6112 Revenue sharing - State
6201 1990 Property Taxes
6202 1990 Property Tax Interest
6203 Property Tax 1989
6204 1989 Property tax interest
6205 Property Tax 1987
6206 1987 Property tax interest
6207 Yield Tax
6208 Property tax 1988







6306 Sales by town clerk
6307 Marriage licences
6308 Town clerk fees
6602 Gambling permits
6603 Protest Fee Town
6622 Cemetery trust fund
6625 Land purchase fund
663 2 Interest Inc. - Investments
6701 Election income
6704 Revenue - Police
6722 Fire department - Other
6723 False alarm fines
673 Revenue - Dump
674 Revenue - Road agent
6750 Revenue - BDS . - Plan. & Adjust.
6751 Planning board fees
6770 Revenue - Cemetery
6790 Income - Recreation
6808 Public assistance income
6809 Rebate - Unemployment compensation
6811 Insurance rebates
6820 Revenue - Town building
69 00 Revenue - Town & office

















































Town Revenue and Expenditure Statement























Treasurer's Report Statement of Cash Flows
for the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 1990
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
NET CASH FLOW PER INCOME STATEMENT $255763.32
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
PAYMENTS OF SHORT-TERM BORROWINGS
LOAN FROM BANK
PAYMENT OF LONG TERM BORROWINGS-BOND BANK
INTEREST ACCRUAL
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITY
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND
CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING









TOWN TREASURER ' S ASSETS - CASH
BANK MERIDIAN






















Paint Meeting House 9,800.00
Vic Geary Center 4,000.00
Retired Senior Vol. 700.00








Payment to School District
Balance of 1989-1990 appropriation $1,758,895.00
Appropriation 1990-1991 5,442,165.00





Total paid school 5,187,895.00

























































7002 Joseph A. Guthrie
7002 Richard Hartung
7003 Nancy H. Uatson





700? Harold Uill lams














7034 Steven U. Harms
7034 Priscilla R. L ind'qu ist
7034 Ed M. Putnam, 2nd
7034 Nancy H, Uatson
7035 John U, Cross
7035 Malco Electronics
7035 State Street Discount
7036 Walter .8. Eaton
7036 Lessard Appraisal Serv.
7036 Daun Shau
7036 Paul Uenluorth
7037 AVITAR Assoc, of NE , Inc
7037 Vachon, Clukay & Co., Inc
7037 Atty. Robert H. Fryer
7037 Rock. County Sheriff's

















7021 Martha Alexander 4
7021 Barbara O'Sullivan 4
7022 Bro un ' 5 River Bindery, Inc $
7022 Capital Cash Register Co *
7022 Atty. Robert H. Fryer 4
7022 HacLean Hunter Pub. Co. 4
7022 Merrimack Business Equip *
7022 NH Municipal Association %
7022 Off iceland %
7022 Plaistou District Court 4
7022 Ram Printing, Inc. 4
7022 Registry of Oeeds 4
7022 State of New Hampshire $
7022 Thompson's Office Prod «
7022 Nancy H. Uatson $
7023 AVITAR Assoc, of NE , Inc $
7023 Computer Professionals $
7023 Brian Eastman 4
7023 IBM Corp. *
7023 LHS Associates, Inc $
7024 Bank Meridian 4
7024 Barlow's Flo uer Shop $
7024 Kenneth H. Clark *
7024 First Savings $
7024 Joseph A. Guthrie 4
7024 The Haverhill Gazette 4
7024 Internal Revenue Service $
7024 Albert C. Lake 4
7024 Laurence Eagle Tribune 4
7024 Priscilla R. Lindquist 4
7024 NH Municipal Association" 4
7024 Plaistou Bank & Trust Co *
7024 Rockingham County Probate 4
7024 Registry of Oeeds 4
7024 Treasurer, State of NH , . . 4
7024 Harold Uilliams 4
7024 Toun of Dunbarton $
7025 Ram Printing, Inc. $
7026 Best Decision Systems, Inc $
7027 Phil Longo $
7027 AVITAR Assoc, of NE , Inc t
7027 BOCA $
7027 Computer Professionals $
7027 Hampstead Pharmacy 4
7027 Priscilla Lindquist 4
7027 Loring, Short & Harmon $
7027 Marshall and Swift 4
7027 Merrimack Business Equip $
7027 Nat. Fire Protection Asso 4
7027 Off Iceland $
7027 Ram Printing, Inc, 4
7027 State of Neu Hampshire 4
7027 Elissa H. Stone ~ 4
7027 Thompson's Office Prod. 4
7027 Gov. Information Sev, 4
7027 Engelhard/Uarwick 4
7028 Nat. Fire Protection Asso 4
7028 NE States G.F.O.A. 4
7028 NH Assoc, of Assessing 4
7028 NHCity&TounClerk 's Assoc 1
7028 Neu Hampshire G.F.O.A, 4
7028 NH Municipal Association $
7028 NH Municipal Sec. Assoc 4
7028 NH Tax Collector's Assoc $
7029 Internal Revenue Service 4
7029 Priscilla R. Lindquist %
7029 NHRRA 4
7029 Ram Printing, Inc. 4
7029 Registry of Deeds 4
7029 Bridgeport National $
7030 Kenneth H. Clark 4
7030 Priscilla R. Lindquist 4
7030 Pitney Boues $
7030 Postmaster, Hampstead, NH 4
7031 Priscilla R. Lindquist 4
7031 Trudy A. Toune 4
7032 AT i T Consumer Products 4
7032 Neu England Telephone $
7033 Conuay Office Products $
7033 IBM Corp. $
7033 Merrimack Business Equip $
7033 Pitney Boues $
7034 Martha Alexander
, , $
7034 Kenneth H. Clark $
7034 Brian Eastman 4
7034 Ualter B. Eaton 4

























































































7041 Michael R. Auger
7041 Joyce Cairns






7041 Maurice Worthen Jr.
7042 Capital Offset Co., In
7042 LHS Associates, Inc
7042 Postmaster, Hampstead,
7042 Ram Printing, Inc.
7043 LHS Associates, Inc



















7050 Duston Oil Company, Inc *
7051 Public Service Co . of NH 4
7052 BFI-Brouning-Ferris Ind 4
7052 James Gilmartin 4
7052 Hebert Auto Supply Co. 4
7052 James M. Lavelle *
7052 Letoile Roofing Co., Inc 4
7052 State of Neu Hampshire *
7061 Michael R. Auger $
7061 Stephen T. 8eaudoin $
7061 Leo J. Cullman 4
7061 Steven U. Harms 4
7061 Thomas Lindquist $
7061 Mattheu Uoodman $
7062 BJ '5 Uholesale Club $
7062 Capital Light . ProductsI nc 4
7062 Kenneth H. Clark 4
7062 Don's Market, Inc. 4
7062 East Coast Lumber *
7062 Easy Housekeeping Shops 4
7062 Exchange Network , Inc. «
7062 Hampstead Hardware 4
7062 Harold's Locksmith $
7062 Huckins Oil Company 4
7062 Komenda's Uelding&Fabric 4
7062 Priscilla R. Lindquist 4
7062 Mears Tractors Inc. 4
7062 Poland Spring Dist. $
7062 Pouell Supply Co, $
7062 Coca Cola Bottling Co. 4
7062 Seacoast Vacuum Cleaner $
7062 S enter Auto Supply, Inc 4
7062 Spectrowax Corporation $
7062 Thompson's Office Prod. $
7062 Nancy H. Uatson 4
7063 AASHTO Frequency 4
7063 Michael R. Auger 4
7063 Dependable Co nstr uct io nCo 4
7063 Dobles Chevrolet, Inc. 4
7063 Exchange Network, Inc. 4
7063 Thomas Farhadian $
7063 Hampstead Garage 4
7063 Hampstead Harduare 4
7063 Moore A Hart 4
7063 Professional Traffic Mark 4
7063 Radio Exchange 4
7063 Rock . County Neuspapers 4
7063 Seacoast Vacuum Cleaner 4
7063 Senter Auto Supply, Inc 4
7063 State of Neu Hampshire 4
7064 Duston Oil Company, Inc 4
7065 Public Service Co. of NH 4
7066 Duston Oil Company, Inc 4
7067 Public Service Co. of NH 4
7068 Duston Oil Company, Inc 4
7069 Public Service Co . of NH 4
7070 Duston Oil Company, Inc 4
7071 Public Service Co . of NH 4
7072 East Coast Lumber 4
































































































































































The Haverhill Gazette *
Laurence Eagle Tribune i
Letoile Roofing Co., Inc T<
Off iceland *
Village Vinyl $
Giannatsis Elect r icSupply $
Vernon U. Oingman, IV *
Emerson AvenueGreenhouses t
Hampstead Consultants t
The Haverhill Gazette *
Laurence Eagle Tribune *
Professional Traffic Mark i
Rock. County Neuspapers $
State of Neu Hampshire *
Union Leader Corporation &
Ouston Gil Company, Inc 'T
Public Service Co. of NH *
EasternPlateGlassCo . I nc $
Hampstead Hardware %
Harold's Locksmith $
Komenda ' s Uelding&Fabric £
United Power Uashing Serv 1
































William T. Ahie *
Ann Beaudoin *
Joseph Beaudoin $
Dale A. Childs i
Shane G. Childs *
William J, Cyr $
JohnE. Daniels $
Henry Deamon -E




Uilliam J. Letoile, Jr *
Kenneth H. Quen, Jr. *
Ualter R. Pare *
Ranlett, Steven *
Donald M. Roberts, Jr. t
F. Carl Rogers *
Dennis F. Smith *
Fred Uhiting *
Allied Enterprises *







John E. Daniels i
Henry Deamon *










Shane G. Childs *
Neptune, Inc. *
Kenneth H. Ouen , Jr. *
Fred Uhiting *
Cen-Com *
. K . M . Commun ications $
Department of Safety *
E. J. Riemitis, Co., Inc t
Strafford Communications $
United E lee t ro n icsSer vice 'fc
AT i. T Consumer Products *
Neu England Telephone 't
NH Association of Chiefs ". *




High Country R.V. *
The Lube King *
Merrimack Valley Tire Inc *
Roger's Automotive Serv *
Sanborn Enterprises *
Senler Auto Supply, Inc *
State of Neu Hampshire *
Allied Enterprises, Inc *!•
Hampstead Harduaro t
Loral Press Inc. *
Photo Stop, Inc. *
Po stmaster , Hampstead , Nil 1
Ram Printing, Inc. *
Sargent -Goucll, Inc. *
tor Auto Supply, I m: *
Thompson '• Office Prod, *
Shane . Child! *



























































































































































































Uilliam J. Letoile, Jr $
Locke Office Products, Inc $
Loral Press Inc. 4
Merrimack Business Equip *
Kenneth H , Ouen, Jr. *
Photo Stop, Inc, *
Toun of Plaistou t
Postmaster, Hampstead, NH 9>
Dept.of Safety-Bus. Off ice $
Nancy H, Uatson *
Uha leco-Ca 1 lahan i
Bradford Barnes *
Toun of Atkinson t




Uilliam T. Ahie $
Joseph Beaudoin 1
Dale A. Childs *
Shane G, Childs $
Uilliam J. Cyr *
Henry Deamon S
James L. Gariepy t
C. EarleGordon *
Theresa Knox *
Kenneth H. Ouen, Jr. *
Ualter R . Pare *
Donald M. Roberts, Jr. $
Fred Uhiting *
Atty. Robert H. Fryer 3
Shane G. Childs *
N.H. Retirement System i





Merrimack Valley Tire Inc *
Phil ' s Signs
Sanborn's Enterprises
State of Neu Hampshire






James Gil mar I: in $
Susan Hastings *
Ualter M, Hastings, III *
Paul Uenluorth i
AT & T Consumer Products $
AT J, T Retail Processing $
Neu England Telephone %




R i R Communications Inc %
Wright Communications Inc %
Border Area Mutual Aid *
Fire Chief *
Fire Engineering %
Interstate Emergency Unit \
Nat. Fire Protection Asso %
National Fire Codes *
NH Association of Fire *
NH State Firemen's Assoc *
Poland Spring Dist. $
C & S Specialty *
Conuay Associates, Inc. $
Oroune Enterprises, Inc $
fioss Express, Inc, $
C & S Specialty $
Conuay Associates, Inc. t
Morey s Uniforms!, $
The Bracken Co. Of NH.lnc *
James Gilmartin *
Hebert Auto Supply Co. %
Kinney's Garage *
NE Air SupplyiService, Inc *
U.D. Perkins t
S enter Auto Supply, Inc *
State of Neu Hampshire *
Sullivan Tire Companies $
State of Neu Hampshire $
C o. S Specialty *t
Danf or Fire A Safety %
East Coast Lumber 1
Firefighters Specialties *
Fire Tech i Safety *
James Gilmartin *
Granite State FireSystems t
Hampstead Harduare *
Naults House of Uheels *
Neu England Air Supply *
Pouer Products *
Gregg R. Stiles *
United Divers, Inc. *
LCA Video Productions *
Br eniuo o dMach ineSa les , I nc ?
Jeffrey Currier f
Bevel' ly Dean *
Dependable Co nst rue t io nCo t
I , I I oast Lumber »
GlenS. Emerson *
Kristopher Emerson *
<i i! ,i Bookstore *
Exeter Runt-All Co. »


































i 4 ,424 .00
t 1 ,183 .00
3 ,400 .01-
f 17 ,434 .74
> 3 ,535 .75-
( 2 ,759 . 11-






































































Tire Department ( co nt limed ) Planning and Zoning
7211 Hampstead Hardware *
7211 Hampstead House of Pizza *
7211 Hampstead Pharmacy *
7211 Susan Hastings *
7211 Ualter M . Hastings, III 4
7211 Nat. Fire Protection Asso 4
7211 NH Fence Company *
7211 Eric Persson 4
7211 State of Neu Hampshire *
7211 Bonnie Uentuorth *
7211 Paul Uentuorth *
7211 Matthew Uoodman 4
7211 Steven E. Uooduorth *
7212 Beverly Bean *
7212 Don's Market, Inc. *
7212 East Coast Lumber 4
7212 Hampstead Hardware *
7212 Hampstead Pharmacy 4
7212 Susan Hastings *
7212 Ualter M. Hastings, III *
7212 Hebert Auto Supply Co. 4
7212 J & F Farms 4
7212 NH Fence Company *
7212 Carol Persson 4
7212 Poland Spring Dist. 4
7212 Postmaster, Hampstead, NH 4
7212 Responsive Marketing Serv 4
7212 St 's Seasonal Equip. , I nc 4
7212 Thompson's Office Prod. 4
7212 Tonquist Creek Fire Co . 4
7213 Fedco Tank & Equipmentl nc 4
7213 Hampstead Pharmacy *
7213 Huckins Oil Company 4
7211 D. M. Burns Security 4
7214 Derry Fire Department 4
7214 Hatch Printing Co. t
7214 The Knox Company 4
7214 Roy Lesure 4
7214 Neu England Telephone 4
7214 Uright Signal Co., Inc 4
7215 Atlantic Emergency Assoc 4
7215 Derry-HampsteadlntMedAsso $
7215 Haverhill Municipal 4
7215 Haverhill Radiological 4
7215 Moore & Hart 4
7215 Parkland Medical Center 4











































































































AT fi T Consumer Products
Susan Hast i ngs
Neu England Telephone
Susan Hast ings
Postmaster , Hampstead , NH







Allied Enter prises. Inc.













Atty. Robert H. Fryer


























































7301 Harry Mildonian 4
7301 Dyna Industries 4
7301 Exeter Hospital, EMS Dir 4
7301 Hampstead Pharmacy 4
7301 Susan Hastings 4
7301 H.L. Moore Orug Exchange 4
7301 Eric Persson 4
7301 Ram Printing, Inc. 4
7301 Stephen D. Stock 4
7302 Anton Enterprises 4
7302 Armstrong Medical Ind. Inc 4
7302 Bound Tree/North American 4
7302 Conuay Associates, Inc 4
7302 Dixie USA, Inc. 4
7302 Dyna Industries 4
7302 General Medical Corp. 4
7302 Hampstead Pharmacy 4
7302 Matrx Medical Inc. *
7302 Medical Products 4
7302 H.L. Moore Drug Exchange 4
7302 Northeast Airgas, Inc. 4
7302 Parkland Medical Center 4
7302 Physio Control 4
7302 Ram Printing, Inc. 4
7302 val's Surplus 4
7303 Cellular One 4
7303 Motorola, Inc. 4
7304 Anton Enterprises 4
7304 Conuay Associates, Inc. 4
7304 Danfor Fire & Safety 4
7304 Don's Market, Inc. 4
7304 Dyna Industries 4
7304 Kinney's Garage 4
7304 Matrx Medical Inc. 4
7304 Physio Control 4
7305 Brigade Quartermasters 4
7305 Firefighters Specialties 4
7305 The Haverhill Gazette 4
7305 Postmaster , Hampstead , NH 4
7305 Ram Printing, Inc, 4
7306 C & S Specialty 4
7306 Clark Surgical Corp. 4
7306 Dixie USA, Inc. 4
7306 Dyna Industries 4
7306 Imaging Accessories Div 4
7306 H.L. Moore Drug Exchange 4
7306 Northeast Airgas, Inc. 4
7306 Physio Control $
7306 Rockingham Boat Repair $
7307 Conuay Associates, Inc. $
7307 Moreys Uniforms & 4






















































7502 Equity Publishing Corp.
7502 Atty. Robert H. Fryer
7502 Uiggin & Nourie
Ins
7503 National Casualty Co.
7503 Kenneth H. Clark
7503 The Insurance Exchange
7503 Priscilla R. Lindquist
7503 Morris In su ranee Agency
7503 NHMA Health Trust
















































Uheelabrato r Concord Co
Cate's Rubbish Removal
Hussey Disposal Co.
M ichael R . Auger
Bangs Development Corp
Stephen T. Beaudoin




























Center for L if eManagement
Center - Life Management






















































































Highway Department-Summer ( continued)
St's Seasonal Equip. ,Inc $ 24. 20
State of New Hampshire % 50.00
Union Leader Corporation $ 36.80
Awesome Paving Co. * 1,035.00
Pike Industries, Inc, $ 15,849.63
Jauorski Geo tech, Inc. $ 541, 25
Moseley Landscaping 4 400.00
NH Fence Company $ 100.00
Samson Fastener Co., Inc $ 15.35
St's Seasonal Equip.,Inc *E 5. 00
Craig Bennett % 4, 817. 00
Richard Toune * 121.00
Michael Uilliams * 120.00
Busby Construction Co. Inc ,. v , * 300.00
DCH Inc. ... % 420.00
Robert Johnson $ 3, 040. 00
Patrick Lynch $ 1,000.00
R E M R Enterprises <E 835.00
J , C . Reed * 240 . 00
Sanborn's Enterprises * 500.00
Sanborn's Enterprises,Inc $ 725 .00
Paul Staff $ 1 ,300.00
Richard To wne $ 5 ,275. 00
Richard Uood $ 1, 918. 00
Uorthen Brothers Const * 150,00
Busby Construction Co. Inc * 1,775.00
D . K . M . Communicat ions * 60 . 00
East Coast Lumber * 191.55
Frank C , Howard % 80 . 00
Moseley Landscaping * 950.00
NE Air SupplyiService, Inc $ 362.73
New England Barricade $ 312.50
NH Fence Company % 780.00
Penn Culvert Co. % 6, 248. 30
MichaelRoy * 1 ,700 , 00
Samson Fastener Co., Inc $ 18. 27
SAL Communications $ 720.00
Sanborn Enterprises, Inc t 250.00
Sargent-Sowell , Inc. * 639.09
St's Seasonal Equip., Inc * 139. 90
State of NH $ 1 ,178.00
Tamarack Tree Service S 360.00
Uilliam R. Varney $ 85.00
Uickson Trucking * 200.00
Awesome Paving Co. $ 1, 155. 00
Patrick Lynch % 500.00
Moseley Landscaping * 600.00
R E M R Enterprises * 150.00
Rila Precast Concrete ?> 280.00
Sanborn Enterprises % 325.00
St . How Developers, Inc t 1, 400. 00
Fremont Sand t. Gravel t 700.00
Patrick Lynch * 400.00
R E M R Enterprises * 400.00
Rila Precast Concrete i 435.00
Sanborn Enterprises * 400,00
St . Ho w Developers , Inc * 880 . 00
Patrick Lynch T 700.00
R E M R Enterprises * 150.00
Rila Precast Concrete $ 290.00
Sanborn Enterprises $ 575.00
St. How Developers, Inc * 1,080.00
Edward Stewart *• 40.00
Pike Industries, Inc, * 7,330. 13
Busby Construction $ 92,706.30
Robert B. Chase I 2,500.00
Hunt Rd. Const, Retainage ',.."* 7 ,765.20
The Haverhill Gazette 4 55.63
Rivers Engineering Corp $ 15,417,40
Union Leader Corporation $ 161.00
Hunt Rd. Const. Retainage * 2,535.50
Health Department $1 ,000,00
Highway Depar t men t-Summer $222 ,713.92
Highway Dept, Uinter
Highway 13 e p a r t m e n t - S umm e r
7701 David R. Copeland *
7701 Charlene Darling *
7701 Tracy Descoteaux $
7701 Durkee, Matthew $
7701 Susan Hastings *
7701 Robert Johnson *
7701 Fred M. Russell $
7701 Roger Sanborn *
7701 Roger 6. Small *
7701 Paul Staff *
7701 Richard Toune $
7701 Michael Uilliams *
7701 Matthew Uoodman *
7702 Awesome Paving Co. *
7702 Frank C. Howard *
7702 Robert Johnson *
7702 NH Fence Company $
7702 St. How Developers, Inc *
7702 1 amarack Tree Service %
7702 Richard Town.' *
7702 Uorthen tiro! hers Const *
7703 C 6. G Construction Co. t
7703 East Coast Lumber *
7703 Hjmpstead Hardware %
7703 Jamina Realty Trust *
7703 Rila Precast Concrete t
7703 Roadstone Inc. *
7705 James M. Lavelle *
7705 Con-Corn *
7703 Will lam Ghoal a *
7705 Du'.ton Oil Company, Inc *
7703 Atty. Robert II. Fryiii $
7705 Hampstead Pharmacy *
7703 Bu tan Ha»1 I nga 1
Over he. id flour o III amp \. t eod 4
7705 Road Agen t e. . mm : > l i ii n *
7705 Registry o1 Doodi t




























90 . 00 7802
343,00 7802
156.42 7H02
335 . 00 7802
159 . 25 71)02
13.73 7802
7802
75 . 00 7802
LG, :". 7803
19.20




Robert Boulter, Jr. 1<




Glen S Emerson *
Janes Harnois 9'
Paul U. Hume »
Marc F. Lena »
Roy Lesure *
Matlheu M. Woodman J,
Roger B. Small %
Richard Toune *
Robert J. Toune 1
Alrick H. Man IV »
Robert Boulter *
Shane 6, Chi Ids I.
Joseph Comeau *
D *, J Insulators »
James Gilmartin '!
DCH Inc. *
Frank C, Howard *
Call- I ck Lynch 4
Ne-San, Inc , 4
Dakridge Construction *
Ihomas Poo le i-
R E M R Enterprises 1-
Sanborn Enterprises, Inc 1,
A. Robert Stewart '!>
Richard ro *
i .. qua le Vit t.
Paul Uentuorth "*
Uorthen Bro i hero I .1 »
Eastern M > I ; , [ nc , 1
Akzo Salt Inc. *


































































































































Samson Fastener Co. , Inc.
Senter Auto Supply, Inc,
QCH Inc.




Howard P. Fairfield, Inc.
K inney ' s Garage
Patr ick Lynch
Ne-San , Inc .
NH Fence Company
Sanborn Enterprises
St's Seasonal Equip., Inc.
J . C . Mad igan , Inc.
Highway Oept
.
Street L lgh ting
Exeter H amp to n Electric



















Robert H. Fryer *
Library Trustees 4
NHMA Health Trust 4
NH Municipal Unemployment 4
NH Mun. Uorkers' Comp 4
Plaistow Bank & Trust Co 4
Michael R. Auger *













Matthew Uooclman , 4





Nancy Uatson, Tax Coll.
Janine Councilman
Custeau's Thriftway
A .C lx I . B . Custeau
Dif eo Oil Co . , Inc
.
Don's Market, Inc.
Ouston Oil Company, Inc,










Pete ' s Sewer Service
The Pill Box
Public Service Co. of NH
Shawmut Bank , N . A
.
Harold Tinker








1st Cedar Realty Trust
Osborne Association
Home Rep air Services
Sal em Cooperative Bank
Shawmut Bank , N . A .












































































































































































































Don's Market, Inc. 4
East Coast Lumber 4
Hampstead Civic Club 4
L a id 1 aw Transit Inc. *616 *
Theatre Res. for Youth 4









Laidlaw Transit Inc. *616 4
Maplevale Turkey Farm 4
Purity Supreme • 4
The Pill Box 4
Jack-O-Lantern Resort 4
Orummond Restaurant 4
Star Paper Co., Inc. 4
Hallsmith-Sysco 4
Timberlane Coach Company 4




Star Paper Co., Inc. 4
ATR Sales, Inc. 4
Berg Chr ist lanEnterpr ises 4
Patricia Christensen 4
National Youth Sports 4
East Coast Lumber 4
Esco Awards . . , 4
JocShoppe 4
Metro Sports 4
N. Y. S. C. A. *
Jennifer Ott 4
LoralieAOtt 4
Ram Printing, Inc. 4
Thompson's Office Prod. 4
Gate's Rubbish Removal *
Oemers Laboratory *
Hampstead Hardware *
Master Bath Inc. *
Mike's Landscaping *
NH Fence Company *
State of New Hampshire *
Berg Chr l st ianE nt er pr i ses 4
Patricia Christensen *
Don's Market, Inc. *
East Coast Lumber *
Greater Activities Pub Co 4
Harold's Lock smith 4
Off iceland *
Ram Printing, Inc. *
S&S Arts & Crafts *
BSN Sports *
BJ 's Uho lesale Club *
Patricia Christensen *
Don's Market, Inc. *
Postmaster , Hampstead , NH - *
Ram Printing, Inc. *
Salutations *
S6.S Arts & Crafts *
Treasurer , State of NH 4
AT i T Consumer Products *
New England Telephone *
Public Service Co. of NH *
Treas. St . Jos. University t, *
Buursar, Univ. of Conn. *
Parks and Recreation
Cemeter ies
Michael R. Auger *




The Haverhill Gazette 4
New England Telephone 4
Rock . County Newspapers 4
Senter Auto Supply, Inc 4
St's Seasonal Equip., Inc 4
State of New Hampshire 4
Uickson Trucking *
Michael R. Auger 4
Stephen T. Beaudoin 4
Duston Oil Company, Inc 4
Hampstead Hardware *
Hampstead Pharmacy *
Huckins Oil Company *
Thomas Lindquist *
Matthew Uoodman • *
Hampstead Hardware *
NH Cemetery Association 4
Ne-San, Inc. *
Oobles Chevrolet, Inc. *
Hampstead Garage *
St's Seasonal Equip., Inc 4



















































































































































































































bars U, Camm $
he Cussen *
y J. Uilliams $
G. Bramley A Co., Inc $
nces Brackley $
bara U , Camm *
Association of $
Timberland Owner 's *
teruorths *
bars U. Camm $
rles C. Martin, Assoc $
neer Dev. Ltd. $
tmaster , Hampstead , NH $
Printing, Inc. %
mpson's Office Prod $
n Designs $
y. Robert H. Fryer *
istry of Deeds $
pstead Civic Club $
te of Neu Hampshire t
kingham County Cons. $
y. Robert Fry er , Trustee $
id Husto n *
ard Riemitis $
lyn B. Shore $
Conservation Commission
Regional Association

























Taxes Bought by Toun










James & Ueronica Lavelle $
Marie Uelch $
Paul Jensen *
Joan T, Larsen $
Houell Steadman $
Peter Lewis t
Anita MacDon aid $
Margaret Demers $
Alice Harriman $
John A Nancy Uatson $
John Mayheu $
Jeffrey A Nancy Doane 'E




Charles & Laura Ashford t




Robert & Lorraine Lacroix *
Michael & Sheila Gorham ?>
J. Raymond & GloriaLebouef *
Pau 1 Hazel *
HAC Realty Trust «
David & Linda Uells *
Pirscilla Brault German $
David t, Uirginia Morris $
Uendell & Lorraine Nelson $
Gordon t Barbara King t
Robert A Gloria Cady *
Norris Uebster *
Uilliam & Jane Murphy t
Walter A Florence Allard *
Gen i. Akiko Itaska *
Glenn «. Diana King *
Boris U Stephen Tardiff *
Charles Hartford »
Peter i. Winifred Oavoli $
John A. Maclntyre $
Poter fi. Carol Doulin'j *
Robert i. Elizabeth Slager t
Secondo Puzotti *
Richard A Colli Ui )&on $
Zygmund Kupis "S
Kttnneth Clark *
Howard t* Mary Chandler *
Ruth f. f r fif.t ChM atimeon *
8. B, t, 'J . Bi'dn.ir-jk i f
Baratt Realty Trui,t t

















































8603 Uarren fc Adele Trested 4
8603 John Tilton 4
8603 Kenneth E . Uheeler 4
8603 Kenneth (. Alice Uoods *
8603 John & Mapy Salter *
8603 Lenox Realty Trust *
8603 James *. Bernice McKinney 4
8603 David 6 Melissa Faxon 4
8603 Dorothy Sauyer 4
8603 Michael & Johanne Homes 4
8603 Boleslau t. Helen Surawski *
8603 Shirley Stevens *
8603 Leanne Campbell *
3603 Uilfred Findeisen 4
8603 Hutton Heirs 4
8603 Glendon Emerson *
8603 Leanne M. Campbell $
3603 R. Mitchell & G. Ualker *
8603 U. R. Clark 4
8603 Ralph & Eleanor Green 4
8603 Arthur J. Isabelle Lesage 4
8603 Gordon Broun $
8603 Paul Copbett 4
8603 Mabel Mango *
8603 Clarence Collette *
8603 Robert Boulter 4
8603 Richard Ouellette *
8603 Judith & James Perry 4
8603 George Pekins *
3603 Harold Uilliams *
8603 Robert *, Cynthia Larson *
8603 Kevin *. Barbara Camm *
8603 Robert & Joyce CaiPns *
8603 Antonio Toscano *
8603 James Roldan *
8603 Giuseppe Iannalfo 4
8603 Andpeu Kloack *
8603 Joseph PicaPdi *
8603 Linda Burnett 4
8603 James o, Audrey Barry *
8603 Leo . Jez iersk i $
8603 Adriene&Alf red Troian *
8603 Shan J, RuPing CHen *
8603 Uilliam f. Shirley Sackett 4
8603 Joseph & Lois Knight *
8603 Elsie Miller 4
8603 Geopge O'Donnell 4
8603 James Gilmaptin 4
8603 Richard Kieley 4
8603 Maurice Randall 4
8603 Herbert Heard 4
8603 Richard Moseley 4
8603 Stephen Dauk ins *
8603 Pamela Allard *
S603 Stephen St. Hilaipe 4
3603 Chester Ueber *
8603 Toune & Uorthen *
8603 General Partners *
8603 Uilliam E. Beane 4
8603 Michael Ppizio *
8603 Charles Anderson *
8603 Uoodbury Rodrick *
8603 CM. Ladd 4
8603 Jay & Nancy Goodine *
8603 Albert Sandler 4
8603 Daniel Heenan 4
8603 Joan MacDonald 4
8603 Thomas Foreman *
8603 James McQuade 4
8603 Agnes e. Oonald Martin 4
8603 James & Daplene Castine 4
8603 Richard 4. Capol Emerson 4
8603 Rogep & Grace Duke 4
8603 Richard Kieley 4
8603 Associated Developers 4
8603 Roy Bergkuist 4
B603 Leona Berry 4
8603 Frances E. Smith *
8603 Uilliam Martin 4
8603 Emiel vanderSande 4
8603 Barbara Nolet *
8603 Sadie Lynette 4
8603 Stanley Kukowiec 4
S603 Uilliam Klemme 4
8603 Veronica llrbanski 4
8603 John Thompson 4
8603 Ronald Bepnaducci 4
8603 George Halkiotis 4
8603 Proctor Uentuorth 4
8603 Mapy Uhite 4
8603 Robin Leduc 4
8603 David Upso *
8603 Jean Harvey 4
8603 Francesco valente 4
8603 Hapold Uilliams *
G603 Deborah Espinola 4
8603 Robert Pavin 4
8603 Robert Palermo 4
8603 Barbara Schultz 4
8603 Barry & KathleenMcEachepn 4
8603 Uilliam Beane 4
8603 Theresa Taylop 4
8603 James & CApol Rand 4
8603 George & Marilyn Gebou *
8603 Laura Lord 4
3603 Joseph & Amy Langenstein 4
8603 Peter Bunker 4
8603 Alfred & Veronica Daniels 4
8603 Ralph c, Penelope Collins *
8603 Joseph Rafalouski 4
8603 Gerard & J. Lanquirand 4
8603 Alfred 6 Celina Maptal 4
G603 Peter Uheeler 4
8603 J * J Nominee Trust *
8603 C. Littlef ieldAD . Bp icket t 4
8603 U. Choate «. B, Bopas 4

























































































































8603 John D. Maheu *
8603 Henri Eastman *
8603 Corrado Coffaro *
8603 Richard Clapie • *
8603 Uilliami Donna Normand *
8603 Fleming Title Service *
8603 Stage Road Realty Trust *
8603 Donna Austin *
8603 Andreu Brochu *
8603 Laurence Boyle *
8603 Richard & Lorraine Duffy *
8603 Michael & Linda Hamilton 4
8603 Sadie Lynette *
8603 Jean Marr *
8603 George&Margaret O'Oonnell 4
8603 Matthew Russo 4
8603 Thistle Carroll Dev. *
8603 Uilliam & Joan Tounsend *
8603 Laurence Fisher 4
8603 City Clerk of Manchester *
8603 Ronald MacLeod *
8603 Thomas Gelinas *
8603 C. Grover & M. Mango *
8603 Maureen Sennett 4
8603 Ronald 6 Jill Guens *
8603 Robert Salter *
8603 Kenneth Clark *
8603 David & Virginia Morris *
8603 Ueber Family Realty Trust *
8603 Eduard Vincent *
8603 Roy i Carol Bergkuist *
8603 David & Gloria Lanning *
8603 Roger Sanborn *
8603 Earle t, Gertrude Hazel *
8603 Knightsbridge Dev. *
B603 Violet Barton *
8603 Henri Eastman *
8603 Mary J *> Linda Novello *
8603 Richard Leat her _. ._. . .... ........ _• • ±_ *
8603 Gould * Sheridan *
8603 Gregory 6 Robert Syvinski *
8603 Michael Kapperman *
8603 Anthony Zona *
8603 Frank & Lucinda Crane 4
8603 Man & Viola Chan *
8603 Ralph fc Eleanor Green 4
8603 Jonathan Rudolph 4
8603 John Zannini *
8603 1.8. Mortgage Network 4
8603 Richard *. Joanne Brooks *
8603 Uilliam 6 Pamela Smith *
8603 D&H Construction *
8603 Robert & Mary Laf leur *
8603 Eduard Zareroba *
8603 Eduard Vincent *
8603 Michael L. Archetti *
8603 Helen P. Blake *
8603 Jeffrey Broun *
8603 Hung-Ju Chang & Chan-Der *
8603 Norman Clark *
8603 Richard A. Corelle . . *
8603 DiJohn Realty *
8603 Eunice Knox *
E603 Joseph A. Ferris 4
8603 Robert Fletcher *
8603 James McKinney 4
8603 Joseph T. Jordan, Jr. *
8603 Robert Moseley *
8603 Prudential Home Mort.Co 4
8603 Kenneth E. Patey *
8603 Ralph Herzog 4
8603 Uilliam Hagen *
8603 Richard Uood " • 4
8603 Albert Giroux *
8603 Arthur Brunelle *
8603 James Barry *
3603 John Shau 4
8603 Mavis Belanger *
8603 Margaret Bolton *
8603 Kirk Bussiere *
8603 Malcolm Burns *
8603 Margaret Cole *
8603 Marjorie Collins *
8603 Madoline Granton *
8603 Priscilla Brault *
8603 Philip Picard *
8603 Robert Blanchet *
8603 Russel Grush *
8603 Raymond Heath *
8603 Robert Hubley *
8603 Raymond Jones *
8603 Jean Raymond *
8603 Uilfred McAllister 4
8603 Uilliam McGuire *
8603 Albert & Rita Bennett 4
B603 Arthur Gosselm *
8603 Alice Staelen *
8603 Ada Uidman 4
8603 Barbara Uhitney *
8603 Claire Brandy 4
8603 Charles Burno 4
8603 Daniel Heenan 4
8603 Dorothy Moore 4
8603 Dorothy Sauyer 4
8603 Elmer Cornell 4
8603 Eleanor Grady 4
8603 Elizabeth Uhite 4
8603 Frederick Gresch 4
8603 Joan MacOonald 4
8603 Antoinette Bailey 4
8603 Alfred Delisle 4
8603 Alma Gay 4
8603 Andreu Mentus 4
8603 Anna E. O'Donnell 4
S603 Angelo Sarbanis 4
8603 George&CatherineUilliams 4
8603 Alfred Uoodbury 4



































































































































8603 Frank E. & Lucinda Crane
8603 Frank & Lucinda Crane
8603 Frank A. Corbett





8603 Grantly C. Sagris
8603 George Uhite
8603 Hermine Ashby




8603 Hugh & Marie Mattheus
8603 Harry Playdon
8603 ' Henry Rousseau
8603 Houard S. Richter
8603 Robert Hubley
8603 James E. Bradley





8603 John A. Houard
8603 Joseph Jacobs
8603 Joseph Knight






8603 Kenneth U. Fiff ick
8603 Kenneth Hancock
8603 Kenneth Libby
8603 Oenise & Lebaron Atherton










8603 Miles N. Libby
8603 Mortimer O'Sullivan
8603 Milton Taylor






















8603 Susan A. Messina
8603 Shirley Stevens



























































































































8601 AVITAR Assoc, of NE , Inc $ 7,291.00
Total Property Reappraisal $7,291 .00 **
Retirement
8605 Plaistou Bank & Trust Co * 26,746.98
Total Retirement $26,746.98 **
Payments to State
8702 State Treasurer $ 1 ,974.00
Total Payments to State 41,974.00 **
Payments to County
8703 County Treasurer $ 391 ,690.00
Total Payments to County $391,690.00 **
Payments to School
8704 Hampstead School District $4,302,895.00
8704 Hampstead School District * 620,000.00
8704 Hampstead School District $ 265,000.00
Total Payments to School $5,137,895.00 ' *A
Interest
8801 Bank Meridian * 38,591.54
Total Interest $38,591 .54 **
F irehouse Bo nd
8802 The Conn. National Bank * 40,000.00
Total F.irehouse Bond $40,000.00 **
Firehouse Bond Interest
8803 The Conn. National Bank $ 16,402.50
Total Firehouse Bond Interest $16,402.50 **
Conservation Fund (1990)
9001 Land Purchase Fund $ 20,000.00
Total Conservation Fund <1990) $20,000.00 **
Fire Truck
9002 C *. S Specialty * 13 9.50
9002 Oonovan'sSignCo. * 400.00
9002 Greenwood Fire Apparatus * 50,866.04
Total Fire Truck $51,385,54 **
Breathing Apparatus
V003 Interspiro * 53,563.50
9003 Union Leader Corporation $ 27.60
Total Breathing Apparatus $53,591.10 **
Renovation Library-1990
V004 Carriage To une Neus * 15 . 00
9004 rhe Haverhill Gazette * 33.90
9004 Stratton Structures * 1,245.00
rota) Renovation Library-1990 $1,293.90 **
Police Radios(1990>
9005 Motorola, Inc. * 4,300.00
9005 United Electron icsService * 200.00
Total Police Radios(1990> $4,500.00 **
Highways
9006 C 4. G Construction Co . * A37 . 00
9006 East Coast Lumber * 153.56
9006 Patrick Lynch * 100.00
9006 Paul Staff <E 200.00
9006 Richard Toune * 10,779.00
Total Highways $11,869.56 **
Monument (1990)
9007 Hampstead Monument Fund * 500,00
Total Monument (1990) $500.00 **
Paint Meeting House
9008 The Haverhill Gazette * 8.60
9008 J, C. Miller Painting * 9,800.00
9008 Rock. County Newspapers * 18. 63
Total Paint Meeting House $9,827,23 **
Vic Geary Center (1990)
9009 vie Geary Drop In Center $ 4,000.00
Total Vic Geary Center <1990) $4,000.00 **
Retired Senior Uol.
9011 Retired Senior volunteers * 700. 00
Total Retired Senior Uol. $700.00 **
Rock. County Co mm .Action
9012 Rock. County Co mm. Action $ 1,716.00
Total Rock. County Comm. Action $1,716.00 **
Rockingham Ho sp ice( 1990)
9013 Rocking ham Hospice . * 1 ,500 . 00
Total Rockingham Ho sp ice< 1990
)
*1 ,500.00 **
Hydrological Study - 1990
9014 0. C. A. Engineering Inc $ 2,133.75
9014 M. Ernest Jacobs $ 638.00
9014 Robert E. Partridge * 720.00
9014 Uilliam A. T ho den , P.E * 828.75
Total Hvdrological Study - 1990 $4,320.50 **
necyc 1 ing
9015 Hussey Disposal Co. * 8,300.00
9015 Ram Printing, Inc. $ 220.00
9015 Rehrig Pacific Company ' $ 9,503.80
9015 Pat Bracken $ 25.57
Total Recycling $18,049.37 **
Land Purchase - 1990
9016 Atty. Robert Fryer .Trustee $ 20,000.00
Total Land Purchase - 1990 $20,000.00 **
Commun ity Caregivers
9017 Community Caregivers * 1 ,500.00
I o i 1 1 Commun ity Caregivers $1 , 500 . 00 **
Air Cond. - Library
9019 Carriage Toune NeuiE * 15.00
9019 rho Haver hi 3 1 Gazette * 33.90
9019 Morris Electric » 2,790,00
Total Air Cond, I Lbrory *2,83G.90 **
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Auditor's Opinion
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
131 Middle Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of
Alfred Brickett, Tax Collector, Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire
for the period January 1, 1989 to September 15, 1989. These
financial statements are the responsibility of Alfred Brickett,
Tax Collector, Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by the Tax Collector, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
As described in the note to the financial statements, the
Tax Collector's policy is to prepare the financial statements on
the basis of cash receipts and disbursements, consequently,
revenues and related assets are recognized when received rather
than when earned, and certain expenses are recognized when paid
rather than when the obligation is incurred. Accordingly, the
accompanying financial statements are not intended to present
financial position and results of operations in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the assets and
liabilities arising from cash transactions of Alfred Brickett,
Tax Collector as of September 15, 1990, and revenues collected
and expenses paid during the period then ended, on the basis of
accounting described in the note to the financial statements.
QAM, %to, &
March 30, 1990 25
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
131 Middle Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Hampstead, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1989 and for the year then ended, as listed
in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of
Town officials. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by Town officials, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fully described in Note 1 , the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group which
should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that
should be included in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
As described in Note 1 , the Town has recognized tax revenues of $139,345 in the
General Fund and $466,501 in the Property Tax Agency Fund which were not received in cash
within sixty days of year end as is required by generally accepted accounting principles (GASB
Interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and we concur, that the application of this accounting
principle, which would result in a decrease in the undesignated General Fund balance to
($321,078), would give a misleading impression of the Town's ability to meet its current and
future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the omission of the financial statements described in the third
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly in all
material respects the financial position of the fund types and account groups of the Town of
Hampstead, New Hampshire at December 31, 1989 and the results of operations and changes
in financial position of its non-expendable trust funds for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The supplemental schedules listed in the table of con-
tents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to






ROAD AGENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE









INVESTMENT ACCOUNT 124462 15
TOTAL 143311 68
1990 RECEIPTS
TOWN APPROPRIATION 813 00
LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS 90 699 57
HUMANITIES GRANT 1107 25
DONA1 IONS 764 49
MISCELLANEOUS 39 27 33
INTEREST EARNED 11787 99
TOTAL RECEIPTS 99586 63
1990 EXPENSES
SALARIES 49587 65
SOCIAL SECURITY 3778 07
BENEFITS 4009 73
BOOKS 13037 48
MEMORIAL FUNDS 10645 77





LIBRARY TOOLS 473 16
EQUIPMENT 2338 27
MAINTAINENCE CONTRACTS 96 00
MAINTENANCE REPAIRS/ REPLACE MEN* 4 25 90




PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE 340 50
PROGRAMS 444
TOTAL EXPENSES 96652 51
BALANCE ON HAND DECEMBER 31, 1990
SAVINGS 1 277 05
CHECKING 6255 78
MONEYMARKET 9332 65





** Subtotal * A
" ACCOUNT BOOK






































































THE MIND' S EYE
TOWER PUBLISHING
** Subtotal **
** ACCOUNT CONTR SERVICE





























** Subtotal * i
*'» ACCOUNT LIB TOOLS
H. W. WILSON CO
R.R. BOWKER
*» Subtotal *'*

































































SEACOAST VAC CLEANER HOFSITAL
** Subtotal **
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** Subtotal **











































































































3-2-1 CONTACT 14, 97
ALAN REVIEW 15
BANTAM/DOUBlEDAY/DElL 126 ,00
BETTER HOMES «, GARDENS 16 00
BOSTON 15, 00
CHANGING TIMES 16 GO
CNI t GLOBE 1 10 ,63
COBBLESTONE 22 9 5
COPYCAT PRESS 24 ,00
COUNTRY HOME 16 97
COUNTRY JOURNAL 16 95
CRICKET 29
DISCOVER 24 ,95
FINS & FEATHERS 13 ,97
GLAMOUR 15 DO
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 16 ,97
GOURMET 16 ,GG
HARV MED SCHL HEALTH LETTER 21 , OD
HIGHLITES FOR CHILDREN 19 ,95
HOUSE 6. GARDEN 24 ,GG
JACK & JILL 3 ,95
LIFE 16 , 25
MCCALLS 11 .95
MONEY 16 ,99
NATIONAL GEOGRAFHIC 22 .50
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 12 ,95
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER 17 ,95
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 30 ,GG
NEW ENGLAND MONTHLY 14 ,95
NEWSWEEK 40 . 30
N.H. BUSINESS REVIEW 16 ,00
N.H. FISH £ GAME HIGHLIGHTS 8 ,
OMNI 23, 97
PENNY POWER 11 , 95
PEOPLE 33. 54
PERSONAL COMPUTING 13, 47
POPULAR MECHANICS 15, 94
POPULAR SCIENCE 14, 95
RANGER RICK 14. 00
SAT EVENING POST 13. 97
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL 59, 00
SCIENCE NEWS 34. 50
SMITHSONIAN 20 00
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 40, 50
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 5 , GG
TIME 29 12
TUFTS DIET & NUTRITION LETTER 26, 95






ALLIED BUSINESS PRODUCTS 2 36 ,34
BLACKBOURN. INC 60 ,42
BRIDGEPORT NATIONAL 17 2G
DEMCO 716 15
D.J. CASEY 79 73
ELLEN HARDSOG 31 ,24
E.B. RODNEY-PETTY CASH 381 ,24
HI6HSMITH 33 01
JONES OFFICE EQUIPMENT 63 .31
J. CROWLEY- PETTY CASH 30 , GG
PLAISTOW STATIONERS 115 57
POSTMASTER 270 ,00












In spite of the depressed real estate market, Hampstead's requests for building
permits were at a level equal to 1989 • We continually receive comments from
prospective home buyers that it is their desire to live in Hampstead, which ap-
parently explains the lack of any appreciable building activity in surrounding
towns. Obviously town government plays some role in the reputation we have and
this office will do its part to continue the trend.
Although ill winds continue to blow from the area of the new church construction
on East Road I feel that any remaining problems will, at some time in the future,
subside and the neighborhood can return to peace and harmony. Island Pond Baptist
Church was constructed during 1990 and pastor Carlos Paz and his parishoners are
to be congratulated for such an undertaking and a beautiful church. We wish them
success in all of their undertakings. I was honored to have attended their dedi-
cation service in December.
I have requested approval from the Board of Selectmen for a fee schedule increase
in the building department. Under the authority they have, selectmen allowed the
increases until voters give their final approval at annual town meeting. It is
still the desire of this office that our fee schedule result in a self-sustaining
department and we feel that this increase will bring that about.
Numerous question continue to arise concerning the levels of assessments in the
town when considering the current real estate market. The taxpayer can rest assured
that the assessing department is studying on a continuing basis the real estate mar-
ket and if and when changes in the assessing schedules are warranted, I am certain
that the Board of Selectmen will bring about such changes. At the present time the
Coefficient of Dispersion/COD (or the quality of assessments) is in the 15 to 18
percent range, which is an acceptable range. I have recently met with Revenue Ad-
ministration in Concord and also with a representative from Avitar and both entities
agree that at the present time changes in the assessments are not warranted. A short
while ago the Board of Selectmen prepared a letter to property owners. Although the
letters were only forwarded to applicants for abatements the letter is available
to any property owner. It explains the current sales vs assessment ratios and is an
excellent explanation of the assessing methodology and is available upon request.
In February I was pleased to receive a designation as a certified New Hampshire
Assessor at Concord. There are at present approximately 75 assessors so designated
within the state and I am happy to be on that roster. Continuing education is a
requirement to maintain this certification with at least 25 course credits every
three years.
This year has seen a dramatic increase in applications for assistance from the wel-
fare department. The current down-turn in the economy is reflected in a 100 percent
increase in such applications. We continue to screen all requests to determine eli-
gibility. I am personally troubled by such an increase of funding in this area but
the situation is not unique for I have personally discussed the problem with welfare
administrators in the surrounding communities and find them all confronted by the
same requests.
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Building Inspector's Report (continued)
This year the town authorized the use of driveway permits which are available from
this office. The intent of the permit is to protect property owners and the travel-
ing public and to ensure suitable placements of driveways. The permit application
is available from this office and requires investigation from both the Code Enforce-
ment Officer and Highway Agent before approval is granted.
As usual, the cooperation from the Board of Selectmen and other town officers with
whom I have contact daily, has been superb.
Thanks to Deputy Building Inspector Paul Wentworth and Fire Department Inspector
Walter Eaton. Paul is forever willing to make himself available during the times
that I am absent. Wally is responsible for the proper installation of heating systems
within the town and one can rest assured that when he approves an installation, it is
properly installed.
And to Dawn, again a heartfelt thanks for her ever-present willingness to be of assist-
ance and to make this office run efficiently.
Kenneth H. Clark CNHA
Building Inspector/Assessor
Chatting Staff photo/Mark Lorenz
Lillian Hum of Hampstead, left, and Patti Christensen, recreation director for the town, enjoy a quick chat
during the annual seniors Christmas dinner.
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Building Permits — 1990
No. Map/Lot Name Amount
1031 16 24 Kasher Corp., 11 Collins Dr. new home 80,000
1032 16 99 Kasher Corp., 27 Collins Dr. new home 80,000
1033 16 100 Kasher Corp., 33 Collins Dr. new home 80,000
1034 16 106 Kasher Corp., 22 Collins Dr. new home 80,000
1035 16 105 McCarthy & Sons, 30 Collins Dr. new home 80,000
1036 16 54 Nico Builders, 28 Pheasant Ln. new home 200,000
1037 12 3 Shawn Senter, 339 Emerson Ave. duplex 100,000
1038 9 187 Green & Co., 32 Barthelmess Ln. new home 90,000
1039 16 76 Cheryl Castle, 5 Golden Meadow Rd. new home 115,000
1040 17 166-4 Espinola & Jensen Dev. Inc., Tanglewood condominium 90,000
1041 13 201 McCarthy & Sons, 25 Birchwood Dr. new home 100,000
1042 11 303 Richard Towne, 20 Holts Point Rd. new home 43,000
1043 13 202 Green & Co., 29 Birchwood Dr. new home 75,000
1044 18 141 Richard Sughrue Custom Homes, 1 E. Main new home 52,000
1045 2 39 Island Pond Bapt. Church, 26 N. Salem Rd. church 375,000
1046 16 55 Nico Builders, 72 Pheasant Ln. new home 200,000
1047 9 195 Green & Co., 49 James Dr. new home 95,000
1048 9 194 Green & Co., 45 James Dr. new home 85,000
1049 9 197 Green & Co., 52 James Dr. new home 95,000
1050 17 261 DHS Homes, Inc., 12 Chamberlain Ave. new home 70,000
1051 7 47 Hampstead Civic Club, Main St. public meeting bldg;. 15,000
1052 9 196 Green & Co., 53 James Dr. new home 90,000
1053 9 193 Green & Co., 35 James Dr. new home 90,000
1054 9 198 Green & Co., 46 James Dr. new home 90,000
1055 18 51 Spofford Realty Tr., Danville Rd. duplex 140,000
IO56 16 47 Nico Builders, 6 Pheasant Ln. new home 100,000
1057 l 90 Raymond Howard, 658 Main St. new home 60,000
1058 2 146 James Masotta, 50 Page Ln. new home 175,000
1059 16 98 Green & Co., 19 Collins Dr. new home 90,000
1060 7 118 Saratoga Realty Corp., 16 Capitol Ln. new home 105,000
1061 16 104 Kasher Corp., 36 Collins Dr. new home 100,000
1062 Pope Housing incomplete
1063 17 4 Jamma Realty Trust, 2 Webber Rd. new home 20,000
1064 13 204 McCarthy & Sons, 22 Birchwood Dr. new home 80,000
1065 17 222 Timothy Jamieson, 4 Partridge Ln. new home 95,000
1066 16 85 Nico Builders, 45 Golden Meadow Rd. new home 200,000
1067 17 262 D & N Construction, 16 Chamberlain Ave. new home 120,000
1068 6 64 John Realty Co., 130 Route 111 commercial bldg. 200,000
IO69 16 103 Kasher Corp
. , 5 Nelson Ave
.
new home 70,000
1070 16 101 Kasher Corp., 43 Collins Dr. new home 70,000
1071 18 104 Jamma Realty, 320 E. Main St. commercial bldg. 200,000
1072 16 51 Nico Builders, 50 Pheasant Ln. new home 200,000
1073 16 68 Gary Lamy, 115 Rolling Hill Rd. new home 125,000
1074 9 189 Green & Co., 10 Barthelmess Ln. new home 95,000
1075 9 192 Green & Co., 21 James Dr. new home 95,000
1076 16 108 Kasher Corp., 44 Collins Dr, new home 70,000
1077 18 43 P.B. & T. Service Corp., Route 111&121A post office bldg. 265,000
1078 13 163 Timothy True, 11 8 East Rd. duplex 50,000
1079 3 112 Drennan Lowell, 119 Mill Shore Dr. new home 16,000
1080 7 54 Kenneth Clark, 31 West Rd. new home 80,000
1081 17 228 Espana Bldg. & Dev. Inc., 42 Partridge Lr 1 new home 70,000
1082 16 111 Kasher Corp
.
, 21 Nelson Ave
.
new home 75,000
1083 7 122 Lamontagne Bldrs., 13-16 Larson Dr. condominium 180,000
1084 7 122 Lamontagne Bldrs., 17-20 Larson Dr. condominium 180,000


























































Richard Towne, 26 Holts Point Rd.
Silva Construction Inc
. , 37 Springbrook
Kasher Corp., 17 Nelson Ave.
Delridge Realty, 18 Jody Ln.
Johnson Meadow Realty Tr., 149 Kent Farm
Kasher Corp.
Saratoga Realty , 69 Cambridge Rd.




Kasher Corp., 50 Collins Dr.
Nico Builders, 7 Nicole Circle
Nico Builders, 15 Golden Meadow Rd.
Chris McMahon, 19 Cambridge Rd.
Wendell Mclntire, 231 Wash Pond Rd.
Richard Kieley, 82 Faith Dr.
Johnson & Johnston, 130 Rt. Ill
Yvan Michaud, 48 Scott Dr.
Linda Eastman, 275 Central St.
William Casey, Jr., 12 Blueberry Circle
Gerald Robbins, 16 W. Shore Dr.
Andy Bouckuyt, 9 Larson Dr.
Philip Dietz, 25 Atwood Dr.
Dennis Kolifrath, 49 Lexington Dr.
David Goyette, 35 Mayflower Dr.
McCarthy & Son, 4l Pitman Rd.
Bradford Robie, 6 Lancaster Dr.
Paul Feronetti, 27 Collette Dr.
Emerson Simpson, 18 5 Central St.
Herbert Sweett, Orcutt Dr.
Gr. Hampstead Civic Club, 11 Main St.
Michael Wentworth, 12 Orcutt Dr.
Paul Husson, 40 Mayflower Dr.
Lebaron Atherton, Thomas Dr.
Betty Felenchak, 37 Geisser Ln.
Paul Cafazzo, 80 Wheelwright Rd.
McCarthy & Sons, 44 Pentucket Dr.
Simon Ackerman, 76 Kent Farm Rd.
Mark Greenlaw, 5 Lexington Dr.
Daniel Gravelle, 125 Main St.
Bangs Housing Corp., Hollis Dr.
Charles Pietras, 59 Harper Ridge Rd.
Michael Poulin, 110 Harper Ridge Rd.
Jeffrey Cottis, Brown Ave.
Richard Marrs, Bailey Shore Rd.
Thomas Cummings, 29 Indian Ridge Rd.
Francis Janowicz, 22 Kelly Brook Rd.
Glendon Emerson, 211 Emerson Ave.
William Comeau, 90 East Rd.
L & M Construction, 20 Page Ln.
Michael Romanowsky, 18 East Rd.
Martin Vidler, 15 Pentucket Dr.
Stephen Dubois, 24 Page Ln.
Richard Perrin, 56 Scott Dr.


















































































































13 13^ Claire Shoaie, 27 Anne Dr.
19 66 John L. Lyons, 60 Harper Ridge Rd.
19 68 James Mills, 70 Harper Ridge Rd.
8 133 Charles Sem, 99 Mill Shore Rd.
7 138 Mike Sullivan, 43 West Rd.
18 63 Robert Beaulieu, 165 Brown Hill Rd.
8A 73 John Strykowski, West Shore Dr.
8A 14 Richard Coffin, East Shore Dr.
14 91 David Thompson, 111 Laura Ln.
8A 45 Jerald Robbins, West Shore Dr.
17 197 Richard Green, 18 Munroe Dr.
18 163 Paul Pinelle, 15 Atwood Dr.
8B 76 Thomas Gelinas, 15 Shirley St.
12A 11 James Erricolo, 10 Parklane
3 150 Mark Leboeuf, 44 Lexington Dr.
11 248 Kenneth Storti, 42 Lancaster Rd.
60 Audrey Gordon, 135 Main St.
Michael King, 55 Geisser Ln.
George Lunn, 30 Wheelwright Rd.
James Hermetet, 10 Bartlett Rd.
Wayne Lottmann, 47 Raccoon Run
Robert Salter, 48 Pillsbury Rd.
Dennis Morrison, 37 Beverly Dr.
Peter Lund/Anne Lorch, 15 Harris Ave.
McCarthy & Son, 25 Pentucket Dr.
David Goyette, 35 Mayflower Dr.
Thomas Dempsey, 105 Wheelwright Rd.
Kathy Bugli, 11 Sylvester Ln.
Thaddeus Tomaszewski, 26 West Rd.
John Thompson, 366 Main St.
Robert Plourde, 8 Country Rd.
Elizabeth Brickett, 48 Emerson Ave.
James McKinney, 52 Granite Circle
Joseph Sheehan, 98 Bricketts Mill Rd.
Donald Chin, 7 Checkerberry Rd.
David Corso, 55 Indian Ridge Rd.
Michael Romanowsky, 18 East Rd.
Robert Bergeron
Patrick Sheehan, 10 Orcutt Dr.
Peter St. Jean, 12 Regiment Dr.
Robert Nugent, 37 Timberlane Rd.
Christopher Davis, 36 Indian Ridge Rd.
Sylvia Jalbert, 258 Kent Farm Rd.
Ann Donahue, 398 Main St.
7 102 Hampstead Fire Department, Littles Ln.
50 Valquerio Eiro, 44 Pheasant Ln.
174 Lynda Chouinard, 52 Kent Farm Rd.
90 Wayne Donle, 658 Main St.
9 Marc Auger, 14 Westwood Dr.
17 186 Robert Klawitter, Kelly Brook Rd.
4 20 Thomas Dipko, 187 Mill Shore Rd.
6 91 Ronald Gibson, 200 Stage Rd.
8 119 Stephen Boilard, 50 Main St.
31 George Halkiotis, 189 Mill Shore Rd.
91 Paul Cafazzo, 80 Wheelwright Rd.


































































































































John Mclnally, 40 Pheasant In.
Richard Brunelle, 6 Atwood Dr.
David Whitmore, 11 Tory In.
Bangs Housing Corp.
Bangs Housing Corp.
David Levesque, 82 Harper Ridge Rd.
JoAnn Moynihan, 64 Timberlane Rd.
Raymond Johnson, 11 Checkerberry Rd.
Robert Saulnier, 115 E. Main St.
Allan Bowie, 17 Shirley St.
Thaddeus Tomaszewski, 26 West Rd.
David Huston, 6l Emerson Ave.
Victor Brandalise, 23 Gallant Dr.
Mark Lambert, 60 Faith Dr.
Robert Nugent, 37 Timberlane Rd.
Ronald Grant, 43 Pilgrim Circle
Michael Gallo, 8 Birchwood Dr.
Frank Dimando, 43 Shore Dr.
Ellen Dyment, 40 Adeline St.
Martha Swiderski, 9 Westwood Dr.
John Kolias, 185 Brown Hill Rd.
Beverly Baldwin, 493 Main St.
Joseph Saldi, 22 Benson Shores
Derek Neely, 40 Maple Ave.
Daniel Kimball, 40 Beverly Circle
Town of Hampstead, Emerson Ave.
William Warnock, 20 Redcoat Dr.
Edward Marshall, 29 Country Rd.
Louis Stella, Wash Pond Rd.
Chris Ryan, 17 East Rd.
Joseph Sheehan, 98 Bricketts Mill Rd.
Chris Sullivan, 32 Thomas Dr.
N.E. Telephone Co., East Rd.
Mark Soltys, 17 Redcoat Dr.
John Johnson, 130 Route 111
Cecilia Goodrich, 27 Bailey Shore Rd.
Joane Mayo, 79 Wash Pond Rd.
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Report of the Board of Selectmen
The last year has been a busy one for the Board of Selectmen, and we can point
with some pride to our accomplishments:
• Establishment of a Highway Agent Advisory Committee, and completion and
publishing of our Road Agent Handbook.
• Complete review and update of the Personnel Policies and Procedures.
• Processing of all abatements relating to the revaluation completed in 1989.
• Completion of the Civic Club building as voted at Town Meeting.
• Initiation of a recycling program to reduce Hampstead's solid waste stream and
make our contribution to improving the environment.
• A 27 per cent decrease in the Town portion of the tax rate, reflecting careful
control of expenditures and increased use of volunteers.
At the same time, this has been one of the most frustrating and divisive years in the
history of the Board, giving the appearance at times that political posturing is more
important than working for the good of the Town. This is not the case, and we remain
committed to doing our best to carry out our Town responsibilities.
After last year's Town Meeting, and because of a number of questions raised at that
meeting regarding Highway Department procedures, we established a committee of
volunteers to review policies and procedures and to write a Road Agent Handbook for use
by the Board of Selectmen to manage the department and as a learning tool for future
candidates for this elected position. After a false start, the Board clarified our expectations
of the committee, and we would like to thank all of the members for the long hours and
hard work culminating in completion of the handbook. One of the recommendations of the
committee and the Board of Selectmen will be voted on at the 1991 Town Meeting, to
change the term of the Highway Agent to one year from the current three years.
The Wage and Salary Committee made a complete review of the Personnel Policies
and Procedures manual, and recommended some significant changes, most of which were
subsequently adopted by the Board of Selectmen. We would like to thank all of the
members for their efforts and hard work, and look forward to their valuable insight and
recommendations in the future.
Many hours were spent this year in reviewing and improving the assessments
provided by the 1989 revaluation of property. Working in conjunction with Avitar
Associates, our contractor, we feel we have a solid data base in place to serve the needs of
the Town for years into the future. One note we should add, however, is that numerous
people have requested abatements based upon the recent decline in market value of
properties across the board. We have not made abatements for this reason, since it has
affected everybody in Town. If we were to make changes in the basic assumptions of the
property valuation to apply to every property, the net result would be a lower tax base and
higher tax rate, thereby netting no change to your tax bills. We will continue to monitor this
closely, and if basic property values remain depressed for another year will consider
conducting another sales study to set new basic assumptions.
The Civic Club volunteered to replace a building on Town property and in
extremely poor condition, received approval at Town Meeting, and were ready to dedicate
the building and move in by the end of the summer. Congratulations on a job well done!
We are fortunate to have this organization in Town, and the number and variety of
programs they run for our children indicates the hard work and dedication of this group.
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Another committee, charged with investigating and later implementing our Town
recycling program, deserves praise for their professional handling of the investigation,
presentation at last Town Meeting, and the smooth distribution of bins and cut-in of the
program last September.
Finally, we were able to significantly reduce the Town portion of the tax rate this
year by presenting a frugal budget to Town Meeting and holding expenditures down. A
large increase in school spending and the County budget resulted in a slight increase in the
overall tax rate, but without the prudent actions by the Town and the Board of Selectmen
we would have seen double digit increases like most of the surrounding Towns.
We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge all of the other volunteers
who serve our Town, on the Fire Department, the Rescue Squad, and the various boards
and committees that help us to function on a daily basis without the expense of a paid
employee infrastructure that has become necessary in so many of our surrounding neighbor
Towns. Without the cooperation and many, many hours of hard work, Hampstead could
not be the Town that it is. We have one of the lowest equalized tax assessments in
Rockingham County, and yet we provide equal or better services than many other Towns.
Volunteers allow us to accomplish this, and we encourage any citizens who are interested
in volunteering to serve our community to submit their names, qualifications, and areas of
interest to the Board of Selectmen.
We would like to remind every property owner that an inventory of all real property
in Town is due to the Board of Selectmen prior to April 15, 1991. We use the information
for census, exemptions, assessments, and various other record-keeping chores, so it is
critical that you file your inventory on time. There is a penalty for failure to file on time of
1% of your tax bill with a minimum of $10 and a maximum of $50 . We will continue to
enforce this penalty without exception. It is your responsibility to get the completed form to
the office of the Board of Selectmen by April 15, and we would suggest you obtain a
receipt for the form. If you do not file on a timely basis, you lose your right to appeal your
property tax assessment to the State. Please make sure you file on time.
We are looking forward to another year of accomplishments in our growing Town,
and would encourage everyone to attend both your annual Town Meeting and your School
District Meeting in the Hampstead Middle School gymnasium. The School District
Meeting, where the majority (78% in 1990) of your tax bill is committed, will be held on
Friday evening, March 8. Town Meeting starts on Tuesday, March 12, from 10:00 AM
until 8:00 PM with ballot voting for Town and School District officials, bond
appropriations, zoning questions, and this year changes in office terms. The meeting will
continue on Friday evening where the Town budget (17% of your 1990 taxes) and various
other appropriations and general Town business is discussed and voted.
We look forward to seeing you at all three of these important meetings.
Respectfully Submitted,








1990 saw a slowing in all forms of building in the Town. This is
reflected in the number of plans which were reviewed. However, it gave
the Board time to work on other important matters. The Master Plan and
Capital Improvement Plans are complete and should be available by early
spring. The Board is currently working on Trenching Regulations.
The Zoning Ordinances in Hampstead were voted originally in 1968,
and were modified most years at the annual Town Meeting. The Town
Clerk keeps the official record of these votes in her files. The
Planning Board publishes a compilation of the ordinances as the "ZONING
DISTRICTS AND BOUNDARIES". The form used for presenting ordinances is
under the jurisdiction of the Planning Board and had grown piece meal
over the years. The Ordinance Committee suggested a comprehensive
reorganization which would allow better organization and quicker access
to the appropriate ordinance. While there was some feeling that this
recodification could be accomplished under the Planning Board's
authority, we felt it was appropriate to first hold public hearings on
the changes being made and secondly to have a vote to Town Meeting to
validate the new form of the presentation. It is important to note
that only the format was changed, neither the wording nor the spirit or
intent was changes by that vote. We appreciate the support of the Town
in voting for the format change. Should any transcription errors or
omissions be found in the published Zoning Ordinance, we will correct
them before the next printing.
This year a few more zoning changes have been recommended by the
Planning Board and we again ask for your support. The Ordinance
Committee continues to examine the Zoning Ordinance for areas that need
amending or clarification and their recommendations should be available
for the next Town Meeting.
SUMMARY OF ACTION ON PLANS
Acevedo/Danley Site 12/15
WITHDRAWN Laundromat
Bayberry Realty Trust Subdivision 11/191 & 192 & 269
PENDING 2 Lots, 1 Buildable
Brantley Corporation Subdivision 13/57; 13/36 & Parcel
CONDITIONAL 1 lot
Cannister Realty Trust Site 13/118
RESCINDED Commercial Building
Cartwright Realty Site 13-44-B
RESCINDED Commercial Building
Clark, Kenneth & Mary Lot Consolidation & Subdivision
APPROVED 7/53, 54, 80, 81, 94, & 77
Coombs Subdivision 9/57








Decesare, Anthony & Grace
WITHDRAWN
Decesare , Anthony & Grace
PENDING
Di John Realty Trust
CONDITIONAL
Dube, Margaret /Dannat, Wayne
APPROVED






































Park One 11/R. Mosley
CONDITIONAL
Multi-family Site 8/169
74 units, 4 roads
Consolidation 3 /2b & 85
Site 18/111
Subdivision 13/4
42 dwellings, 2 roads
Subdivision 13/4
5 Lots (4 buildable) Birchwood Road
Site 6/64
Addition to commercial building
Lot Line Adjustment 11/208 & 209
Site 13/37
4 lots, 1 parcel, Hollis Drive
Subdivision 16/24 & 25
5 Lots & Collins Drive
Lot Consolidation 8B/76 & 77 & 78










Addition to Commercial Building
Site 18/62-11
Storage Building & Laundry
Subdivision 18/106
Subdivision 2/57
2 lots, 1 buildable
Subdivision 16/24 & 25
6 New Lots & Nelson Avenue
Site 13/31
Equipment Building
Lot Line Adjustment 13/184 & 16/48
Lot Line Adjustment 13/182 & 183











R & S Realty Trust
APPROVED
























Trested, Adele & Warren
APPROVED
Wo r then, Bruce
APPROVED
Zappalla, Joseph & Beatrice
APPROVED
Subdivision 17/115
7 lots. Cook's Crossing, Chamberlain Ave
Site 16/44
Lot Line Adjustment 9/57
Lot Consolidation 12/15 & 116; 16/116
Site 12/15 (M. Tsaprounis)
Mini-golf Course
Lot Consolidation 4/43; 7/96: 7/96
Lot Line Adjustment 9/192 & 193
Lot Line Adjustment 9/197 & 198









Lot Consolidation 11/222 & 223
Lot Consolidation 18/70 & 83
Subdivision 3/57
1 New Building Lot
Subdivision 17/31
1 New Building Lot
Respectfully submitted,
Randy Clark. Chairman
John Williams , Vice Chairman
Susan Hastings, Secretary







It is with great pride that I submit the following report to you, the
residents and taxpayers, in the Town of Hampstead. During this past year
each officer has shown a complete dedication to duty even in these trying times.
Along with this has come the cooperation and trust of the public which is so vital
for us to continue as an efficient department.
The poor economy that surfaced during the past year has had a direct bearing
on our activity. Most major crimes showed an increase with thefts almost doubling
from 18 to 35, motor vehicle thefts up from 8 to 11, burglaries from 19 to 29,
assaults remain the same at 9 while our first armed robbery in many years resulted
in the arrest of three persons. Also showing increases were domestic violence
complaints and drinking problems , also a result of the ecomomy . Our juvenile
program was busy showing an increase of 20%, yet there was only one repeat offender
which shows us the program is working. The largest number of thefts were from
motor vehicles where persons left valuables inside their unlocked cars. Please
help us reduce this problem by removing all articles and locking the doors.
One fatality was recorded while the number of accidents showed a dramatic
decrease from 138 to 95. We feel this is a direct result of added radar patrols
and Increased visability
.
The highlights of the year included the arrest of two out of state persons
who were carrying almost 75 pounds of marajuana having a street value of
approximately one quarter of a million dollars
r
the receipt of over 2300 hours
of community service from our juvenile program and the acquisition of a fully
trained German Shepard Police Dog at almost no cost to the town. This dog and
his handler began work the first of this year.
All of our officers completed the minimum training required while the
majority of them exceeded the requirements in both classroom and firearms
.
This was a result of our continuing efforts to make your Police Department
one of which you may be proud by being thoroughly knowledgeable and efficient in
our job.
In an attempt to foster good public relations and to continue to serve you we
will again offer our annual basic firearms course. Our officers are available and
willing to participate in any other programs in which you may have an interest.
Please contact the department if you have any requests
.
With the prospect of the economy showing no improvement we can again look
forward to the increase in criminal activity. To help alleviate this situation
in our town we would request the aid of all residents. We have officers on
patrol and available twenty four hours a day, seven days a week. If you see
anything at all that seems suspicious please call IMMEDIATELY, do not wait and
think it over. I am sure that with your cooperation we will be able to decrease
all crime in our town.
Pride, understanding, unselfishness and above all cooperation are the
ingredients of any efficient organization . I believe that these qualities are
expressed by this department and other town officials in our attempt to make the
Town of Hampstead one of the safest and best in the state.
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Fire Department Report—1990
January started 1990 off with what was to become a busy year for
the members of the Hampstead Fire Department and Rescue Squad. We
experienced a high loss fire at the Johnson & Johnston plant on Route
111. This fire was complicated by the fact that a commercial cleaning
solvent was present and the building was constructed of corrugated
steel which held the smoke and extreme heat within unti] the roof and
walls could be opened up. This allowed the interior conditions to
improve to facilitate extinguishment. Once again Hampstead fire
fighters proved they could rise to conquer a serious situation with
little environmental damage. This is in no small way due to the
leadership of Deputy Chief Paul Wentworth and the mutual aid system
which Hampstead supports 100%.
The membership of the Fire and Rescue are currently at optimum
level and we have satisfactory numbers to allow for coverage of the
Town during most hours. Daytime coverage is usually more sparse but
adequate. Training continues to be our most important non-emergency
function. Certified State of New Hampshire fire fighter courses
continue and are attended in good numbers by our members. These are
augmented by our own training. To facilitate this the members designed
and erected a 20' by 20' by 40' high training tower which is used to
practice ladder evolutions and heights rescue operations. The amount
of time and hard labor donated to the Town was astounding and this is
only the beginning of the physical facilities we would like to erect in
the coming years. We want to thank all those who donated and assisted
with the project. We hesitate to name all for fear of missing anyone
who participated.
In the process of evaluation done to select the new self-contained
breathing apparatus which was voted Last year, we conducted live
training burns in three donated structures using several different SCBA
units. Having selected and ordered the new units we held one last live
burn conducted in a large barn and house in East Hampstead to
familiarize members with the Interspiro units purchased. This was by
far the most productive burn to date since we also put Engine 3 to the
test, one of the finest equipped units in the area. This Engine has 10
SCBA units and hand tools for structural fire fighting evolutions.
This vehicle is housed at Central Station and may be viewed by
contacting any officer or member of the department.
The annual Pvescue Extrication competition was an outstanding
success and should not be missed by any interested townspeople. We
will not. expound on this as the Rescue Report will fill you in on the
nuances of the event
.
Our water rescue resources were bolstered by the graduation and
certification of six fire fighters as rescue divers. This allows our
water related incidents to be terminated more easily and the dive team
has heen used by us and the surrounding towns on several occasions.
Fire prevention and code enforcement are both areas which we are
working to create a safer environment for our fellow townspeople. If
you ask any school child from grades 1 through 5, I know they will tell
you that they have been given the fire safety word each year. This is
to the credit of Lt . Kerry Clark and Hampstead Central School.
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Once again the sale of Christmas trees and the men and resources
of the Firemen's Association put together the finest Christmas Parade
we have staged to date. Chief of Police Bill Letoile and the men of
his Department continue to be a strong ally for our operations.
The Board of Selectmen have voted unanimously to endorse a new
insurance policy which is designed expressly for fire fighters and
rescue pi-oviders . Thi s program was recommended by the Board of
Engineers to provide the men and women of the Fire Department with full
insuiance coverage and give their families some security should they
become injured in the line of duty. This has been a needed benefit for
all those who donate the long hours to protect and serve our fellow man.
It is with regret that we accept the resignation of Albert C.
Lake. Jr. who has been a steady guiding hand to the Firemen's
Association for 19 years. We wish him the best of luck in his new home.
In order that the Hampstead Fire Department move ahead in the
coming years to provide protection to the Town, the Board of Engineers
has adopted a schedule for the replacement of equipment. Toward this
end, it is important that we have the opportunity to discuss the
capital expenditures with the taxpayers. The time needed to create
specifications, plans and actual manufacture dictates that we must act
12 to 18 months in advance of the delivery date of new apparatus. We
have submitted two proposals for the Town's consideration at Town
Meeting. Please attend and participate in your future.
Respectfully submitted,
Chief Chip Hastings








10 Brush & Woods
59 Motor Vehicle Accidents
7 Chimney Fires
23 Mutual Aid Given






Hampstead Emergency Rescue Squad
LITTLE'S LANE
HAMPSTEAD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03841
RESCUE SQUAD REPORT - 1990
The Hampstead Rescue Squad continues to strive toward excellence
in its service to our community. The organization is becoming known
for the level on training and effort that the members deliver. During
the year an average Emergency Medical Technician will attend minimum
of thirty-six hours of continuing education, in addition biannually
each person must attend an intensive refresher course and submit to
both written and practical examination. Any advanced certification in
Cardiac Defibrillation, Advanced Airway Management, or Intermediate
level certification add additional hours to the requirements.
Although this may seem a strenuous schedule for a volunteer, each
of our Technicians gladly accept this requirement in return for the
satisfaction of being able to help their fellow residents in an
emergency situation. In one notable call in the past year one of our
rescue teams where able to use the Defibrillation technics to
restore a persons heart to normal rhythm, to see this person begin to
breath and have a pulse provides a level satisfaction that makes all
of the training hours worth while.
Among the other very dramatic efforts that the Rescue Squad
members are called upon to perform would be the automobile
extrication. When the squad is called to the scene of an accident
where a person is entrapped a special team is activated. This team is
combination of Fire Department and Rescue Squad members that are
practised in the "art" of extracting an injured person from an
automobile without adding to his injures. The combined organizations
spend much time dissecting wrecked automobiles that are supplied free
of cost by companies in our town. This effort culminates in having
multiple teams of personnel that are highly skilled.
In order to compare and expand our skills the Rescue Squad
Association has sponsored "The Hampstead Automobile Extrication
Competition " . This competition has received wide acclaim from both the
participants and the observers. In 1990 the competition had over 40
participants and drew people from as far away as the Lakes Region to
be a part of the day. The Teams of both paid and volunteer
professionals where given two scenarios to accomplish; one required
the use of the "Jaws of Life", the second require that only hand tools
be used. The competition was judged by both extrication professionals
and medical professionals. The techniques used and the time required
was weighed against the level of patient care provided. This was a
great learning experience as well as fun for all. The next competition
will be held in September of this year and we have received a
commitment that one of the worlds foremost extrication specialists,
Harvey Grant from Baltimore, MD will act as a judge. Both the Parkland
Medical Center and The Exeter Hospital contributed both Medical
personnel to judge as well as money to provide the overall winning
departments with a monetary prize in addition to the trophies.
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The Rescue Squad Association receives many donations from people
that have been assisted, or in memory of people that have been very
generous in their support in the past. These donations are used to
obtain advanced equipment for either training or medical care. We wish
to take this time to acknowledge these donors as a group. This support
both makes our work easier to accomplish and reduce the organizations
budget requirements.
The Rescue Squad continues to be closely supported by the
Shanahan Ambulance Company in our efforts. The close relationship that
has developed between our personnel is highly beneficial to both our
organizations and the people that we care for.
The Hampstead Rescue Squad Association meets on the first
Wednesday of each month for business and the third Wednesday for
training any interested personnel are invited to attend. These




Gregg Stiles, Squad Captain
Harry Mildonian, President
Roy Lesure, Training Officer
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Hampstead Public Library Report—1990
"A Library is not a luxury, but one of the necessities of life."
Henry Ward Beecher
This year at the Hampstead Public Library has been an exceptionally
busy one. Total circulation for the year was 35,469 items; adults
accounting for 42%, and children 58%. People entering the library
increased by 13% showing 20,404 people using the facilities. Reference
questions increased by 20% and is the one factor that consumes the
largest amount of staff time. These figures show the increase over
1989. We feel the difference in adult/juvenile usage is caused by lack
of adequate space for adult use.
As in past years, space and the lack of it dictates the types of
services offered. Most programs are held at Hadley Hall at the Congregational
Church by the library and the Friends of the Library, and we are most
grateful to have such a good neighbor.
Without the support of town organizations, the library would be unable
to offer the citizens as many services. The Mother's Club, with the able
assistance of Char Taylor, conducts the pre-school story hour. Because of
its popularity, it has evolved into two sessions. They continue to provide
the majority of the children's magazines and through their book fair, enabled
the library to acquire additional paperback books for the Children's Room.
The Hampstead Lioness continue to donate monies for the purchase of audio
cassettes. These items are very popular. Cathe Cussen, aided by the Garden
Club, planted the beautiful flowers and plants in front of the library.
The children's craft programs were done by Susan Dunn, and later by
Jackie Fisher. The library offered a book discussion series from a grant
from the New Hampshire Humanities Council which was well attended. Diane
Chin offered a seminar on study skills.
The Friends of the Library continue to be both a financial support
and a continuing advocate of library usage. Elaine David remained as
president. The Friends purc/iased a pass to the Fine Arts Museum in Boston,
a video display rack, and the computer hardware for the forthcoming circu-
lation system. They sponsored many excellent programs open to the public,
including the band concert in July, and supplied the funds for the summer
reading program. Maxine Stull and Gloria Lanning organized the Hollyhock
Thrift Shop and with the help of many people, had another successful year.
Many thanks go to those who helped and to those who donated clothing. Also,
appreciation goes to those who donated books and magazines throughout the year,
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1990 Town Warrant - Town of Hampstead, NH
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the
County of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote
in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Hampstead Middle
School in said Hampstead on Tuesday, the 12th day of
March, next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To choose all necessary School Officers for the year
ensuing.
3. To see if the town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance
as proposed by the Planning Board as follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 1
1-3:0 AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING MINIMUM
REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION, ALTERATION, ENLARGE-
MENT, REPAIR, DEMOLITION, REMOVAL,
MAINTENANCE AND USE OF ALL BUILDINGS
AND STRUCTURES: PROVIDING FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, COLLECTION OF
FEES, MAKING OF INSPECTIONS AND
PROVIDING PENALTIES FOR THE VIOLATION
THEREOF: KNOWN AS THE BUILDING CODE;
AND REPEALING EXISTING ORDINANCE "Article
XX recodified to 1-3" OF THE TOWN OF
HAMPSTEAD ZONING ORDINANCE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
1-3:1 ADOPTION OF BUILDING CODE.
Pursuant to RSA 674:51 (a), to delete Article I-3 of
the Town of Hampstead Zoning Ordinance entitled
"BOCA", and in lieu thereof, to substitute and adopt
by reference the "BOCA National Building Code/
1990," Eleventh Edition as published by Building
Officials and Code Administrators International, Inc.,
for the control of building and structures and their
construction as therein provided; and each and all
of the regulations, provisions, conditions, and terms
of said BOCA National Building Code 1990 are
hereby, by reference, adopted and made a part
hereof as if fully set out in this Ordinance, with the
exception of these additions, insertions, deletions
and changes as set forth in Sections 1-3:2 and 1-3:3
below.
1-3:2 ADDITIONS, INSERTIONS AND CHANGES.
That the following sections are hereby revised as
follows:
Section 1 00.1 Insert 'Town of Hampstead"
Section 103.4 Insert "March 12, 1991"
Section 114.3.1 Insert:
Estimated Value of Construction
From To Fee for Building Permit




Over the estimated value of $50,000.00 a permit fee of
1/1 0th of one percent (.1%) will be charged.
A fee of $125.00 shall be charged for a single family
residence, with an additional fee of $25.00 for residences
that contain a legal in-law apartment.
A duplex (2 units including a residence and "in-law-
apartment") shall be charged a fee of $150.00.
Condominiums and apartments shall be charged at a rate




Condominiums 20.00 per unit/per common building





Condominiums 20.00 per unit/per common building




Condominiums 20.00 Per unit/percommon building
(individual heating systems
for each unit-same as
residential fee)
Commercial 35.00
Multi-family 20.00 per unit/per building
Gas Permits
Residential $25.00
Condominiums 20.00 per unit
Commercial 35.00
Multi-family 20.00 per unit
Gas storage tanks and underground piping
1-3:3 PENALTIES
$35.00
Delete Section 117.4 and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
"117.4. In accordance with the requirements of
NHRSA 676:17, any person who violates any of the
provisions of this code or any condition of a permit
issued by any local administrator or land use board
acting under the authority ot this title:
(a.) Shall be guilty of a misdemeanor if a natural person,
or guilty of a felony if any other person.
(b.) Shall be subject to a civil penalty not to exceed
$1 00.00 for each day that such violation is found to
continue after the conviction date or after the date
on which the violator receives written notice from
the municipality that he is in violation, whichever is
earlier."
1-3:4 BOARD OF BUILDING APPEALS
The Hampstead Zoning Board of Appeals/Adjustment
shall also sit and act and is hereby so authorized to
act, as the Hampstead Code Board of Appeals as is
required by RSA 674:51 II, (and in accordance with)
RSA 673:1 V, 673:3 II, and 673:5. Members and
alternates appointed to the Hampstead Zoning Board
of Appeals/Adjustment shall automatically thereby be
appointed as members or alternates, respectively, of
the Hampstead Building Code Board of Appeals.
1-3:5 SAVING CLAUSE.
That nothing in this Ordinance or in the building code
hereby adopted shall be construed to affect any suit or
proceeding impending in any court, or any rights
acquired, or liability incurred, or any cause or causes
of action acquired or existing, under any act or
ordinance hereby repealed as cited in Section 2 of this
Ordinance; nor shall any just or legal right or remedy of
any character be lost, impaired or affected by this
Ordinance.
1-3:6 DATE OF EFFECT
That the Town Clerk shall certify the adoption of this
Ordinance and cause the same to be filed as required
by law; and this Ordinance Shall take full force and
effect immediately after the date of adoption by the
voters of the Town of Hampstead.
Recommended by the Planning Board
4. To see if the town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 2
To amend Article 111-2:2. 1.B and Article lll-3:2.B
(PERMITTED USES concerning the keeping of animals)
by adding the following sentence:
"No such fencing shall be erected closer than 10 feet
from abutters' property lines unless such fence is at
least 200 feet from abutters' residences.
And to amend Article
read:
1-2:2.1. E and Article lll-3:2.E to
"Large animals such as horses and cattle shall not be
kept on lots of less than four acres unless the lot meets
the following conditions: No more than one large animal
shall be kept on a two-acre lot; not more than three (3)
animals on a three-acre lot and no more than five (5)
animals on a lot of less than four acres."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
5. To see if the town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows:
AMENDMENT No. 3
To amend Article IV-4:5 (SIGNS, SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS)
by adding:
"3. that the design and materials of the sign be approved
by the Board of Adjustment and,"
4. that where the frontage of a lot exceeds 300 feet
frontage, a bonus aggregate area not to exceed 1
square foot of display area for every 4 linear feet of
excess frontage shall be allowed and,
5. that no one sign shall exceed the maximum display
area restrictions for that Zone.
Recommended by the Planning Board.
6. To see if the town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 4
To amend Article IV:4.1 B (SIGNS) by adding the following
paragraph:
"The display area of a sign is the surface area of the
regular geometric shape (e.g. rectangle, hexagon,
circle) containing the textual message and graphic
body of the sign, including borders and surrounding
space used to emphasize or set off the message from
the external dimensions of the sign. The angles of the
geometric shape must be 90 degrees or greater. The
area of the supporting structures is not included in the
display area unless it forms part of the graphic message
body."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
7. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, V and VI
for an optional veterans' exemption and an expanded
qualifying war service for veterans seeking the
exemptions? The optional veterans' exemption is $1 00,
rather than $50.
8. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:29-a, II to
increase the surviving spouse exemption for surviving
spouses of veterans who die while on active duty in
certain conflicts from $700 to $1400?
9. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an
optional property tax exemption on residential property
for a service-connected total disability? The optional
disability exemption is $1 ,400, rather than $700.
10. Are you in favor of returning to a 1-year term (as
provided in RSA 231 :62) for the town highway agent,
beginning with the term of the agent who shall be
elected at next year's regular town meeting?
11. To see if the town will vote to raise such sums of
money as may be necessary to defray town charges





















Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
12. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to hire money for the use of the town in anticipation of
taxes and pay for the interest on same.
13. To hear reports of Auditors and Committees and to act
thereon.
14. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of, by public auction or advertised sealed
bid, any real estate acquired by the town through Tax
Collector's deeds, excluding those parcels of real estate
which the Conservation Commission recommends for
retention in the best interest of the town, as provided in
RSA 80:42 and 80:42a.
15. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to
accept private donations of land, interest in land or
money for the purposes of contributing to the local
matching portion required for acquiring conservation
land or interest in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent conservation use under the
N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP)
RSA 221 :A, and authorize the Selectmen to apply for
and accept the state matching funds under the LCIP
for the purposes of acquisition of the fee or lesser
interest in conservation land. Said appropriated funds
and state matching funds may be expended by a
majority vote of the Conservation Commission with
the approval of the Selectmen.
1 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $20,000 to be added to the Conservation Fund
for future land acquisition by the Conservation
Commission.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
1 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,340.00 for a Water Resources Management
and Protection Plan to be incorporated into the Town
Master Plan.
Recommended by the Conservation Commission and
Planning Board.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
1 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $28,000.00 and to expend the same for a
general six percent (6%) pay raise for Town employees.
Unanimously not recommended by the Budget Committee.
1 9. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200,000.00 for the purchase of a Class A
pumper for the Fire Department.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
20. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1 00,000.00 for a capital reserve fund for the
future purchase of fire apparatus.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee if
Article 19 is defeated.
Unanimously not recommended by the Budget Committee
if Article 19 is adopted.
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.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $100,000.00 to add to the established capital
reserve fund for the purchase of land and/or toward
construction of a new public library building.
Unanimously not recommended by the Budget Committee.
22. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1 5,000.00 for the purpose of an engineering
study for capital improvements to highways as
recommended by the Road Agent and the Highway
Capital Improvements Master Plan—proposed roads:
Westwood Road, Eastman Drive, Old Forge Road,
and Quarry Road.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
23. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000 for the purpose of honoring the men
and women serving our country during the Gulf War.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
24. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1 8,043.00 to support the Rockingham Visiting
Nurse Association.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
26. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,711.00 to support the Center for Life
Management.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
27. To see if the town will instruct the Selectmen to legally
adopt an appropriate resolution in the form approved
by the Board of Trustees of the New Hampshire
Retirement System, so that those full-time Town
employees (presently five in number) who are not
presently part of any retirement system, shall become
eligible to participate in the New Hampshire Retirement
System from and after January 1 , 1 991 , with no credit
for prior service unless the Town by subsequent vote,
votes to fund such service; and to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,200.00 to fund the contribution to said
retirement system for said employees for the year
1991.
By petition.
Unanimously recommended by the Budget Committee.
Unanimously recommended by the Personnel Policies
Wage and Salary Committee.
28. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Library
Trustees to accept, expend and apply any gifts and
donations made to the Trustees and to make
application for and to receive and spend in the name
of the town library any grants or other funds as may
now or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State,
local or private agencies that would be of benefit to the
library, and all expenditures to be in accordance with
RSA202-A:3, 6, and 11.
29. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $20,000.00 and authorize the Selectmen to
apply to the state of New Hampshire for matching
fu nds to redesign the intersection of Old Danville Road
and Route 121 A.
Unanimously not recommended by the Budget Committee.
30. To see if the town will vote to accept the donation of
the Eli and Bessie Cohen foundation for $4,000.00.
31. To see if the town will vote to reconvey to Peter M.
Chiachio, Jr., and John R. Delgenio, as their interests
may appear, the land and buildings known as Tax Map
14, Lot 23, taken from them by the town for 1 980 taxes
and conveyed to the town by Collector's Deed recorded
in Book 2437 at Page 466 of the Rockingham County
Registry of Deeds, in consideration of the payment by
said Chiachio and DelGenio of all unpaid taxes thereon
together with all accrued interest, penalties and costs.
32. To see if the town will vote to discontinue Leighton
Road, under RSA 231:43.
33. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Plaistov
Area Transit Advisory Committee to continue t(j
negotiate to bring rail transportation and facilities tcj
the Plaistow area. (No cost to the town is anticipated.
34. To see if the town will vote to direct the Chief of Police
to make public accurate transcripts of the daily police!
logs.
By petition.
35. To see if the town will vote to direct the Chief of Police
to maintain all police records and town-owned police
equipment (with the exception of police cruisers) at the!
Hampstead Police Station located at 16 Emerson'
Avenue or in another designated town building.
By petition.
36. To see if the town will vote to direct the Chief of Police
to comply with the New Hampshire Right to Know Lav
(and the Federal Freedom of Information Act) upor
request.
By petition.
37. To see if the town will vote to accept the following
portion of Tanglewood Drive: from the intersection o
Webber Road 611 feet ± to the boundary of Tax ma;
18, Lot 166.
By petition.
38. To see if the town will vote to accept Bloody Brool
Road and Buttrick Road as town roads.
I
Given under our hands and seal, this fourteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
ninety one.
A true -Attest
The polls will not close before 6:00 PM. It is understood
that a motion will be made at the opening of the meeting
that the polls remain open until 8:00 PM.
Articles 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 will be voted by ballot on
Tuesday, March 12, 1991.
The remaining articles will be voted at the business meeting
which will be held on Friday, March 15, 1991 , at 7:00 PM in
the Middle School Gymnasium.





















































25,804.29 127,350.00 145,172.96 125,900.00
177.00 8,000.00 4,657.01 2,600.00
11,064.75 36,840.00 24,456.20 36,585.00
537.00 79,750.00 81,685.61 75,630.00
5,000.00 7,291.00 4,000.00
36,213.87 83,000.00 63,453.74 60,300.00
8,000.00 13,124.02 10,000.00
4,390.00 4,390.00 4,245.00
3,079.00 6,000.00 5,138.81 6,000.00
47,563.22 214,400.00 238,621.02 208,700.00
1,494.10 65,800.00 65,815.71 65,500.00
19,410.00 23,903.16 22,150.00
27,400.00 28,355.00 28,355.00
85.00 374,900.00 368,087.28 362,000.00
20,000.00 19,556.06 21,000.00













550.40 30,000.00 36,005.38 75,000.00


















Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense—Long Term Bonds & Notes












































Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties










































TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,014,200.00 1,120,621.98 970,532.15

Assistant Director Judi Crowley organized the summer reading program
with the state-wide theme of "Get that Reading Rhythm". Crafts were led
by Susan Dunn, and the story-time was led by Janet Thiboutot. Hermine
Ashby was awarded the prize for guessing the number of books read - 6908 items
during the summer. Parties were held for all the age groups participating.
Staff continues to participate in professional conferences and work-
shops. Mrs. Rooney was elected chairman of the Merri-Hill-Rock Library
Co-operative, a group of 21 libraries. Mrs. Crowley attended the various
workshops centering on computer needs for a public library. Mrs. Crowley
and Mrs. Rooney met with the school librarians to better serve the needs
of the students. The library also hosted many pre-school and school visits.
Memorial funds, and the donation from the Friends of the Library,
enabled us to ready for computerizing the circulation system. Staff and
volunteers have been adding barcode labels to books preparing for commence-
ment of the system by early spring. Patron cards will also be barcoded
and when completed, checking out materials will be faster and more accurate.
Inter-library loan throughout the state through electronic mail has
shortened the time borrowing books from other libraries for patrons.
We were sorry to have Ellen Hardsog and Jackie Fisher leave us,
and Jennifer Watson off to college; but welcomed Betsy Daniels and
Merrilee Mandigo to the staff. Elaine David, Elsie Miller, and Margaret
Noonan continue to give endless hours helping us in the library.
The library has benefited from having Mr. Joseph Hannigan return to
the Board of Trustees; and Mrs. Pamela Hartung, Treasurer, and Dr. Jay
Burns, Chairman, continue to pursue avenues on how best to serve the
community on a long-term basis. The need for space is not going to
diminish, only increase as time goes on. Their continued interest and
support is most appreciated.
The development of the computerization of the library is due to the
commitment of Assistant Director, Judi Crowley. The entire community
benefits from the dedication of the library staff.
Mrs. Crowley, Mrs. Martin, Mrs. Mandigo, and I have enjoyed serving
you, and will continue to do so to the best of our ability.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth B. Rooney, Director
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Public Library Trustee's Report—1990
This year at the Hampstead Public Library, we have continued
to increase our circulation, resulting in a very busy time and with
ever more crowded conditions. The staff, led by Elizabeth Rooney,
continues to provide excellent service to the town, and we thank
them for their dedication.
We would like to thank all the people who have volunteered
their time at the library. Their help is greatly appreciated. We
would like to thank the Lioness Club for donating books on tape,
the Mother's Club for the books they have donated and especially
their sponsoring the Story Hour conducted by Char Taylor. Also,
we would like to thank Cathe Cussen and the Garden Club for the
wonderful landscaping.
During the year, we have renovated the bathroom and installed
central air conditioning. We have made great strides towards
computerizing the circulation system which should be completed
during the coming year.
We would like to acknowledge the continued support of the
Friends of the Library and their donation of the hardware used in
the computerization of the library. We would also like to thank
everyone who has donated books and magazines during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Jay P. Burns, Chairman
Pamela L. Hartung
Jospeh P. Hannigan, Jr.
SUPPORT OUR TROOPS RALLY
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Hampstead Board of Adjustment Report—1990
The board of adjustment members would like to thank Richard
Hartung for his years of service as a board member and would like to
congratulate him on his successful campaign to the Selectmen's
office. We wish him well on his future endeavors and will miss his
experience on the board.
During 1990 the board heard:
IB requests for variances, 12 of which were granted.
39 requests for special exceptions, 30 of which were granted
1 am happy to announce that for the first time in recent years
all the positions on the board have been filled. I thank the new
members for their initiative and look forward to working with you in
1991 .
Respectfully submitted
Kevin L. Camm, Chairman
Hampstead Board of Adjustment
RECYCLING COMMITTEE
Leslie Riemitis, Elissa Stone, Cheryl Keim, Pat Bracken, Mary Ann Michaelsen, Phil
Longo (Not Pictured: Cay Robbins)
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Conservation Commission Annual Report—1990
The Conservation Commission continued to expand the Darby/Kelly Brook
Conservation area in 1990, purchasing 30 additional acres using the $20,000 approved
for this purpose at the March Town Meeting. This enlarges the total area to about 100
acres. Access is now available to this area from Country Road, Collins Drive, and
Golden Meadow Dr. A tour of the area will be conducted by the Commission in the fall.
The Commission applied for a grant from the NH Land Conservation Investment
Program (LCIP) for the purchase of some 70 acres off Main Street that abut existing
conservation lands. The grant was given preliminary approval in January and the
purchase is being concluded.
The Commission gained strength from the addition of several highly qualified residents
as members and alternates. The Commission now has a hydrogeologist, a
civil/environmental engineer, two land use consultants, and a waste management
consultant, as well as the usual software engineers! As we strive to maintain the quality
of our water and land resources here in Hampstead, these skills will prove invaluable.
Thanks to Bruce Nadeau, who left the Commission this year.
This year the Commission processed eight Dredge and Fill applications, down from the
20 last year. These applications required the Commission to perform on-site inspections
and report to both the NH Wetlands Board and the Planning Board.
Again this year the Commission celebrated Arbor Day, distributing nearly 2000 White
Spruce, Douglas Fir and Scotch Pine seedlings to residents. It happens again in April.
The Commission again co-sponsored the Fishing Derby with the Civic and Mother's
Clubs.
This year the Commission is pursuing the idea of restoring some of our native
wildflowers to Town Conservation Lands. Residents who are aware of forest wildflowers
in the path of an imminent bulldozer should let the Commission know the details.
As part of our goal to assess the lands that we have under our care, the Commission
conducted a brief botanical survey of the magnificent Atlantic White Cedar swamp
donated to the Town by Dean Howard. As part of our educational efforts we are
reproducing the results on the following pages.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Archibald Al Maley, Chairman
Pat Bracken Nick Pangaro
Ken DeMarco Pete Quigley
Dominic Dominijanni Ed Riemitis
Julia and David Forbes Len Sarapas
Bob Klawitter Tim Stone
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ECOLOGY OF THE HAMPSTEAD ATLANTIC WHITE CEDAR SWAMP
The Hampstead Cedar Swamp is an excellent example of this rare freshwater wetland
type. Chamaecyparis swamps only exist in a narrow (130 km wide) band along the
eastern coastal US. Factors such as draining, pollution, and logging have drastically
reduced the number of intact Atlantic White Cedar Swamps. It is important to protect
the best remaining examples of this natural community in order to preserve the natural
diversity of the our state.
Technically, a typical Atlantic White Cedar Swamp is classified as a Palustrine, Forested
Wetland (Cowardin et al. . 1979). They are usually semi-permanently flooded or
saturated with fresh, highly acidic water on organic soils. It has been theorized
(Redfield, 1965) that the overall rise in sea level since the last glacial period has, in
turn, led to a rise in ground freshwater levels thus creating conditions favorable to the
development of Cedar wetlands in coastal regions. With standing water prevailing for
most of the growing season, these sites are too wet for other tree species.
The Cedar trees usually grow on hummocks scattered throughout the flooded area. The
Cedar Swamp system is ombrotrophic (dependant on precipitation for water and
minerals) with waters that are deficient in ions and low in pH (Laderman, 1980).
The soils that underlie the Swamp are classified as Histosols (commonly called "peat").
Because a Cedar Swamp is a very specialized habitat, only certain plant species can
survive there. Dominant in the Hampstead Swamp are Atlantic White Cedar
(
Chamaecyparis thyoides). with Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis ). Sweet Pepperbush
(Clethra alnifolia) and the sedge Carex folliculata growing along the periphery. Of
special interest is the presence of a State Threatened species, Tufted Loosestrife
(Lysimachia thyrsiflora). within the Swamp. The list of plant species provided with this
report include those found along the edges of the swamp.
The size of the trees, the pristine condition of the Cedar Swamp, and the occurrence of
a state protected species make this site an exemplary Natural Area. It may be that one
of the trees exceeds the size of the current state champion Atlantic White Cedar from
Rye (Circumference 5' 11", height 41 feet, crown spread 38 feet [personal
comminication, T. Churchill, Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests]).
Cedar Swamps and their associated thickets provide excellent cover for deer, rabbits and
birds. Two studies done in an Atlantic White Cedar Swamp in Barrington, New
Hampshire recorded 16 species of breeding birds in 1951 and 13 species in 1984 (Miller
et al 1987). A copy of their findings is included with this report. In addition, the only
state record for the rare butterfly Hessel's Hairstreak (Mitoura hesseli ) is from this site.
Since the larvae of Hessel's Hairstreak feed only on Atlantic White Cedar, this species
has become less prevalent due to the destruction of its habitat.
The preservation of an intact Atlantic White Cedar Swamp community depends upon a
myriad of interacting factors with water regimes being the most critical. Flooding must
occur enough to discourage invasion by other species but permanent flooding drowns
seedlings and stresses mature trees. Ditching or draining the swamp will cause the peat
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substrate to desiccate to the point where it will no longer support Cedar trees.
Illustrations of these influences and the consequences associated with them are included
in this report.
In addition, nutrient enrichment and/or pollution is also detrimental to the Cedar
Swamp community. Surface runoff and septic leaching are the prime causes of these
impacts. This type of disturbance is often associated with residential development.
REFERENCES
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Zoning Ordiannce Committee Report — 1990
Having completed the revision of the Zoning Ordinance in October, 1989, the Zoning Ordinance Committee was
inactive during the first eleven months of 1990 while waiting for Planning Board action on either of the
two drafts previously submitted by the Committee: Phase I, the mechanical reorganization of the Ordinance
(submitted in September, 1987, revised November 1988) or Phase II, the complete revision of the Ordinance
(delivered in October 1989).
The Planning Board placed Phase I in the November Special Town Warrant and the voters approved it.
Shortly thereafter, the Committee met with the Planning Board to determine the Committee's future course
of action. It was jointly agreed that the Committee would resume meetings for the specific purpose of
developing and submitting to the Planning Board recommended warrant articles based on the Committee's work
on Phase II, the real substance of the Committee's work. These suggested warrant articles will be
considered by the Planning Board for inclusion in future town warrants, at its option.
The Committee met in late November to plan its activities for 1991. During the meeting, Peter Killheffer,
the new Planning Board representative, suggested that the scope of the Committee be expanded to include
consideration of matters not presently in the Ordinance, a marked departure from the Committee's original
charter. The matter was referred to the Selectmen, since they appointed the Committee and defined its
original scope.
In summary, the work of the Committee in 1991 will be the submission to the Planning Board of the changes,
additions and language clarification suggestions which the Committee identified in Phase II, this time in
the form of future warrant articles, and thus conclude its task, begun in April, 1987.
Regrettably, the Committee will no longer have the valuable contributions of two of its original members,
who resigned during the year:
Claire Alexander, who in 1986 initiated and spearheaded the effort to "do something" about the Zoning
Ordinance. It was Claire's concerns about the unclear language of the Zoning Ordinance and the
unfairness of its administration that convinced us that a complete overhaul of the Ordinance was the
only logical way to address both concerns. Her dedication to this task inspired us to pool our
talents in the accomplishment of those goals. Under her leadership, our collective efforts led to
the appointment of the Zoning Ordinance Committee in April, 1987, as a result of Town Meeting action.
Claire is also serving her second term as Trustee of the Trust Funds, an elective office, and
John Uillioas, our first chairman, who had the difficult task of organizing and providing direction
to the Committee during its early stages and through the completion of Phase I in what was really
uncharted territory, while becoming himself familiar with the nuances of zoning. John was appointed
to the Planning Board during his tenure in the Committee and presently serves as its vice-chairman.
Ue thank Claire and John for their contributions to the Committee on behalf of the citizens of Hampstead
and congratulate them for their unquestionable civic spirit, which they continue to demonstrate in other
public posts.
For the Committee,
X^ j Jorge llesa-Tejada, chairman
THE COMMITTEE:
Beverly Fuller, secretary Jorge Mesa-Tejada, chairman Rodney Pica
Kevin Camm, Board of Adjustment Peter Killheffer, Planning Board Rick Hartung, Selectman
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Hampstead Recreation Commission Report—1990
The Hampstead Recreation Commission(HRC) consists of a five(5)
member board: Terry Pavlini-Chairman, Phil Torre, Nelson Currin,
Donald Simpson, and David Morin. Patti Christensen is the director
of the HRC. This is a year round part-time position. The HRC
administers and supervises the recreation programs and facilities
offered in Hampstead. The public is invited to attend any HRC
meetings held on the second and fourth Wednesdays at 7 pm.
Our summer program continues to grow with over 175 children
registered. The children enjoyed a full range of art and sports
activities as well as field trips every Wednesday. The HRC would
like to thank the many active and supportive parents who gave of
thedr time and talents to further enhance the program. The Little
Red Wagon made two appearances as well as one appearaece of the
Music Masters Theatre group.
We enjoyed the summer at the Hampstead Town Beach. The HRC tests
the quality of the water once a week. This year, the beach permit
will be sold starting in January as this is a year round permit.
The HRC maintains the facility, the waterfront, and provides the
lifeguards
.
The Hampstead Memorial Gymnasium is maintained by the HRC and is
constantly in use. Permisssion to use the gym must be granted by
the HRC. We were thrilled this year as we were able to install
new glass backboards with break-away rims with the financial
help of the Hampstead Men's Basketball League and the Civic Club.
At this time, we must thank the Hampstead Men's Basketball
League and the Greater Haverhill Rotary club(Bill Letoil) for their
generous contributions. These contributions helped greatly in
enhancing our summer program.
The tennis courts were under the new management os the newly formed
Hampstead Tennis Association. Clinics were offered, Round Robins
and a very successful tournament was held. Our thanks goes out
to Dick and Terry Southwick and their committee for their hard work.
This year the HRC began itsproject on the Jack Wood Memorial Field
in East Hampstead. We are dedicating 1991 to finishing this field
The Hampstead Mothers club is also planning a playground area
at this location.
The Annual Seniors Christmas Dinner was a great success with 215
(record (number) attending. The HRC would like to acknowledge
the great efforts of the seniors trip committee. Thanks to
Edna Fletcher , Lillian Hurn, andAlfred Feno.
The Recreation Commission sponsored a track team, coached by
Patti Christensen, to the Hershey Track and Field Event in Rochester,
30 Children participated. The team received25 ribbons and 15
state finalist T-shirts. The 9 year old relay team finished 3rd
in the state. The 11 year old relay team finished 4th overall.
The HRC ski program at Bradford Ski Area for children and adults
filled to capacity.
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We are still very proud of our affiliation with the NYSCA( National
Youth Sports Coaches Association) The HRC has certified over 100
coaches to date. This organization stresses quality coaching
with emphasis on fun, fairness, and the satisfaction of competition,
Once again, The HRC thanks those individuals who assisted in making




Hampstead Recycling Committee Report — 1990
Hampstead's first four months of recycling has been a tremendous success.
Curbside collection of recyclables: newsprint, glass and aluminum cans by our
new hauler, Hussey Disposal of Nashua, NH began in September, 1990. Along with
our recycling of scrap metals through drop-off by residents at the landfill,
as well as composting and reuse of yard wastes, Hampstead is now recycling at a
very successful rate nearing its 25% goal. The Town is recycling approximately
23% of its total solid waste on a weight basis, of which 9.4% is attributed to
curbside recycling and 12.9% is comprised of scrap metals and yard waste. This
success is due to the overwhelming participation by Town residents, (which is
in excess of 80%), and the assiduous planning and smooth implementation of the
program.
Hampstead made the application, met criteria and was awarded the maximum
allowable grant of $4,751.90 from NH Governor's Recycling Grants Program which
was used to cover half the cost of the bin. The blue and gold recycling bins
were chosen to match the school colors. The bins were produced using 25%
recycled plastic and were purchased through a bid process from Rehrig Pacific
Company of Raymond, NH.
Records indicate that the Town is recycling approx i mat e 1 y 9.4% of is solid
waste or an average of 5.3G tons per wee! through the curbside recycling
program. Given the existing contract for- the collection and marketing of the
recyclables, the Recycling Committee calculates recycling is less expensive
than the regular trash disposal. The Town is saving $34 per ton on each ton of
waste recycled as opposed to disposal with the regular solid waste. Tn
addition, for each ton of mater ials recycled, the Fown saves $52.50 per ton in
fees charged, (tipping fees', for incineration ^t the Waste to Energy facility.
Avoided tipping fees total appr o - ima t e 1 y $4,300 for 1990 grid reduce the Solid
Waste expenditures but are attributable to Recycling. The total savings in
1990 was about $7,000. or $86 per ton less to recycle as compared to disposal
in the regular trash. Moreover, the cost savings would increase with an
increase in the participation in the curbside recycling program.
Recycling totals $17,803.80 for the four months ended December 31, 1990 well
under the $31 ,000. warrant, approved at the Town meeting in 1990. This figure
includes the capital outlay of $9,503.80 to purchase the recycling bins and
operating expenses of $8,300. for the collection and marl-eting of recyclables.
The cost of recycling for the Town when the funds received as revenues from
the grant are considered is about $13,000.
In 1991 , curbside recycling will cost $26,000. At the current recycling rate
of 9.4%, Hampstead will recycle approximately 279 tons of newsprint, glass and
aluminum. We will enjoy a decrease in tipping fees of $52.50 for every ton of
recycled materials, or about $14,650. in our Solid Waste budget for the year.
The items chosen for recycling met criteria for weight reduction, cost
effectiveness, and encouraged maximum participation by residents. The
possibility of recycling other- items will continue to he investigated. Tin,
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Hampstead Recycling Committee Report — 1990
continued
plastic, other paper, cardboard and food waste are some materials in solid
waste which can be recycled. We will teep apprised of the recycling methods,
marketing options and costs for these or other additional materials for
recycling and propose them as soon as possible. We encourage everyone to
complete the cycle by purchasing recycled products.
Respectfully submitted,
The Hampstead Recycling Committee:
Patriot- Bracken
C tier- y 1 Keim




Quadtown Solid Waste Subdistrict
Annual Report — 1990
Quadtown Solid Waste Subdistrict conducted its quarterly business
meetings and several work sessions to complete the Solid Waste Plan which
was submitted to the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
(NHDES) and 149-M Solid Waste District on March 20, 1990.
Preliminary review of the Quadtown Plan was done by Kathleen Brockett
of NHDES who noted it appears to be complete in content and time frames, and
complimented the committee for a fine job. The Committee operated and
completed the plan for a total of $1,369.56.
The Plan, submitted to the 149-M Solid Waste District per the
requirement of the State, is an appendix to the District's over all plan which
will be submitted to the State for complete approval in 1991.
Elections were held in June. Officers elected were:
Bill Choate Chairman
Nathaniel Rowell Vice Chairman
Michael Colotti Treasurer
Suzanne Ryan Secretary
Master files were moved to the Rockingham Planning Commission, Exeter,
for public access. Minutes will continue to be placed on file at the Town Hall
of each Quadtown member.
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$5,630.44 Total Budget 1991 & 1992
Quadtown members voted to return $7,000.00 in dues to member towns.
Hampstead, Kingston, and Newton each received $2,000.00, and East Kingston
received $1,000.00. This is the 2nd year the Quadtown has refunded dues to
the towns.
Quadtown members will continue to meet quarterly, per the by-laws, to
assess all new options for Solid Waste Management and review current
practices. These new options will be assessed in preparation for amending the
plan which is required bi-annually. Special emphasis will be to evaluate a
Quadtown program for Recycling and the needs for a Household Hazardous
Waste program for our Subdistrict.
Respectfully submitted,
Quadtown Committee Members
Hampstead: Bill Choate, Chairman
Michael Colotti, Treasurer
Joseph Guthrie, Selectmen's Representative
East Kingston: Nathaniel Rowell, Vice Chairman
Donald Clark






David LeDuc, Selectmen's Representative
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Rockingham Planning Commission Report—1990
The Rockingham Planning Commission provided a variety of services to Hampstead
during 1990.
1. Sent letters to Conservation Commission and Fire Chief soliciting input
for the Master Plan. Incorporated input from the Cemetery committee.
2. Incorporated information from the Fire Department into the CIP. Prepared
and presented a CIP table estimating future assessment ratios and local
tax rates. Updated the CIP with 1990 Town Meeting results and submitted
it to the Board. Continued to refine CIP with input from the Planning
Board, the Budget Committee, and the Selectmen.
3. Presented Master Plan draft chapters to the Planning Board of Water
Resources, Recreation, Conservation and Preservation. Sent a copy of the
Recreation Chapter to the Trails Committee.
4. Prepared and presented a plan of action for completion of the Master Plan
and CIP. Sent letter to Planning Board Clerk regarding outstanding items
in the Master Plan and CIP. Sent a letter to the Board Chairman regarding
completion of the Master Plan and CIP.
5. Met with Planning Board member regarding the Master Plan.
6. Provided 10 copies of the current drafts of the Master Plan and CIP. Sent
copies of the CIP to two Board members.
In addition, the RPC delivered copies of the 1990 Planning and Land Use
Regulation books and submitted a proposal for preparing the Town's first Water
Resource Management and Protection Plan.
In addition to Town-specific assistance, Hampstead benefited from planning
services provided on a region-wide basis to member communities. During 1990
these included:
1. Provided administrative, organizational and planning assistance to the
Southeast Regional Solid Waste District (149-M). The District is a 21
town organization created to plan for and develop long term solid waste
disposal options in Southeastern Rockingham County. Specific work this
year Included a complete update/ rewrite of the 1987 Solid Waste Plan as
required by State law.
2. Completed work on the third phase of a multi-year effort to develop a
regional master plan designed to set forth land use and development policies
for the region and to develop supporting data for those policies. Topics
covered included in phase III are: Water Resources, Forestry, Wildlife
and Farmland Protection.
3. Organized and hosted the 7th annual Natural Resources Lecture Series in
cooperation with the Rockingham County Conservation District and Cooperative
Extension Service. Topics included groundwater protection and septic system
function, soil-based lot sizing under a new proposed model regulation,
new rules of the State Wetland Board, and N.H. Rivers Protection Program.
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4. Assisted in the organization of and hosted the 15th annual Municipal Law
Lecture Series for town officials involved with land-use decision making.
5. Prepared and distributed our annual zoning and building code amendment
calendar informing town officials of the required timing of events asso-
ciated with proposed zoning and building code amendments.
6. Completed work on a study of regional water supply systems and long range
needs, organized by the Southern N.H. Water Supply Task Force.
7. Organized the 6th annual Rockingham County Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Project providing County residents with environmentally safe
disposal of unwanted hazardous household products.
8. Continued to assist in the planning and organizational aspects of COAST
— the Cooperative Alliance for Seacoast Transportation — an organization
of public transit providers in Rockingham County, Strafford County and
Southern Maine. RPC support this year included investigations into
supplemental funding sources, an inventory of park and ride facilities
and the sponsoring of coordination meetings for human service transporation
providers in the region.
9. Continued to assist in Federal, State and local coordination of highway
Improvement planning and public transit planning; provided technical assis-
tance to local highway safety committees and performed numerous traffic
analyses; provided technical assistance on highway corridor and signal
analyses; continued work with committees on special transportation needs.
10. Published and distributed an update to Guide to Transportation Services
for the Elderly and Disabled in Rockingham and Strafford Counties .
11. Continued to assist communities in the development of road surface manage-
ment system plans which are designed to provide decision makers with a
comprehensive assessment of local road maintenance needs, repair strategies,
and costs.
12. Prepared and distributed model excavation regulations based on the 1989
changes made to RSA 155-E. Continued to maintain and update our collection
of model ordinances, subdivision regulations and other local land use
regulations
.
13. Attended hearings and wrote letters in support of several legislative initia-
tives, including bills to permit towns and cities to charge developers
for off-site costs resulting from development — so called "impact fees",
and to provide uniform shoreland protection standards statewide.
14. Prepared and distributed Summary of RSA Amendments - 1990 , our annual
summary of changes to planning-related RSA's. The document explains changes
made during the year's legislative session, and suggests actions necessary
for compliance.
15. Organized and sponsored the second annual Planning Board Training Workshop
series in conjunction with the Rockingham County Cooperative Extension
Service and Conservation District. Topics included an update on new
planning statutes, code enforcement, wetlands, septic systems, and
conserving rural character through creative development.
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16. Assisted the Exeter River Watershed Association in its efforts to protect
the Exeter and Squamscott Rivers by promoting coordinated land use
regulations.
17. Prepared and distributed an Annual Report and two issues of "Rockingham
Notes", the newsletter of the Rockingham Planning Commission.
18. Supplied 1989 New Hampshire Planning and Land Use Regulation books to
Planning Boards
.
19. Continued development of in-house Geographic Information System (GIS) for
use in local and regional planning. County-wide soils data were obtained
and the latest USGS Aquifer Study maps were digitized for use in local
and regional planning.
20. Prepared and distributed a 1990 version of "Regional Facts", a 25 page
publication of demographic information. Fielded numerous inquiries and
requests for statistical information regarding the region, its economy
and demographics.
21. Monitored action of the Pease Redevelopment Commission and its successor
the Pease Development Authority, and communicated to them repeatedly the
need to incorporate regional concerns in their planning process; reviewed
draft and final versions of Bechtel's Redevelopment Plan, submitted written
comments, and attended numerous public hearings on same.
22. Co-sponsored two regional meetings regarding reestablishing intercity
(Amtrak) rail service from Boston to Portland via Plaistow, Exeter and
Dover; adopted formal resolutions supporting the proposal.
23. Prepared and distributed Implementation of an Impact Fee System in N.H.
Communities , an analysis of the legal and technical basis for using impact
fees in New Hampshire. The report included a step by step explanation
of a sample impact fee ordinance; distributed copies of the landmark
Brickmaster v. Salem (1990) N.H. Supreme Court case which supports the
use of impact fees.
24. Participated in the Route 101 Expansion Project "working group" to express
local support for the project, and relay concerns about highway safety
and environmental issues. Prepared responses to NHDOT regarding issues
that should be addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement.
25. Participated in the statewide "Ad Hoc Soils Committee" in reviewing revised
soil-based lot sizing regulations; represented local planning issues and
concerns in that process.
26. Began a cooperative study of the Route 101 Corridor (Stratham to Portsmouth)
with NHDOT, Stratham, Greenland and Kimball Chase Co. to assess future
needs and recommend methods and controls to limit future congestion.
27. Provided continued support to the NHDOT and the Route 111 By-Pass Committee
in Windham and Salem regarding future construction of a bypass around Shadow
Lake and the existing Route 28/Route 111 intersection. Support has included
preparation of land use and public lands map, evaluating local development
policies and assessing the buildout potential within the study area.
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28. Sponsored a local public officials meeting in conjunction with the N.H.
Water Resources Board to present results of the USGS Aquifer Delineation
Study in the Exeter and Lamprey River Basins.
29. Provided assistance to four communities in preparing recycling grant
applications; prepared and distributed a regionwide summary of municipal
recycling programs and activities (Recycling in the RPC Region: A Status
Report , January 1990).
30. Provided ongoing technical assistance and support to the Plaistow Area
Transit Advisory Committee (PATAC) in their efforts to improve public
transit service in the Plaistow area (including extension of MBTA service).
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Plaistow Area Transit Advisory Committee Report — 1990
The officers and members of the multi-town organization
known as PATAC (Plaistow Area Transit Advisory Committee)
want to thank the voters of our towns for their support and
offer this report of PATAC ' s progress since its birth in May
of 1990.
When PATAC was first formed, we were gratified at the
large number of towns which sent representatives to work on
restoring commuter rail service to the Plaistow area.
At our first meeting, we divided into subcommittees to
work on coming up with a ridership survey, with getting
by-laws drawn up and with investigating sites along the
existing railroad tracks for a station and, later, a
lay-over facility.
Our first job was to find out if there were enough
people out there who would ride a commuter train from the
area. With the help from the New Hampshire Department of
Transportation and the Rockingham Planning Commission, this
ridership survey was guickly formed and completed in August.
The survey showed that there is widespread support for
commuter service and our work went forward.
Our monthly meetings, rotating among the member towns,
drew upon the knowledge of experts in the field as well as
from volunteers, among whom were included several members of
NHDOT, including former Commissioner Wallace Stickney,
current Commissioner Charles O'Leary, Rail Bureau Chief John
Clement; Charles Steward and John Thompson of the MBTA,
James Stoetzel of Stoetzel Associates of Andover, Mass.;
Colin Pease of Gilford Transportation; Thomas Greenman of
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the Nashua Study Committee; and Wayne Davis, chairman of the
Portland-based TrainRiders/Northeast .
.
In December, proposed legislation was filed to study
the formation of a transit authority, if, indeed, one is
needed; a letter was sent to set up a meeting with
Massachusetts Gov. William Weld and Lt . Gov. Paul Cellucci;
and an appointment was sought for a meeting with New
Hampshire Gov. Judd Gregg.
Although we would like to report that commuter rail
service between Plaistow and Boston is a reality, we feel
that that service could be in place within a couple of
years, if not sooner.
On a personal note, I want to thank the entire
membership of PATAC , especially the officers and the members
of the various sub-committees - without them we would never
have reached the point at which we now find ourselves.
Again, we thank the voters and residents of our towns









Korean/Vietnam war Monument Committee













The first meeting of the Korean/Vietnam War Monument Committee was held
on July 5, 1990, as a result of a town vote authorizing $500 as "seed money" for a
Korean/Vietnam War Memorial. The Board of Selectmen, represented by Richard
Hartung, set up a committee consisting of John Oliver (Chairperson), Allun
Hamblett (Secretary), and Maurice Randall (Treasurer).
The Committee was sympathetic to the unhealed wounds remaining on both
sides of the debate surrounding the Vietnam and other wars. The monuments
presented an opportunity to finally focus on the individual men and women who
served, and honor their personal sacrifice. Above all, the Committee wanted each
monument to reflect a statement of historical significance for future generations of
Hampstead residents.
After a series of meetings, the Committee developed the concept of a
"Veterans Park" centered on the existing World War II Memorial on the town hall
green. The Korean and Vietnam Monuments will flank each side of the World War
II Memorial, with the World War I Memorial placed on-line to the front. The Civil
War Memorial overlooks the park from its current position. Depending on available
resources, a curved walkway and various landscaping will be used to blend the park
into Hampstead's classic small town setting.
Two monoliths of native granite were selected for the monuments. The
Korean Monument will bear the inscription "Dedicated to all Korean Era Veterans
who served, fought, and died. 1950-1954. The first war in American history where
we repelled aggression as part of a United Nations Force," along with a map of
Korea and a flag of the United Nations. The Vietnam Monument will be inscribed
"Dedicated to all Vietnam Era Veterans who served, fought, and died. 1961-1975.
The first helicopter assault war and America's longest conflict in the cause of
freedom." Like the Korean Monument, the Vietnam Monument will have an
inscribed map and a facsimile of an assault helicopter. Both memorials will bear the
names of the men and women who entered the service from Hampstead. (The
Committee is still collecting the names of Hampstead veterans.)
The Committee set a goal to raise $7,500 through the support of citizens and
local businesses. To date, the Committee has raised in excess of $4,000 and also
received "in kind" donations of concrete, landscaping services, and other materials.
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1991 Committee Report
Korean/Vietnam War Monument Committee
The Committee is extremely grateful for the town's initial support of $500, but more
support is needed to reach our goal.
The Committee selected Memorial Day (Monday, May 27) to celebrate and
dedicate the monuments; all residents, their families and friends are encouraged to
actively participate. The celebration will also be dedicated to those men and women
currently serving in operation Desert Storm.
Each Committee member served the town on this project for his own
personal reasons. It has turned out to be a "labor of love" for each member, and
a time to reflect upon past comrades and the reason men answer the call to arms.
We have learned a lot from each other, and have embraced the support of those
Hampstead residents who have asked to be a part of the project.
Respectfully Submitted,
Korean/Vietnam War Monument Committee
Allun R. Hamblett
Secretary
Sgt. Major John Oliver at Support Our Troops Rally
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH
For Year Ending December 31, 1990
Date of Birth Place of Birth
January 11 Derry, N.H.
January 24 Derry, N.H.
January 25 Exeter, N.H.
February 2 Stoneham, MA
February 16 Derry, N.H.
February 22 Manchester, N .H
March 2 Manchester, N .H
March 9 Nashua, N.H.
March 14 Exeter, N.H.
March 25 Exeter, N.H.
March 31 Manchester, N •H
April 4 Derry, N.H.
April 4 Derry, N.H.
April 11 Manchester, N .H
April 19 Stoneham, MA
April 25 Manchester, N..H
May 4 Derry, N.H.
May 5 Derry, N.H.
May 23 Derry, N.H.
May 25 Exeter, N.H.
May 31 Derry, N.H.
June 1 Exeter, N.H.
June 11 Manchester, N,• H,
June 16 Exeter. N.H.
July 6 Derry, N.H.
July 17 Derry, N.H.
July 25 Manchester, N. H.
August 9 Derry, N.H.
September 6 Nashua, N.H.
September 13 Derry, N.H.
September 26 Derry , N.H.
September 26 Nashua, N.H.
September 30 Derry, N.H.
October 21 Exeter, N.H.
October 22 Derrv, N.H.
October s.1 Manchester, N. H.
November 6 Derry, N.H.
November 9 Manchester, N. H.
November 10 Derry, N.H.
November 11 Exeter, N.H.
December 4 Exeter, N.H.
December 12 Derry, N.H.
December 20 Derry, N.H.
December 28 Derry, N.H.
Name of Child Name of Father







































John Wright Wilson, Jr.
Paul John Cafazzo
Henry Charles McGinnis































Edward F. Zaremba, JR























































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Watson, Town Clerk
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Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampstead , NH
For the Year Ending December 31,1990
Date of Death Place of Death
January 2 Fremont, N.H.
January 10 Derry, N.H.
January 11 Manchester, N.H
February 5 Salem, N.H.
February 5 Brentwood, N.H.
March 3 Derry, N.H.
March 4 Salem, N.H.
March 25 Derry, N.H.
April 16 Blacksburg, VA
April 28 Hampstead, N.H.
May 17 Derry, N.H.
June 19 Derry, N.H.
June 20 Derry, N.H.
July 17 Hampstead, N.H.
July 18 Derry, N.H.
July 29 Salem, N.H.
August 16 Hampstead, N.H.
September 9 Westborough, MA
September 14 Derry, N.H.
October 8 Exeter, N.H.
October 20 Manchester, N.H,
December 20 Derry, N.H.







































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Watson, Town Clerk
Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH
For the Year Ending December 31, 1990
Date of Name of
Marriage Groom s Bride
January 20 Peter Thomas Huston
Jennifer Ruth Bohne
January 22 Chin Yi Pan
Yon Ping Liang
February 3 Alfredo B. Korzenik
Jessica Arden Wohlers
February 24 Thomas Lalkin Verrill
Cynthia Anne Rogers
April -21 Wallace Ewart Mitchell
Patricia M. Parker
April 28 Kenneth William Hayes
Kathryn Casey Shouse























Date of Name of
Marriage Groom & Bride
May 19 Gregg G. Diefenbacher
Jennifer Gail Snow
May 26 Gary Wade Appleby
Sabrina Marie Maheux
June 2 David A. Collins
Doreen E. Reed
June 9 Michael S. Sutherland
Susan Beth Pike
June 9 James H. Gaffney, Jr.
Barbara J. Howell
June 9 Kenneth C. Hartford
Raelene Andrea Laroche
June 16 Thomas Andrew Karppi
Wendy Elizabeth Leland






















Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH


























Kenneth H. Owen, Jr.
Susan J. Dolan
Richard Paul Arbo





4 Scott Carlton Mclntire
Kelly T. Webster
4 John Charles Jeffers
Pamela Ruth Seely
11 Jeffrey C. Gaumer
Janette E. Hood
11 John Charles Flick
Deborah Claire Wade


















































14 Thomas Paul Gelinas
Karen E. Lannon
14 Mark David Sheehan
Barbara Jane Bode
October 19 Miguel Perez-Torres
Robyn G. Carter
























































25 George F. Grandmaison, Jr. Hampstead, N.H.
Michelle C. Selicious
1 Allen David Smith
Denise L. Liliedahl




8 Walton St. John, Jr.
Jennifer Louise Patten
9 Roger Alan Cooke
Deanne Carol Dalphond
15 Joseph J. McGillicuddy
Monika N. Gosselin
29 Simon David Ackerman
Pamela Jean Busa
















































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Watson, Town Clerk
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Annual Report of the School Board
of the Town of Hampstead, NH









Officers of the School District of Hampstead
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Name Term Expired
Edward Nadworny, Chairperson .... 1991





Michael Gorham, Moderator 1993







Asst. Supt. of Schools
Business Administrator
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL BOARD
REPORT OF THE CHAIRPERSON
Since the turn of the century, our country has
been the world's industrial leader. However,
a fundamental change in our industrial
competitiveness has occurred over the past
decade. American manufacturers have been
taught painful lessons by Asian and European
competitors: quality and productive win.
The primary lesson is that total production
costs are reduced when work is done right the
first time. Rework is expensive. Second,
superior products will always be in greater
demand man mediocre ones, as is evidenced
by the current state of the American
automobile industry. In the global market,
America is now playing catch-up with our
international competition.
We need to learn from this change in
America's industrial position and apply it to
public education. We need to provide all with
a quality education if our "products", the
children, are to maintain competitive in
today's global society.
Providing a quality education makes good
economic sense in the long run. Society's cost to
reform or care for an individual who feels "left
behind" is much higher than providing high
quality education in the first place.
Hampstead has traditionally provided its schools
with what is needed to meet out high
expectations. Our students receive a continuously
high quality education. Given the recent
economic downturn and our demonstrated
continued growth, we are all faced with a very
difficult decision: continue the tradition or lower
expectations.
Today's children represent the future leaders of
America. We need to continually challenge them
and provide them the tools they will need to meet
these challenges. We must look beyond today






REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
GROWTH - The Hampstead School District has
experienced a tremendous increase in student
growth over the past ten years. In reviewing the
enrollment projections used during that period to
plan, the actual enrollments were always higher
than what we had predicted. However, because
of the economic slow down in the region, it is
felt that the rate of growth will continue but at a
slower rate. Annually, the town census is taken
for the district to verify the number of children in
town who will enter school. This year's census
shows that Hampstead has the children and they
are on the way. As shown by the enrollment
graphics, you can see that the enrollments in all
schools will continue to increase. There is a
major pressure point at the Middle School that
needs to be addressed immediately. The school's
capacity of 300 was reached in the 1988-89
school year and the School Board has been
planning for the addition since that time. Next
year the enrollment will jump to 382 and the
following year to 424. The school is using all
available space along with two portable
classrooms. The enrollment data is reviewed and
updated annually. I believe that we will need to
keep a close watch on the Central School growth.
Time will tell.
STUDENT ENROLLMENT
GRADES R - 12
# of Srudonta
Central School Middle School Plnkerton Academy
you can see that Hampstead compares very
favorably to both the national and state norms.
In fact, our students consistently score higher
than the state norm. The national norm is always
50 and the State of New Hampshire norm
changes every test year but is always higher than
the national norm score. Further, Hampstead
students score better than the New Hampshire
norm score.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERCENTILE RANKS
GRADE 4 TOTAL BATTERY
I Dlatrlot ES3 Stat* -*- National (m*dlan)
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERCENTILE RANKS
GRADE 8 TOTAL BATTERY
1986 1988 1987 19S8 1989
" National (madlan)
] 1990-91 d 1995-96 (prolooted) COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERCENTILE RANKS
GRADE 10 TOTAL BATTERY
TESTING - The State of New Hampshire has
been involved in a state-wide accountability
testing program since 1985 using the California
Achievement Tests. The test battery includes
sub-testing in Reading, Mathematics, Language
Arts, Science and Social Studies. Every school
district is required to test in grades 4, 8, and 10,
and they report the results to the State
Department of Education. School districts are
able to compare themselves on two levels:
national norms and state norms. On the chart
I Dlatrtot ES3 Stat* -* National (madlan)
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HCS
Class Size as of February 1991
No. Students No. Teachers Student /Teacher Ratio
Pre-school 21 1 21.0:1
Readiness 32 2 16.0:1
Grade 1 116 6 19.3:1
Grade 2 110 5 22.0:1
Grade 3 109 4 * 27.2:1
Grade 4 118 5 23.6:1
TOTAL 506 (23)
HMS
Grade 5 98 4 24.5:1
Grade 6 89 3 * 29.6:1
Grade 7 81 3 * 27.0:1
Grade 8 85 3 * 28.3:1
TOTAL 353 (14)
Over desired goal of 25 to 1. Four high ability classes at the Middle
School have 32 students in them.
CLASS SIZE - The subject of class size always
becomes a topic of conversation when
enrollments are increasing and building projects
are being considered. The School Board has
long held that reasonable class sizes were in the
best educational interest of both students and
faculty. In fact, they try very hard to maintain
the goal of a maximum of 15 in readiness, 20 for
grades 1 and 2, and 25 for grades 3 through 8.
When a particular class exceeds the desired level
by several students and depending on the
circumstances, the Board may either add another
teacher or provide teacher assistant help. The
State Department of Education recommends that
a classroom be built on the basis of 30 square
feet per student. A standard New Hampshire
classroom is 900 square feet. Based on the
square foot to determine building capacity, the
state sets maximum recommended classroom
capacity for grades 1 and 2 at 25, and grades 3-8
at 30. When a school is built, the capacity
(building capacity based on square feet) is
usually 30 students x number of classrooms.
However, the School Board's desired classroom
capacity is 25 students (grades 3-8) per room x
the number of rooms which will allow flexibility
between classes to reassign students, provide
room for new move-ins and be able to vary class
size by ability group. Lower ability groups can
have a smaller class size to accommodate
individual problems.
COST PER PUPIL - The State Department of
Education publishes a per pupil cost for each
district based on the district's budget and
enrollment. The cost is equalized by subtracting
tuition, transportation and debt for construction.
Districts are able to compare the cost per pupil to
one another using this information. The
Hampstead's per pupil costs compares very
favorably to the state average. In fact, the cost
figures for 1989-90 shows the state average for
elementary schools to be $3956 per student.
Hampstead Central School per pupil cost was
$3996. The state average middle school costs for
1989-90 was $4560, and the Hampstead Middle
School cost was $3996. As you can see, the
district's cost per pupil is very respectable.
Additionally, Hampstead School District's ability
to pay is ranked in the top third in the state,
while its cost per pupil is average or below.
CONCLUSION - When we assess the overall
health of the Hampstead School District, the
citizens should be very proud of their school
system. Hampstead is a very desirable
community to live in and the schools are a major
contributing factor that attract families to
Hampstead. The children do well academically
as compared to the state and national test results.
Our Pinkerton Academy students consistently
perform better than their counterparts on
standardized tests at Pinkerton. Our students are
happy and secure in school and are developing as
well balanced, independent learners.
Your continued support is greatly appreciated and
essential in the future! Thank you.
Richard F. Fugere
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
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HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
Since last School District Meeting, the Hampstead
Central School faculty and staff have focused on
strengthening our school program. Our school is
organized around curriculum committees that keep
aware of research, trends, and techniques
appropriate for educating children for the
twenty-first century. We've made some significant
strides and our test scores continue to be high when
compared to state and national results.
There are many fascinating things to watch in an
elementary school but perhaps the most dramatic is
witnessing the children learning to read and write.
This year we've instituted "whole language"
throughout the entire school. Our approach
integrates reading, writing, phonics, spelling,
speaking and listening. We built units of study
around pieces of literature. Children are exposed to
the very best literature and are encouraged to do
lots of writing. Children use the Writing Process
and learn about drafts, editing, polishing and
producing final drafts. Our testing indicates that the
majority of children operate well above grade level
in the language arts. This is our strongest program.
Our mathematics program is being strengthened
based on the research presented in a national study
entitled "Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for
School Mathematics." This study suggests that
while computation skills are satisfactory for
American students, understanding concepts in
mathematics is a weakness. Our goal is to assist
children as they learn concrete notions in
mathematics and problem solving and real life
experiences. The children are using higher level
thinking skills to solve the challenging problems
we're presenting.
Social Studies has received unexpected attention as
world events escalate. Our attention to history,
mapping, geography, and good citizenship has taken
on special meaning. This is our newest committee
and their leadership has been important as we
explore the world around us.
Developments in science are being directed by research
presented in "Science For All Americans." As science
has not had much emphasis in past years, we have a
serious lack of materials and equipment. This year
several teachers have piloted new materials that
encourage a process oriented approach which emphasize
using the scientific method. Unfortunately, budget
constraints are likely to slow the development of our
science program.
The Unified Arts program has always been a source of
pride in Hampstead. Our elementary students have
many opportunities to enjoy the arts both as performers
and critics. We use an integrated approach so that what
is learned in the regular classroom is enhanced in music,
art and physical education. This is an exciting way to
learn because all the senses become involved in the
process. It's easy to learn a concept when you sing,
dance, and create.
Our computer program has been noted by Pinkerton
Academy as one of the best. All the children are
computer literate, and our software reinforces our
regular curriculum. Children begin word processing
early and even our very youngest can do things on the
computer that their parents are unable to do!
Finally, we continue to build character and citizenship
in "teachable" moments. We encourage children to think
through a problem, chose a good solution and make it
work! We value respect and kindness and children are
recognized for their efforts to help one another in a
collaborative manner. Come and visit! You'll see why





REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
There are many events and programs to report
relative to the Middle School. I have decided to
comment upon four programs that address the needs
of our students as it relates to their academic,
emotional, social, and attitudinal growth.
One of our goals this year was to recognize and
encourage academic growth. To that end, we
applied for and were granted a charter to establish a
National Honor Society. The national criteria has
established rather ambitious expectations, but I am
happy to report that forty-one of our seventh and
eights grade students have been able to meet or
succeed academic requirements. Students will also
be reviewed as it relates to their leadership,
citizenship, service to the community, and personal
character. We plan to have our first Induction
Ceremony in late February or early March of 1991.
This year the focus of our computer program has
been to educate our children. The entire teaching
staff is computer literate and is involved in teaching
students at all grade levels. A computer lab has
been set up in the cafeteria and we have thirty-two
computers available for instructional purposes. We
have been able to meet the needs of the incoming
fifth graders who already had a fine program last
year at the Central School. We expect to be able to
"test out" eight graders by the 1992 school year so
as to make it possible for our students to meet their
high school requirements before they graduate.
Although we have enjoyed a great deal of success in
past years in the area of Language Arts using a basal
text in reading and separate books for spelling,
grammar, and writing, the current research indicates
that children achieve more using a "whole language"
approach. Simply put, all learning experiences in
reading, writing, spelling, and grammar are taught as
one subject. It is incorporated into our Reading
Program (Open Court). The whole language
program that we instituted this year in grade five is
meeting all of our expectations. We will be
incorporating the program into other grades in
succeeding years.
The majority of our students are at the concrete stage
of mental reasoning. The Unified Arts program (art,
music, physical education, home economics, and
industrial arts) continues to be an extension of the
academic program as it provides students with the
opportunity to practice and augment the math,
reading, and other academic skills that are taught in
other disciplines. In addition, the emotional and
social needs of our students are addressed through
the visual and performing arts. The Unified Arts
Team has arranged music concerts, art, home
economics, and industrial arts exhibits. The annual
Lip Sync Show, Square Dancing Unit, and
International Cultures/Olympics Program has
provided many opportunities for our students to
perform and receive the recognition that is so helpful





For 175 years Pinkerton Academy has operated
as a private secondary school in Deny.
Administered by a Board of Trustees, it serves as
the high school for all students from Deny,
Chester, Hampstead, and Windham through
contractual agreement. The school, named after
Major John and Elder James Pinkerton who
endowed the school, began classes in 1815.
After 175 years of service, it continues to serve
the moral, social, and scholastic needs of the
area's youth. Each student's tuition is normally
paid by the town in which the student resides.
The school's tuition remains significantly lower
than the state average for public high schools, as
it has for many years.
The school emphasizes a sound, basic, traditional
education consisting of a mastery of the
fundamentals, the development of skills, and the
overall social, intellectual, and emotional growth
of the students. Pinkerton offers a wide range of
programs, from college preparatory to vocational
(12 state- approved programs) and supports a
wide range of extracurricular activities and
athletic programs.
Pinkerton Academy encourages parental
involvement throughout a student's academic
career. The CROW, a newsletter for parents, is
published several times throughout the year with
information on events, available assistance and
resources, parent workshops, exam schedules,
registration material, etc.
All faculty members are state certified and many
hold advanced degrees. The trustees of
Pinkerton Academy are a self-perpetuating board
and serve without compensation. Each sending
town is represented on the board by at least two
members. Hampstead' s representatives are Mrs.
Beth Duston and Mr. John Lydon.
Pinkerton Academy is accredited by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges and
the State of New Hampshire Department of
Education. The six curricula offerings are:
Classical, Scientific, Business, Home
Economics, Social Sciences, and Vocational.
The Vocational includes programs in five distinct
divisions. Students may move among the various
curricula. All courses in the major disciplines,
English, Math, Science, Social Studies, in
addition to some courses in the Language and
Business areas, are academically leveled.
Courses designated "A - College Prep" are
designed to offer maximum academic preparation
for four-year colleges and universities of the
highest caliber. Courses designated "B" are
designed to offer both scholastic preparation for
colleges and other post-secondary institutions and
general preparation in a wide variety of areas.
Courses designated "C" are designed to develop
basic skills, to stress fundamentals, and to offer
general preparation in a wide variety of areas. In
addition, accelerated programs in English and in
Math as well as special independent study
programs are offered for selected students.
Five National Merit Scholarship Semifinalists
were announced last fall. Those from Hampstead
are Glenn Crowley and Matthew Emerson.
These students rank in the top 1/2% of all high
school students taking the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test (PSAT).
Eleven young men and women were selected as
Commended Merit Students finishing in the top
5% of all students nationwide taking the PSAT.
They include William Keating and Laurence
LaFleur from Hampstead.
A dozen seniors successfully completed the very
challenging and prestigious St. Paul's Advanced
Studies Program during this past summer.
Hampstead was represented by Glenn Crowley,





The Class of 1990
College Admissions and Post-secondary Information
Number of graduates: 480
Number of different colleges/universities/institutions accepting students from
the class of 1990: 241
Number of students admitted:





Total number of students entering post-secondary education programs: 341
Total % of graduates pursuing post-secondary education: 71%
Number of students entering the military: 23
Number of students entering the work force after graduation: 117
College Board Scores Comparison
Class of 1988 1989 1990
Number of Students 310 345 338
P. A. Verbal 452 446 437
P. A. Math 478 479 478
P. A. Reading 45.8 44.3 43.6
P. A. Vocabulary 45.8 45.0 43.9
P. A. TSWE 45.3 43.8 44.0
N.H. Verbal 446 447 442
N.H. Math 487 485 486
N.H. TSWE 44.8 44.2 44.2
National Verbal 428 427 424
National Math 476 476 476




School Warrant — State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Hampstead, New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Middle School in Hampstead, New
Hampshire on Friday, the eighth day of March, 1991, at 7:00 p.m. in the evening
to act on the following articles:
(Snow date Monday, March 11)
1. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Two Million Five Hundred Eighty-Five Thousand Dollars ($2,585,000)
for the construction and equipping of a 300-student addition and renovations to
the existing structure at the Hampstead Middle School, in Hampstead, New
Hampshire, said sum to be in addition to any federal, state, or private funds
that may become available, and to authorize the issuance of not more than Two
Million Five Hundred Eighty-Five Thousand Dollars ($2,585,000) of bonds or notes
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33),
and to authorize the School Board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and
to determine the rate of interest thereon. (With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
2. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ninety Thousand Four Hundred Seventy-Five Dollars ($90,475) to pay
the first interest payment due on the borrowing authorization under Article I
abov (With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
3. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) to fund the cost of
renovating the ventilation system at the Hampstead Middle School. (Pending
warrant Article l) (Unanimously NOT Recommended by the Budget Committee
4. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Seventeen Thousand Dollars ($17,000) to fund the replacement costs
for the fire alarm system at the Hampstead Middle School. (Pending Warrant
Article 1) (Unanimously Recommended by the Budget Committee
5. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Two Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($250,214) to
fund the additional cost items attributable to a 12% increase due employees
under the negotiated agreement between the Hampstead School Board and the
Hampstead Teachers Association for the last year of the three-year contract





















6. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Eleven Thousand One Hundred Twenty-Nine Dollars ($11,129) to fund, in
1991-1992, those additional cost items for a 6% increase for salaries and
benefits and to approve the cost items for the 1992-93 fiscal year due the
employees under the negotiated agreement for 1990-1993 reached between the
Hampstead School Board and the Hampstead Support Personnel Association







Increased Costs $11,129 $11,798
7. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twenty Three Thousand Fifty-One Dollars ($23,051) to fund the
additional cost of a 6% raise for non-union employees: secretaries, teacher
assistants, nurses, and administration for the 1991-1992 school year.







8. To see what sum of money the Hampstead School District will vote to raise
and appropriate in addition to money already appropriated under prior warrant
articles, for the payment of salaries of School District officials and agents
and for the support of schools and for the payment of the statutory obligations
of the District. (With Recommendation of the Budget Committee)
9. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the School
District meeting, money from the state, federal, or other governmental unit or a
private source of donations in any other form (land, equipment, etc.) which
becomes available during the 1991-92 school fiscal year, provided that such
expenditure be made for which a school district may appropriate money and that
such expenditure not require the expenditure of other School District funds.
10. BY PETITION (Jo Hamblett, et al) To see if the School District will vote to
direct the formation of a playground study group which will assess the needs and
make recommendations to the 1992 Annual School District Meeting for appropriate,
cost effective play areas and play equipment at Hampstead Middle and Central
Schools.
11. To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to accept the reports of
agents, auditors, and committees.
12. To see if the District wishes to take any other action which may legally
come before the meeting.
Given under our hands at Hampstead, New Hampshire, this eighteenth day of
February, 1991.
(ss) Hampstead School Board
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Hampstead School District 1991-1992 Budget
PAGE -
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1989-90 BUD 1990-91 SCH BD 1991-92
1100-112 SALARIES










1100-850 OTH EXP DRUG ED
1100-870 OTH EXP-COMPUTER ED
1100-890 OTHER EXP - VENTURES
TOTAL REGULAR PROGRAMS
1200-111 SAL-SPEC ED DIRECTOR
1200-112 SAL-SPEC ED
1200-114 SAL - SPEC ED AIDES







1200-741 NEW EQUIP-SPEC ED
1200-742 SPECIAL ED REPLACE
1200-810 DUES - SPECIAL ED
TOTAL SPECIAL PROGRAMS
1410-111 SALARY-ATH DIRECTOR

































































































































































2123-370 TESTING - SCORING













2142-330 PSYCH SERVICES, OTHER
TOTAL PSYCHOLOGICAL SERV
2152-112 SALARY - SPEECH









TOTAL IMP OF INSTR SERVICE
2222-112 SAL - LIBRARIAN







2223-610 SUPPLIES - AV

















































BUD 1990-91 SCH BD 1991-92
2223-742
2224-390








TOTAL ED MEDIA SERVICES
2311--111 SAL-SCHOOL BOARD
2311--523 LIABILITY INSURANCE
2312--380 SCHOOL BOARD CLERK
2312--532 EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK




2314--380 DIST OFCRS & WORKERS
2314--550 ANNUAL REPORT








TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD SERVICE
2320-351 SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
TOTAL OFFICE SUPT SERVICES
2390-360 COMPUTER SERVICES
TOTAL OTHER SVCS - GEN ADM
2410-111 SAL-PRINCIPAL
2410-115 SAL-SECRETARIES






2410-741 NEW EQUIP-PRIN OFFIC
2410-742 REPL EQ - PRIN OFF
2410-810 DUES-PRIN OFFICE
TOTAL OFFICE OF THE PRNCPL
2490-890 GRADUATION



























































2542-441 CONT. SERV. REPAIRS
2542-442 PLMBG, HEATING, ELECT
2542-444 CLOCK MAINTENANCE

















2545-451 RENTAL OF VAN
2546-433 SECURITY CHECKS
2546-890 ALARM MONITORING











TOTAL PUPIL TRANS SERVICES
2900-211 EMP INSUR






















































































































5100-830 PRINCIPAL ON DEBT
5100-840 INTEREST ON DEBT
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE
5220-880 FEDERAL PROJECTS
5225-880 FED PROJECT PAYABLE
TOTAL TRANS TO FED PROJ FD
5230-880 CAPITAL RESERVE
TOTAL TRANS TO CAP PROJ FD
5240-880 FED FOOD SVCE REIMB
TOTAL TRANS TO FOOD SVC FD
5340-119 SAL - FOOD SERVICE
TOTAL SAL. -FOOD SERVICE
6000-211 INS REFUNDS








































































































Hampstead School District Expenditures




0039E MAUREEN A. BATEMAN
0052E DEBORAH E. BRIDGES
0053E MARY ANN BOUCHER
0058E DORIS BUCO
0095E DILLARD E COLLINS
0150E EVELYN COTTER
0165E JUDITH COTTER
0170E PAUL A. COURNOVER
0180E EDITH DALEY
0183E JANE L. DANIELS
0185E CYNTHIA DAWSON
0200E JUNE DEYO
0218E MAUREEN P. EATON
0220E JOANN ERICKSON
0230E RAYMOND D FLAHERTY
0260E BETTY A. FREEDMAN
0330E MARGARET P. HANNIGAN
0340E KATHLEEN L. HOEPF
0358E MARION LAKE




0362E JENNIFER G. LATHAM
0369E JANICE L. LOPES












0455E JEANNE M. SULLIVAN
0465E CHERYL TAYLOR







0540E KATHLEEN D. WISECARVER
0545E LORETTA UOOD
0570E RICHARD 2ACCHILLI
7330E JANE E. MARSHALL
TOTAL SALARIES
1100-1K SAL - TEACHER AIDES
TRANSFERS
0602E MARGARET R. BOLEN
0628E NANCY LACASSE
0629E DEBRA E. LEDOUX
0630E SUSAN LYDON
0653E MARGARET R. O'LEKSY






































































0601E FRANCINE B. BAUMHOR
0619E MARGARET MARY GOVE
0620E KATHERINE A. GREENE
0629E DEBRA E. LEDOUX
0631E GAIL J. LEUIS
0635E KATHLEEN J. MCGURTY
0652E LINDA R. OUELLETTE
0654E ELIZABETH A. PLAYDON
0655E MARGARET I. PLAYDON
0656E LINDA M. PAVLINI
0660E GLORIA ROTHE
0662E COLLEEN C. SIMPSON
0663E LYNDA L. SMITH
0665E LYNDA R. SOLOMON
7000E PAMELA A. ALLARD
7005E GLADYS P. APGAR
7048E JEANNE S. BREINLINGER
7060E DIANE T. BUTTON
7083E CAROL A. CIPRIANO
7088E MELISSA D. CLARK
7092E JACQUELINE R. CUNNIFF
7105E TERRI C. DANISEVICH
7112E LORETTA M. DEMARCO
7113E JUDITH A. DIXON
7160E SUSAN J. EISERMAN
7228E DIANE M. GARIEPY
7232E MARGARET M. GEARY
7275E ROSE HANSFORD
7278E SUSAN E. HORTON
7282E MARILYN L. HUTNICK
7290E ANN T. LAKE
7300E JEANNE E. LAMPROS
7303E AMY R. LANGENSTEIN
7305E DEBRA E. LEDOUX
7315E JANET G. LOTTMANN
7325E JEAN LURVEY
7330E JANE E. MARSHALL
7340E KAREN A. MEDEIROS
7380E PAMELA O'CONNELL
7410E CHRISTINE N. PENDERGAST
7430E SHERRY L. REEL
7470E MARY F. RUT1GLIANO
7500E DOROTHY L. SAUYER
7510E SUZANNE K.SCHULTHEIS
7532E JANE E. SPURLOCK
7600E LINDA E. VALLIERES
7610E MARIE G. VARRAS
TOTAL SALARIES-SUBSTITUTES
1100-440 REPAIRS
0538V AUDREY'S SEWING STUDIO
1414V BRUCE t CARBIES
2117V COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




6185V ANDY MOSS APPLIANCE SERV CENT




8134V SANBORN SCHOOL DISTRICT
9033V TIM8ERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT
$390.00- 1100-580 WORKSHOPS-REG ED
$2,958.50
$45.00 0634V LINDA BAENIG
$60.00 1226V MARY ANN BOUCHER
$327.50 1320V SUSAN BRASSARD $14.50
$5,399.94 2030V DILLARD COLLINS $51.75
$17.50 2110V CONF MANAGEMENT ASSOC INC $40.00
$45.00 2246V MRS EVELYN COTTER $116.63
$67.20 2259V PAUL COURNOYER $63.00
$35.00 2513V CYNTHIA DAWSON $45.00
$532.50 3143V JOANN ERICKSON $51.75
$900.00 3403V BETTY FREEDMAN $53.10
$53.05 3957V PEGGY HANNIGAN $20.00
$950.00 5056V MARION LAKE $69.25
$18.00 5406V MARY ELLEN MACDONALD $20.00
$36.00 5450V MARION MACNEILL $72.50
$45.00 6678V NE LEAGUE OF MIDDLE SCHLS INC $450.00
$22.50 7391V ANN PINTO $40.00
$45.00 8221V FRANK SCHAFFER'S SCHOOLDAYS $89.00
$45.00 8523V GARY SMITH 1ND ARTS $84.00
$337.50 8785V HELEN STRATTON $103.00
$549.00 8863V TARA HYANNIS HOTEL/RESORT $71.31
$45.00 9109V ADELE TRESTED $99.00
$90.00 9222V LOIS UELAND $65.00
$112.50 9596V LISA WERNER $40.00
$45.00 9735V TERESA WILLIAMS $55.00
$733.00




$90.00 0252V AMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE INC $101.78
$247.50 1079V DICK BL1CK EAST $43.23
$90.00 1183V BOSTON GLOBE $32.00
$45.00 1340V BRODERBUND $7.50
$45.00 1358V BRODHEAD GARRETT CO $760.13
$216.25 1458V BSN $298.43
$90.00 1520V BUTLER SPORTING GOODS $69.00
$5,355.00 1680V CAROLINA BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY CO $59.80
$816.00 1681V CAROLINA ELEM SCIENCE AND MATH $153.24
$337.50 1745V CENTER FOR INNOVATION $82.81
$315.00 1772V CHASELLE, INC $67.30
$45.00 1831V CHILDREN'S BOOK COUNCIL INC $28.75
$540.00 1923V CLARUS MUSIC, LTD $10.95
$225.00 2083V COMPOSER'S MONTHLY $36.25
$107.50 2088V COMMUNITY NEWSDEALERS $27.96
$90.00 2113V COMPUTER MART $6.50
$682.50 2117V COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE $181.00
$360.00 2157V CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC $371.43
$292.50 2293V CREATIVE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS $32.91
2308V CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS $61.79
$31,700.94 2366V CUISENAIRE CO OF AMERICA INC $79.54
2393V CURRICULUM INNOVATIONS GROUP $238.40
2451V CUSTEAU'S THRIFTWAY $237.05
2466V DADDY'S JUNKY MUSIC $56.95
$150.00 2689V DIRECT $211.50
$70.00 2857V EAST COAST LUMBER $773.18
$119.45 2948V EDUCATION CENTER $62.96
$110.00 2995V EDUCATIONAL AUDIO VISUAL INC. $25.53
$359.00 3143V JOANN ERICKSON $161.88
$90.00 3149V EVAN-MOOR $23.40
$41.66 3343V RAYMOND FLAHERTY $209.73
$173.50 3367V FORECAST, SCHOLASTIC, INC $19.95
$24.90 3403V BETTY FREEDMAN $24.40
3591V GINN S CO. $391.05
$1,138.51 3630V GOOD APPLE $10.95
3634V A.J. GOLDSMITH $64.60
3843V J.L. HAMMETT CO $4,103.12
3861V HAMMOND & STEPHENS $41.25
$2,025.60 3864V HAMPSHIRE MUSIC $598.51
$1,179,237.36 3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $17.96
$2,132.00 3901V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL $8.29
$2,944.62 3903V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL $6.10
3951V HAMPSTEAD TROPHY $19.25
$1,186,339.58 3969V HARCOURT BRACE JANOVICH $1,287.03
4199V D.C. HEATH COMPANY $420.82
4631V INTERSTATE MARKETING SERV INC $51.86
4642V INTERNATIONAL TIMELINE $49.95
$7.50 5105V LAWRENCE EAGLE TRIBUNE $29.75
$89.00 5107V LEARNING 89 $18.00
89
5403V MACDONALD OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO
5450V MARION MACNEILL
5507V MANCHESTER PAPER SUPPLY
5568V ANDREA MARGOLIS
5570V MARKET BASKET
5811V MERIT AUDIO VISUAL
5945V MINDSCAPE
6222V MUSEUM PRODUCTS
6244V MUSIC EDUCATORS NAT CONF
6245V MUSICFIRST EXPRESS
6293V N A S S P




6700V NEU ENGLAND SCHOOL SUPPLY
6853V NH SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
7062V OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
7235V PAXTON/PATTERSON
7286V J U PEPPER 8 SON INC
7290V PERFECTION FORM CO
7434V PLAISTOU STATIONERS
7511V E U POORE
7644V QUILL CORPORATION
7685V RAM PRINTING, INC
7823V RIGBY EDUCATION
7872V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO
8210V SAX ARTS & CRAFTS
8212V SAXON PUB, INC




8256V SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERVICES
8311V SCIENCE UEEKLY
8316V SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOC
8318V SCOTT FORESMAN
8371V DALE SEYMOUR PUBLICATIONS
8385V SHAUNEE PRESS
8416V SILVER BURDETT GINN
8436V SIMON S SCHUSTER INC





8861V TAFT BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.
8888V TEACH & LEARN SHOP
9000V THOMPSON'S OFFICE PRODUCTS
9001V THOMPSON'S OFFICE PRODUCTS
9115V TREA ST OF NH
9352V UTLEY CO., INC
9414V VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS
9440V J UESTON UALCH
9442V u U F PAPER CORP-NEW ENGLAND
9583V UEEKLY READER
9598V UENGERT-JONES
9645V UEST MUSIC CO
9658V UHAT'S NEU IN HOME ECONOMICS
9866V THE URIGHT GROUP
9979V ZENGER VIDEO
9995V ZODIAC NEUS COMPANY
1100-630 TEXTBOOKS
0091V ADDISON UESLEY CO
2499V DAVIS PUBLICATIONS, INC
3041V EDUCATIONAL RECORD CENTER
3060V EDUCATORS PROGRESS SERVICE
3143V JOANN ERICKSON
3969V HARCOURT BRACE JANOVICH
4180V D C HEATH CO.
4199V D.C. HEATH COMPANY
4423V HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO
5287V LMI OF ITASCA, ILL
5690V MCDOUGAL LITTELL 8 COMPANY
5817V MERRILL MATHEMATICS
6034V MODERN CURRICULUM PRESS
6413V NASCO














































































7081V OREGON TEACHING CENTER
7872V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO
8210V SAX ARTS S CRAFTS
8212V SAXON PUB, INC
8316V SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOC
8318V SCOTT FORESMAN
8336V SCOTT FORESMAN CO
8416V SILVER BURDETT GINN
8631V SRA INC.
8809V SUNDANCE PAPERBACK DISTRIBUTOR
9840V THE UORLD ALMANAC EDUC DIV
9866V THE URIGHT GROUP
TOTAL TEXTBOOKS
1100-631 UORKBOOKS
0091V ADDISON UESLEY CO
0252V AMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE INC
3591V GINN S CO.
3642V GOULET PRINTING COMPANY INC
3969V HARCOURT BRACE JANOVICH
4180V D C HEATH CO.
4182V DC HEATH AND CO
4199V D.C. HEATH COMPANY
5690V MCDOUGAL LITTELL 8 COMPANY
6034V MODERN CURRICULUM PRESS
7062V OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
7081V OREGON TEACHING CENTER
7872V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO
8250V SCHOLASTIC, INC
8316V SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOC
8318V SCOTT FORESMAN








2298V CREATIVE INTERIORS, INC
2322V CRITERIA FURNITURE 8 EQUIPMENT
3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
3904V HAMPSTEAD MUSIC BOOSTERS
5138V LECHMERE
6700V NEU ENGLAND SCHOOL SUPPLY
7235V PAXTON/PATTERSON
7434V PLAISTOU STATIONERS
7633V PUBLIC SEATING INC
7691V RAND MCNALLY 8 CO




0538V AUDREY'S SEUING STUDIO
2298V CREATIVE INTERIORS, INC
3143V JOANN ERICKSON
6413V NASCO
6700V NEU ENGLAND SCHOOL SUPPLY
7235V PAXTON/PATTERSON
8281V SCHOOL SPECIALTIES INC
TOTAL REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT
1100-850 OTH EXP DRUG ED
4643V INTERSTATE TROPHIES
TOTAL OTH EXP DRUG ED
1100-870 OTH EXP-COMPUTER ED
0053E MARY ANN BOUCHER
0183E JANE L. DANIELS


























































































N Y TEACHER'S SOFTUARE SERVICE
OFF ICELAND
SCHOLASTIC SOFTUARE




1100-890 OTHER EXP - VENTURES
0057V ACADEMIC FITNESS AUARDS PROG
0058V ACADEMIC HALLMARKS
0534V ATLAS PEN 8 PENCIL CORP
2030V D1LLARD COLLINS
2366V CUISENAIRE CO OF AMERICA INC
2450V KATHE CUSSEN
2754V DORMAC INC




3989V STEVEN MICHAEL HARRIS
5079V MICHELLE LAPHAM
5094V JENNIFER LATHAM
5288V ROBERT P LITTLE
5528V MAPLEUOOD FLORIST LTD
5622V MATH LEAGUE PRESS
5901V MIDUEST PUBLICATIONS
6077V MONTSHIRE SCIENCE MUSEUM
6384V NHASP
6390V N H A G E
6450V NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
6482V NAT COUN OF TEACHERS OF MATH
6487V NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
6692V N E MATH LEAGUE
6708V NEU ENGLAND TOURING CO
6708V NEU ENGLAND TOURING CO
7035V OM ASSOCIATION INC
7219V PARKER PUBLISHING CO., INC
7593V PROVOKING THOUGHTS
8058V ROSEMARY RUB I NO
8320V SCIY
8371V DALE SEYMOUR PUBLICATIONS
8391V SHERATON UHITE MOUNTAIN INN
8436V SIMON 8 SCHUSTER INC
8518V SNOUPEAK PUBLISHING INC
8849V SYNERGETIC
8880V TEACHER CREATED MATERIALS
9311V UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
9979V ZENGER VIDEO



























































































































































CENTER FOR LIFE MANAGEMENT
CHILD DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL INC
CROTCHED MOUNTAIN REHAB CENTER





WYANE F. MORRIS, R.P.T.
NASHUA ADULT LEARNING CENTER
NEU ENGLAND PEDIATRIC CARE






TIMBERLANE REG SCHOOL DIST
LYNNE H. TOUNSEND





4040V HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDU
6716V NHAEOP
7998V GLORIA ROT HE




0034V ABC SCHOOL SUPPLIES INC
0091V ADDISON WESLEY CO
0252V AMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE INC
0823V JANE BEAUDIN
1703V CASE RESEARCH COMMITTEE
2124V CONSTRUCTIVE PLAYTHINGS
3843V J.L. HAMMETT CO
3861V HAMMOND S STEPHENS
3901V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
4574V IMAGINARY COMMUNICATIONS PROD
4587V INCENTIVES FOR LEARNING
5314V LOMEDCO
5403V MACDONALD OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO
6126V MOORE MEDICAL CORP
6473V NAT'L CLEARING HOUSE OF REHAB































































































































DUES - SPECIAL ED
JANE BEAUDIN
COUNC FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
NH ASSOC SPEC ED ADMIN








ROSEMARY RUB I NO
MICHELLE LAPHAM
$165.00 0373E ANDREA MARGOLIS
$80.25 0455E JEANNE M. SULLIVAN
$30.90 7100E NELSON T. CURRIN
$238.00 7325E JEAN LURVEY
$162.37 7436E RONALD R. RINGO, JR.
$23.50




$136.90 3901V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCH
$2,030.85 TOTAL OFFICIALS
1410-610 SUPPLIES-ATHLETICS

























































































$154.00 4341V KATHLEEN HOEPF $55.21
$25.00 6716V NHAEOP $30.00











0534V ATLAS PEN S PENCIL CORP $125.20
0620V BADGE A MINIT $44.77
3861V HAMMOND S STEPHENS $18.85
3903V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL $19.93
$764.00 7551V PRENTICE HALL $31.73
$2,297.00 7685V RAM PRINTING, INC $48.00
$150.00 8284V SCHOOL SPECIALTY SUPPLY INC $61.89
$2,297.00 8371V DALE SEYMOUR PUBLICATIONS $15.40
$150.00
$334.20 TOTAL SUPPLIES-GUIDANCE $365.77
91
2122-630 BOOKS-GUIDANCE 2132-640
0464V ASSOCIATION FOR SUPERVISION $8.95 8436V
1590V CAL ASSOC OF STUDENT COUNCILS $48.00
1711V CASC PUB FOR ELEMENTARY SCH $48.00 TOTAL
3741V GROUING CHILD $21.90
3997V HARPER £ ROU PUBS INC $29.68 2132-741
4341V KATHLEEN HOEPF $50.90
5346V ANNE LYONS $31.95 6126V
5621V MASTER TEACHER $107.90
7434V
7266V PEM PRESS, DIVISION $14.95
8270V
7585V PRO-ED JOURNALS $40.70
7589V CORNELL UNIVERSITY $5.00
TOTAL
8436V SIMON S SCHUSTER INC $28.81
8890V TAYLOR S FRANCIS $20.50
2142-330
9788V WISCONSIN EDUCATION CONSULTANT $25.00
TOTAL BOOKS-GUIDANCE $482.24 0211V
0908V
2123-370 TESTING - SCORING 7075V
7781V
0058E DORIS BUCO $13.00
7977V
0340E KATHLEEN L. HOEPF $225.00
8368V
0376E DAUN P. SMITH $13.00
8559V
0383E ANN PINTO $45.00
9093V
0455E JEANNE M. SULLIVAN $13.00
9489V
0529E ROBERT UILMOT $13.00
2723V SHIRLEY DODGE $1,643.13
TOTAL
TOTAL TESTING - SCORING $1,965.13
2152-112
2123-610 TESTING - SUPPLIES
0345E
0390E
0058E DORIS BUCO $13.00
0502E
0183E JANE L. DANIELS $13.00
6702V








7592V PROGRAMS FOR EDUCATION INC $132.45 2190-810
7612V THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CORP $214.56
8559V





















6126V MOORE MEDICAL CORP
7434V PLAISTOU STATIONERS
7685V RAM PRINTING, INC
8270V SCHOOL HEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY
9414V VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS
TOTAL SUPPLIES-NURSE
2132-630 BOOKS - NURSES
0207V AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIC PUB
0346V AS HA
8260V SCHOOL HEALTH ALERT
8270V SCHOOL HEALTH SUPPLY COMPANY
PERIODICALS-NURSE









ANB CARE DIV GEN HOSP MASS GEN
BENNINGTON AREA HOME HEALTH AG
OPHTHALMIC CONSULTANTS
REHABILITATION CONSULTANTS, IN
KENNETH C ROGERS ED D
JAN A. SERIFF, PSY. 0.
SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC















































































































































0464V ASSOCIATION FOR SUPERVISION






0540E KATHLEEN D. UISECARVER
0540V AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NEU HAMP
0545E LORETTA UOOD
0620E KATHERINE A. GREENE
0630E SUSAN LYDON
1740V CENTER APPLIED RES IN EDUC INC
2566V DELTA EDUCATION
2942V JOHN EDMONDSON
3059V EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE
3198V THE FACILITATOR CENTER
3886V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
6333V NEA PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY
6339V NEFC, INC
6345V NHASCD/DR CARL UOOD
6390V N H A G E
6447V NATL ACADEMY PRESS
6621V THE NETUORK INC
6728V NH ATMNE
6854V NH SCHOOL BOARDS INS TRUST INC




















































































































































2222-114 SAL LIBRARY ASSI
.
0609E DEBRA A. ESHEL
0618E NATALIE A GALLO
0628E NANCY LACASSE
0652E LINDA R. OUELLETTE
0654E ELIZABETH A. PLAYDON
0666E JANET THIBOCITOT
7305E DEBRA E. LEOOUX
7500E DOROTHY L. SAWYER
TOTAL SAL - LIBRARY ASST.
2222-610 SUPPLIES-LIBRARY
1350V BRODART COMPANY
3356V FOLLETT EDUCATIONAL SOFTUARE
3514V GAYLORD BROTHERS INC
3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
5403V HACDONALD OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO
7434V PLAISTOU STATIONERS




2276V CRANE PUB CO., INC
2856V EARLY EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM
3342V FIVE STAR PREVIEU
3350V FOLLETT LIBRARY BOOK CO
3501V GARETH STEVENS
3502V GARRETT EDUCATIONAL CORP
3776V GRYPHON HOUSE, INC.
4575V INCENTIVE PUBLICATIONS INC
6512V NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE, INC
7044V OHIO STATE UNIV
7084V ORCHARD BOOKS
7823V RIGBY EDUCATION
8256V SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERVICES
8585V THE SPEECH BIN
9135V TROLL ASSOCIATES
9535V FRANKLIN UATTS INC
9840V THE UORLD ALMANAC EDUC DIV
TOTAL BOOKS-LIBRARY
2222-640 PERIODICALS
0962V BETTER HOMES S GARDENS
1239V R R BOUKER
1926V CLASSROOM COMPUTER LEARNING





6508V NATL GEOGRAPHIC MAGA2INE
6598V NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION




8279V SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL






6991V NORTHEAST AUDIO VISUAL
TOTAL NEU EQUIP-LIBRARY
2223-440 REPAIRS-AV



































































































NEU EQUIP - AV
NORTHEAST AUDIO VISUAL
NEU EQUIP - AV
REPL EQUIP - AV
NORTHEAST AUDIO VISUAL
REPL EQUIP - AV
EDUCATIONAL TV



























TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD CLERK
2312-532 EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK
0929V CONNIE BERNIER
TOTAL EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK
2313-111 TREASURER S ASST
6273V DOROTHY MYERS
8760V GEORGE STOKINGER
TOTAL TREASURER S ASST
2313-523 TREASURER'S BOND
















































































NH SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION




























$1,000.00 3460V RICHARD FUGERE $41.00
$800.00 8540V SOULE, LESLIE, ZELIN, $8,594.50
$800.00
$800.00 TOTAL LEGAL SERVICES $8,635.50
$4,200.00 2317-380 AUDIT
1595V PLODZ1K S SANDERSON PROF ASSOC $3,525.00
$1,554.00 TOTAL AUDIT $3,525.00
$1,554.00 2319-540 BOARD EXP-ADV
1183V BOSTON GLOBE $571.20
2625V DERRY NEUS $107.38
$1,100.00 3181V EXETER NEUS LETTER COMPANY $144.00
$50.00 4081V HAVERHILL GAZETTE $235.50
5105V LAURENCE EAGLE TRIBUNE $190.91










































AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL
BD EXP-PERIODICAL
BD EXP-ASSOCIATION
NH SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
BD EXP-ASSOCIATION
SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #55
SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
COMPUTER SERVICES






















8391V SHERATON UHITE MOUNTAIN INN
8803V CLAIRE SULLIVAN






























ATLAS PEN & PENCIL CORP
HARIET CARTER






HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
LYNN CARD CO
MACDONALD OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO
MERRIMACK BUSINESS MACHINES









UISCONSIN DEPT OF PUBLIC INST
BOOKS-PRIN OFFICE
























































1714V CATE'S RUBBISH REMOVAL SERV
TOTAL RUBBISH REMOVAL
2542-441 CONT. SERV. REPAIRS
3671V GRANITE STATE FIRE SYSTEMS, INC
5403V MACDONALD OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO
5483V WILLIAM A MAGUIRE CO INC
7002V NORTHEASTERN ELEVATOR CO
8706V STATE OF NEU HAMPSHIRE






































TAFT BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.
BUSINESS MACH REPAIR
2410-531 TELEPHONE
0499V AT 8 T INFORMATION SYSTEMS
0500V A T AND T
6706V N E TELEPHONE
8376V SHAUMUT BANK N.A.
2410-532 POSTAGE
3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
9275V U S POSTAL SERVICE





































CONUAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS





















NATIONAL MIDDLE SCHOOL ASSOC.
NE ASSOC SCHOOLS S COLLEGES
NE LEAGUE OF MIDDLE SCHLS INC
DUES-PRIN OFFICE
GRADUATION
ACADEMIC FITNESS AUARDS PROG
ASHUELOT COMPUTER SOFTUARE CO
HAMPSTEAD TROPHY
INTERSTATE MARKETING SERV INC




































2542-442 PLMBG, HEATING, ELECT
0507V AT S T SOURCEBOOK
1333V BRENTUOOD MACHINE SALES, INC
1712V CASCO FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT
2255V COUNCILMAN ELECTRIC
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
3366V H J FORT IN SUPPLY INC
3464V GKS SERVICE CO
3651V U U GRAINGER'S
3670V GRANITE ST ANALYTICAL INC
3990V HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH
4333V HOBART SALES & SERV
4701V JOHNSON CONTROLS INC
5754V MCKINNEY ARTESIAN UELL COMPANY
6701V NEU ENGLAND SPRING UATER CO
6711V NEU ENGLAND TRANE SERVICE
6999V NORTHEAST MECHANICAL SALES COR
7049V OLD KERRY BEVERAGE COMPANY
7238V PATRIOT ELECTRIC INC
7310V PETROLANE GAS SERVICE
8223V SCHER80N CONSOLIDATED INC
8369V J A SEXAUER
8439V SIMPLEX TIME RECORDER CO
9015V TIMBERLANE PLATE GLASS CO INC
9090V TOTAL UASTE MANAGEMENT
9134V TRODELLA MATERIALS HAND CORP
9508V G A UATSON & SONS INC
9732V UILLIAMS COMMUNICATION SERVICE
TOTAL PLMBG, HEATING, ELECT
2542-451 RENTAL OF FAC
3519V GELCO SPACE
TOTAL RENTAL OF FAC
2542-490 SEPTIC TA">-S





































































CENTRAL PAPER PRODUCTS CO
DJH PRO AUDIO SYSTEMS
DODGE'S AGUAY









MAGNI BRUSH & MATS
METROMEDIA PAGING SYSTEM
GOULET SUPPLY CO
NEU ENGLAND SPRING UATER CO
OCEAN S FOREST PRODUCTS
OLD KERRY BEVERAGE COMPANY
OCEAN FOREST PRODUCTS






2542-620 SUPPLIES-REP S MAINT
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
3990V HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH
5680V MCCORMACK PAINTING CO
8348V KATHLEEN SC1ARAPPA
8360V SENTER AUTO SUPPLY
8438V SIMPLEX TIME RECORDER CO
9015V TIMBERLANE PLATE GLASS CO INC
TOTAL SUPPLIES-REP S MAINT
2542-652 LIGHT
7622V PUBLIC SERVICE CO
8624V SPRAGUE ENERGY CORP
TOTAL LIGHT
2542-653 HEAT
1709V CASH OIL SALES
2876V EASTERN SPECIALTY








0098V ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD
2722V DODGE'S AGUAY
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
2876V EASTERN SPECIALTY
6618V NE-SAN
7040V OCEAN S FOREST PRODUCTS


















































NEU EQUIP - GROUNDS
JAMES ROSENCRANT2 S SONS
JAMES R ROSENCRANZ & SONS INC
NEU EQUIP - GROUNDS
REP EOUIP-GROUNDS
G M A C
REP EOUIP-GROUNDS
2544-610 MATERIALS-EQUIP REP
0055V A S C TIRE CO
1414V BRUCE S CARBIES
5779V HEARS TRUST
6406V NH DIV OF PUBLIC HEALTH SVS
7000V NORTHEAST LAB INC
7049V OLD KERRY BEVERAGE COMPANY
7996V JAMES R ROSENCRANZ £ SONS INC










































9050V LAIDLAU TRANSIT INC
9050V LAIDLAU TRANSIT INC
$1,681.44





















4716V FORREST T JONES & CO INC
6832V HHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6992V NORTHEAST DELTA DENTAL SERVICE

































$397 .45 6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
$843 .13 6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
$312 .00 6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
$312 .00 6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
6842V NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
1194,412 .74















$2,426 .00 TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT COMP
$2,426 .00 3900-118 COMMUNITY SERVICES
0095E DILLARD E COLLINS




















BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD NH-VT
HARTFORD MULTIPLE EMPLOYER TR.
$451.45 2683V VERNON U. DINGMAN, IV
2722V DODGE'S AGUAY
$451.45 2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
6177V MOSLEY NURSERY
























































4600-490 RENOVATIONS 6000-211 INS REFUNDS
2604V DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION CO, I
2804V C R DUN FORD FLOORING
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
3098V EMERSON FLOOR COVERING INC
4224V HERTZ FURNITURE SYSTEMS
4979V CORZILIUS MATUSZEUSKI KRAUSE
5201V LETOILE ROOFING CO
5680V MCCORMACK PAINTING CO
5680V MCCORMACK PAINTING CO
5680V MCCORMACK PAINTING CO

















0570E RICHARD ZACCHILLI $812.00
0907V CRAIG BENNETT $2,676.00
1938V CLEARUATER SYSTEMS INC $818.00
2255V COUNCILMAN ELECTRIC $139.70
2604V DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION CO, IN $5,590.00
6177V MOSLEY NURSERY $1,653.30
6797V N H FENCE CO $2,400.00
8704V STATE OF NEU HAMPSHIRE $75.00
9134V TRODELLA MATERIALS HAND CORP $2,947.19
TOTAL BUILDING FUND $17,111.19
1086V BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD NH-VT
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
6992V NORTHEAST DELTA DENTAL SERVICE
7000-770 COMPUTER PURCH-STAFF
4548V IBM
















5100-830 PRINCIPAL ON DEBT
2108V CONN. NATIONAL BANK
TOTAL PRINCIPAL ON DEBT
5100-840 INTEREST ON DEBT


























CONF MANAGEMENT ASSOC INC




















5240-880 FED FOOD SVCE RE 1MB
3928V
9044V
HAMPSTEAD CHILD FEEDING SVCES
TIMBERLANE SCHOOL LUNCH PROG
$1,673.00
$.00
FED FOOD SVCE RE I MB



















CAROL A. PI SAN I
SUSAN E. HORTON













Report of the District Treasurer
for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1989 Through June 30, 1990
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1989 $ 18,934.94
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation $4,983,895.00
Revenue from State Sources 165,551.73
Revenue from Federal Sources 28,804.28
Received from All Other Sources 146,216.86
Total Receipts $5,324,467.87
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $5,343,402.81
Less School Board Orders Paid $5,420,262.29
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Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
To the Members of the School Board
Hampstead School District
Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Hampstead School District and the combining and individual fund financial
statements of the School District as of and for the year ended June 30,
1990, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are
the responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility
is to express an opinion of these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred
to above do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is
not known
.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Account
Group results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Hampstead School District at June 30, 1990, and the results of its
operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining and individual
fund financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of each of the individual funds of the
School District at June 30, 1990, and the results of operations of such
funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.















Total $58,968 Total $53,560
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fiscal Year Beginning July 1, 1989 and Ending June 30, 1990
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is complete and correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 17
of Chapter 21-J of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and regulation Chapter
Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local education Agencies on file with the














Be sure to state location of fire.
Tell Operator you want the Hampstead Fire Department.
In Case of Emergency Such as:
DROWNING • HEART ATTACK • ASPHYXIATION
SERIOUS INJURIES
Call EMERGENCY RESCUE SQUAD 329-6942
POLICE Call Chief Letoile 329-5700
Rockingham County Dispatch Center Toll Free 1-800-582-7177
or Call Operator
—State Business Briefly —
DOG OFFICER Dale Childs 362-52
1
1
NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN
WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY:
Chip Hastings, Warden 329-6442
Paul Wentworth, Deputy Warden 329-5571
Neil Emerson, Deputy Warden 329-6938
James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden 329-7 171
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
MUNICIPAL PICKUP OF RUBBISH EVERY MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY
DEPENDING ON LOCATION Must be on Roadside at 6:00 a.m.
8 Bags or 4 Barrels (not 55 gal. drums)
Allowed Each Dwelling
LIBRARY HOURS
Call 329-6411
Monday 1:00-8:00
Tuesday 9:00-8:00
Wednesday 1:00-6:00
Thursday 9:00-8:00
Saturday 9:00-2:00

